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· -~'-0 .~::EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
! - ~ 
This report documents the· results of a 1993' survey:of. visitors. ~o Itasca State Park and is one ofseven:i 
reports 'that present the results' of research conducte_d by the U!l~ve~ity·of Minnesota to assess the· 
experiences :and benefitS that visitors to six-of Minnesota's state:parks. desire and attain. The six parks 
- - < ,) -·· .; 
chosen to p~cipate in the study were selected because they repirs~nt· a broad range of recreation -
oppo~unities, size, geographic locations, and settings .. : -· .1. :~,, · .. ~.:. ·. _ 
• --5j I • . ,',:_,.·I ,1(.:~ "..: "--""· ,;·~·l.' ....! 
Visitors to Itasca State Park were surveyed during the 1993 sumnier season (Memorial Day weekend 
· throµgh-Labor Day weekend). ,Surveyipg was accomplished wifp·~-~o:-.sJ~P_ procedure: 
' ~ 1"/' 
--· J_i\., c-· 
1. An onsite questionnaire to obtain basic demographic information as 
visitors exited the'park, and '· . 
) .. _; J , 
2. A mail-back guestionnaire distributed at the conclusion .of the onsite 
interview. · ' · · " · · · ' 
' '" 
,,.., _I ·• 
One thousand and•eighty-eiglit rtiail-back questionnaires were·distributed using this procedure. Six 
,\ ,_, -
hundred sixty-five surveys were returned for an overall response rate: of 65.percent. Respondents 
were predominately middle-aged, Caucasian, and married males· with at least some college education 
and no reported disabilities; '·- '- - ' · .. _, · -·- ,,__ . . J ~\ 
: 3u , : . · .. " . .,_ ··. · -.. r . : -• 
About one-half of the respondents ( 4 7 percent) were visiting Itasca State Park as the primary 
- ' ~- ~-.; -· • - (_ I 
destination of_ ~eir trip. The majority o~ respondents were repeat visitors who used a motor vehicle as 
their primary mode of transportation on their trip. Most relied on their own experiences with the park 
to plan their trips. In addition, the majority of the respondents visited nearby communities and spent 
more money at gas stations and restaurants/bars than at any other community businesses. About_ one-
- w I,'· _; 
quarter of the respondents stayed at least one night in the park. Of those that stayed in the park, 71 . 
_./ '- • " I I r_ ·:.. _J 
'percent stayed no more _tPan two nights. About one-third of the respondents stayed overnight outsidy 
the park, Of those fllat did, most.stayed at motels, resorts, or with friends and relatives~ 
- ,· . -·; -- ·_ - - .. - " 
~ - ' . ' - - c ' . - . ' 
Visitors reported that they engaged in a variety of activities during their visino the park. However, 
visiting the Headwaters of the Mississippi ~as most frequently identified as the fuost sati~fying 
activity._ Participation times in any one activity for the majority .of respondents was up to foiir hours 
I , • -._ , ' , ' - .. - . - -, . - . . . ' • . 
except for campirig near their vehicle.~ ~espondentS 'who engaged in this acti!Vity g'elreraily did so for 
lon~er periods-of time. In additio~. siglit¥~e.ing; bicycle touring, ruking~~\\rallang~ clilving for 
' ~ ~ - . ,. ' . - . . 
$ ... ; -~'''- ~· ', • • ,· :• c. · · ,, "'"ft~r :"""'·.·~. 
pleasure, eating at Douglas Lodge, and shopping at the gift shops were most frequently identified as 
the most s;tj.sfying; second most satisfyirig, onhi;di riiost sati,sfyii;ig a~tivities.' 
.' . ./·... • ,: ,,J .~r~·~, ·J'-,J ''l;_·~,'-~~;1·~~~1:~·~·"_,,~'_:" ·, ,_ ~ ' 
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In : 
Itasca State Park was divided into four distinct survey zones to represent different settings found 
~ within the park. Respondents were asked to indicate which survey zone they spent most of their time 
in during their visit. Responses to this question;were used c:luring data analysis to_segregate)he survey 
data by zone. Survey results are also presented .by~_s.Qrvey_ ?:9ne ~x.cept for the Zone 2 (t.Qe trail .use and 
backcountry area) results~ Poor weaW,_erconditions;and ;:tn e:xceptionally larg~ insect popu_lation d~ng 
the survey period resulted-in .11hcharacte_ristically·l9w atteIJ.Q.anc~ figures for Z9ne 2. __ <;q,nseque_ntly, th~ 
number of surveys distributed to visito~ who spen,t most ofJpeir time j.n ~Zeme 2 was insufficient to .- . 
generate valid results. As a result,_Zone 2 data·are only reported as part of parkwide results . 
. - .·· ~ .. ~.-~~,,~,--..., ... ' ;,-,-
Respondents who ~pent most: of their time. in the park's major mqtorizeduse area (Zone 1) expfessed'·a 
. . . 
desire for opportunities to enjoy the natural scenery and get l}way'.frQm the usual demands of life. Like 
respondents from the other zones, these respondent_s preferred a s~ttlri.g that is accessible by motorized 
vehicles. using designated roads; a largely undisturbed natural '!f~a;~~ear 6r' on improved,roads; 
characterized by very' little co~tact with other people 01) trails; and in~agedwitli the aid of a moderate 
number of onsite manage~ent regulations, controls and information. Respondents from this.zone 
reported that the-3!IlOUnt of vegetation screening be.tween Campsites~ campgrounds ~CJ:t W~re t&) fµll- , 
and making reservations were mipor problems during their visit. ~:. : '" " . -. .~1 :. . ., ;. 
Respondents who spent most of their time in the Douglas.Lodge Area (Zone _3) .e?Cp~e_$~e9~a desire fo~. 
-
opportunities to enjoy the_natural scenery, enjoy the smells and sounds of nature, be with members of~ .• ~, 
their own gro~~:,. and 'enjoy~- diffe~ent activity than tqey experieri'~e:_at home. Respo~deqts''frorii this " ·-
zone. reported campgrounds that were too full, getting. reserva~9ns;_closed.fabilities and the number of 
cabihs avail~ble were minor probie~ during their visit~ { - " .. "'. :. ;,; ~·- : . 
Re~pond~nts who sp~nt mqst ~(their time at the Headwaters of the -Mississippi (Zone 4) expressed a·' 
desrre for opportunitie~.tO 'enjoy the natural scenery, get away from the usual demands of life,-~ ·with 
~' .. 7 - • • . - - • - . 
members of their own group, and learn more about the natural history of the area Respondents from. 
this zone reported that all' of the potential problems examined were not problems duririg their visit 
Zone 4 respondents,alsp :~xpressed stronger support for providing more interpretive. opportunities than 
- ~ \ ... • • < • -' ·: "'.. - I , . ' - - _:} ~· - - ~ - . f - I 
Z<?ne 1. and 3 ~esponqents:_ : ~ 
~ i .' J - _; '~ ·:. ~ < • J ~ ~ 
Altl,lough there are differ~nces 8;ffiOng respondents,fi:om_the _thret; s"urvey.z~ne_s, -~~s{iondents from~ 
three survey. zone~ reported that they were at least ~ome~hat 'able 'to. attain the ex~nerices and benefits 
.;: -<.i ~ '., r'J.~~-1,, . ·~ " ..• ·: _.-.1_ - .. 
. th~y·reported as imp0rtant to their visit. Respondents fro~·hll t!ifee zon-es prefe~ed a motorized 
. , .. _ .,.. . , --- .. l ., . . . . ' . , •• _, . . ·.v· .. . . . ,.. - , 
s~tting that is a largely undisturbed natural area with a ,moderat~ number of facilitie_s,_ A majority of 
• ~ .... - ~ ~ • ( • • j ' . ,, • ••• • • - .' - • ' • : /" • ~ - ' • ... 
respondents from all three zones also reported that they were at least satisfied with their visit. · 
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" -.'.) ~-: ..... 
<1 -. _;_~EFINiT~QN_S/GLOSSARY 
' •' ,·• ' :'• """, '-<r e_ ~ l- ~· i ~· : -~- ~ 
.. ~ .JI • ' 
't l -- ' ~~) 
:_) 
('lJ. -· -.;11 : ',> ' ' :" . , , 
Benefits Based Management (BBM) An approach to recreation and leisure research and the 
- 'C' .J :., ·-~-: c- I .J~ ,--~-- - q:G ___ r,,,l • .. provision of rec_r~ation and leisure services that focuses on 
"' .'c · J ' ''~ .. :;p:.,'1 ':,·r·~the·benefitS (outcomes) attained from participation in 
· • · ·: · > · ~ : :..: .; ; ·"" :r. ' . recreationi~.Lactjvities or the presence of recreation sites. 
Benefit -' ·- . .- ,,_ · · A-change that is viewed to be ~dvantageous or an . ·: l 
·- ·' · · ; '(51 1: -~- ,·r,.~··; improvement in condition (a gain) to an individual, to a 
. I • ~ ' 
Mailback questionnaire 
Mean (X) 
. - . 
Number (N) 
Qnsite questidhnafre J 
~~~ ·' . ; I' 
I •]-, 
Percent 
.Rank (R) 
• ·--1 
Recreation Activity 
Recreation Experience 
·Respondents 
Setting 
;- ~,-: ; group; to society,.or to another entity such as an endangered 
·. : _ · species -- or the prevention of a worse condition (Driver, et 
-'·i 
:ch r·; ·:C al., 1991). .. " 
-_,--_ : ~ p~ A questionnaire. distributed to park visitors as they exited the 
- : ~-:: · rpark. Poteritial respondents were instructed to complete the 
.. . questionnaire and .return it when they reached home. This 
· questioruiaire was·, used to collect visitor activity, experience, 
setting preferenc~ and satisfaction data 
A measure of the· center of a data set. Commonly referred to 
as the arithmetic mean, the mean is calculated by summing 
the observations in the set and dividing by the number of 
observations. · · " · 
The number of respondents. The total Ns may vaf'j from 
table to.table because some individuals might not have 
·responded- to, every question in the questionnaire. 
A short questionnaire administered to park visitors as they 
exited the park: This questionnaire was used to collect basic 
demographic.data, general information about the visit and 
respondent mailing addresses for follow-up contacts. 
' ·-'l ~ .. Ii.. -. ·~ 
' - .)'' .,, ' -
·; J Percentage;· proportfon of, or ratio. 
. ' .,_ --· 
Tl1e relative position of a single data element in relation to 
other data ~lements within the same subset of data . 
An activity,.such as picnicking, hiking, fishing, playing 
·softball, or cross-country skiing engaged in by park visitors 
during their visit. 
The psychological state that an individual attains from 
participation in recreational activities. 
Park visitors (12 years or older) who completed the onsite 
and mail back questionnaires. 
The surroundings (environment) in which a visitor 
participates in a recreation activity. 
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Si_gnificance Level A statistical calculation used .to represent the .·probability that 
the scores reported for a subgroup of a sample are an 
accurate reflection of the-total sample. Statistically, 
significance level is the probability of a Type-I error in 9ata . 
analysis (rejecting a null hypothesis tha~ is true). A .05 
significance leyel was used_ as a crileria,f or t~sting null . ·.. . .--; 
: ··hypotheses that.the subgroup means of the total sample are 
. , .. equal~) .Tihis significance level assumes that a null hypothesis 
is correctly accepted 95 percent of the time and that the risk 
of erroneously rejecting it is only 5 percent That is, there is 
' ' 
0a195 percent probability that the two subgroups really . .Q.iff~r; 
· , 'or less 1.thari a 5'.percent probability that the apparent 
difference:is. c;lue:t9 chance . 
.. ~,/~·· 'G. 
Standard Deviation (SD) ·' - A statistical calculation used to describe how close individual 
scores are to a sample mean score. Statistically, it is the 
, - . 
,.\ r 
Survey Zones:.·. 
' ~~'-' II,'~ •• 
'4- ,- I 
• 1" .. ..~:, square root of the·squ¥ed deviations of the scores around a 
; · · · mean .divided by the-sample size. The closer the standard 
·· . · deviatic>"n is to zero, the closer the individual scores are to the 
... '· · mean and· to each .other. 
.. ;,.: ". ~~/·,; ~.'.) :_· ., ·:,·. ? ~. r), '\ ... "" 
; ;. : '. The park's main motorized use area along the, east shore of' 
Lake· Itasca and Wilderness Drive. This area includes the 
picnic area~ museum, Brower Inn, campgrounds, Peace Pipe 
Vista, Preacher's Grove and the Brower Hiking Trail. 
. . . , ii> 
-._ ~. 'f \.' ··:,tr ' \ • '" • > I 
., .. , '·' . 
Zone2 
Zone 3· 
Zone4 
Weekday 
Weekend···~ 
:. 
vi 
-- . 
'• 
. :.:.' .t .,, ····. ·. The·trail use and back-country area. This is geographicallx 
·::'. ·•;t-' . the largest area in the park. '«~-~~ 
' 'J ~; -.. 
- ~· t ''T•,: ~~ .... -
The Douglas Lodge Complex including Douglas Lodge, · 
rental cabins; Nicollet Court, the Forest Inn Gift Shop and 
Dr. Robert's Interpretive Trail. 
-The Headwaters of the Mississippi River including the 
-·Schoolcraft Hiking Trail, the headwaters interpretive 
facilities and the Headwaters Gift Shop._ 
• ·I .. 
J ' ·-~~! ..... ~ • t ' • - ·' > 
·Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday are· 
considered weekdays for purposes of this report. . 
- '( · .. 1<·1i.L·~·\ r,. . . 
Saturday and Sunday are considered _weekend days: for the 
purposes ofthis report. 
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BACKGROUND 
'I!' ,,-,;.-..,-, . ,,. --- -- -, _.-,'··").- :..-.. _, - , .. ~. - ,,._,; . - ~" ..... wr- •, 
Minnesota State Parks"· Personal Benefits Study' · 
,.._; ~ --:- -- ,.,._ - - . " 
, I.· 
...... -: 
Although this report documen~s_ ~e results of a 1993 survey of park visitors to. Itasca State Park, this 
survey was part of a much larger stuqy conducted in a total of six Mi~neso,ta state parks by the 
University of Minnesota in c~o~ra~on with the Minnesot~ Dep~ent.9f N~tural Resources, Division 
"" . -· ..... -·· 
of Parks and Recreation and the USDA Forest Service, Rocky Moui;itain Forest and Range Experiment 
Station. Separate reports are being pr~pared for each of the six Minneso~a state parks involved in the 
study.. c.. ••. ,. . ·' 
_J ~ -, 
'· 
The Minnesota study was one of sev_er~ p~lot studies being conducted in the United States to examine 
the benefits of outdoor recreation. The overall purpose of the pilot studies is to dqc~ment the mix of 
- - ... ' • -~· -~ j •• 
experiences and benefits gained from public rec~~ation si!es. Results of the pil()~ studies are being used 
at the federal level by the USDA Forest Service.to develop new appro~ches to.recreation resource 
• j - '-'.... • ,. • - ·-
manage~ent that respond to people's needs and the na~on's .n~eds for the year.2000 and beyond. 
Other federal and state agencies involved in these studies are also_adopting a .. penefits based app,roach to 
·' , 
recreation resourc.e management as a result of this research. 
-- . _- •) -- - - ' "r· - ,·~ ~;' _· -.. .1 :r. ·-:: . 
_ The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, Division.of Parks and Recreation (MNDNR) sought 
f - •.. ,_ - - "' 
participation in the piloi ·efforts because management staff expressed growing' int~rest_ in implementing 
a benefits based management approach to recreation management in its state park system. State park 
'• ' . • . ..1f• 
. managers generally believe that they offer inuch to visitors, communities·, local economies and the 
. , • . ~ , T 
envifonment. They regiilar~y ~itness families picnicking together, individuals overcoming physically 
challenging trails, pe~ple marVeling at wildlife, ·and groups enjoying th~ serenity qf a sunrise over a 
lake. These obserVations reinforce the bel~ef that the experiences gained fro111 pirticipation in outdoor 
recreation activities are:imp~~ant to visitors. The pilot sfudy" ~as- cohducted iri Minnesota State Parks 
. ·' .. '• ' ,, t . . 
to quantify some of the beneficiaI e~periences that visitors actually desir~~.and attain from their visits to 
-:l. ~>~ ''i ·.~· .. •J_ --·.:.. .• ...:.'~---·-~-~-
,state parks. 
·.'-
·'r , 
Staie park managers are also faced with increasing pressures to support funding requests for recreation 
programs while budgets for other public services are being reduced. In addition, increased public' ~ · 
involvement fo park planning processes is pushing state park staff to produce more accurate visitor 
, ,.. ;/ .., : ' _ • •· ,- ' t ,:~ _ I ' , l' • • , 
information to support the recommendations contained in state-park management plans. 
':... .. • ',.--:j_l~:wc. ·J_ ,j ~ , - .- . •~.ii; J,; '!,\- .1 'j.. .- I-,.:,: 
Implementation of the benefits based management framework was seen by MNDNR management staff 
_....__..""'""" ....... _ ....... .:.·'-... -..... ·....;....---......;._....._....,...._,,__ ........ .....,.,,.,.--....-...,.....-.,.,.,.,..-....,....-------------"""'""'· ---~- ..... 
Stµdy of Visitor Experiences,and ~~nefjis at Itasca State Park 1 , -· 
( as ~ sound strategy to better understand visitors, support budget requests and guide planning efforts. 
Data from this and other studies are being used to guide this implementation. . · • ·. ' 
The University of Minnesota was askedto assist in this impl~~entation._effort by conducting visitor . " 
research to assess the experiences and benefits associated with participation in reqeational activitie_s . 
within Minnesota state parks. The research methodology and survey instruments used in the study · 
were developed by the UniveriiitY of Miilltesota in ·coop~ration ·with the USDA Forest Service and ili~, · 
MNDNR. Iil~luded in the' sur-Yey i~struments were questions to document visitor activities~- important 
and attained visitor ~:X:peri~nces a.Ild1 benefits, and. vi_sitor setting preferences. .: .ii i: 
• 1, • - ""! : ,.. 
j - _:..: -~ ... 
'" 
-:;- .,,-
'·· 
The uili~ersity of Minnesota also sel~ted the's~~te'parks to participate in the study in cooperatio~ wifu 
MNDNR staff. The six state parks involved were chosen because they represent a broad range of . · 
reci:eation opportunities, size, geographic locations and settings found within Minnesota state parks; · 
The sii parks chosen for pal-ticipation were Forestville/ Mystery Cave: Gecirge Crosby Manitou,· · " 
'" r • •• ' ~ '~ - •, ' ' - • - \ ,.-•;~. • ~ 
Interstate, Itasca, St. Croix and Tettegouche state parks. A report is available summariZing survey · 
results fro~ each ot'these.parks. A, separate report is also availahie·:fo~··tii~'falI sur\rey season\' ,. •.; 
' • •'• • r. • ' - • ' ' '<-• ) • • ~ • 1i •,J.; .i - ', • (September 1u::·0ctober 24, 1993) results at Tettegouche State Park. · ' · 
• -.J •: - ;_ ! b.r~:~ t ·". -.. ·:·~ ·~ -.-• . . _..::~1' . J' . ]. I 
' .. 
- I - -- ' ·: - I .-. ,-- ""'! \ ~-
Itasca State, Park 'Survey· -· '--
' - ,,_ __ ' 
"f il..'...:..-. - , .: ;. x' 
_. . 
. . '( .· -~~ 
·The tables in this report summarize the findings of the Itasca Sta~e Park portion of the study. The . 
, .. - · . . · - · · . . . .-. . ~- _, . ·,, __ -.:- · · ". ....rr 
tables are organized into nine appendices. Appendix A focuses on demographic characteristics. · 
Appendi~ B ex~nes top profile information 9fthe respo~d~~ts. Apperi~ c identifies th~ acd~ities' 
I ~ > • , • - : I , I,,' ' I • ~-,,. • • - • 
that visitors engaged in during their visit and those activities that respondents reported as most 
; , - • ) ~ - • - ! ., ·- ,·· - ' ... ' • : • -· -
satisfying. Ap~ndix D reports on the experiences ar1:d benefits that were-important to respondent. 
. ' ' , ·. . . ·, -- -· ~ ' . - ~ -
d~is~ons t.o visi~ the p~~ and the experiences an4, benefit.s. ~at ,visitors acnially a~ed from . ' •' 
- :..:i_ ~ ' -~ .... ' ' 4' • ' ~ • ' -
participation in their most satisfying activities._ Appendix E identifies the setting characteristics 
pr~ferred by -~~~~?d~~~ for participation in the~ 1:1\os.~~.a~~~ing1a~~\Titi_~~; ~ppendi~ F exami~es ,, 
r,esponqent per~ptions of conflicts and problems th~t ~ey _~ght' 1!ave encountered during their visit. 
~-- - ~" -~· ,. '• - ·... ~ -~ .)-.::.,.,,,, .. : :~.·J ) 
Appendix G reports respondent preferences for potential management actions that could be taken to 
address problems and conflicts. Appendix H explores the importance that visitors assigned to selected 
seryices pro:viqeq in the park. Finally, Appendix I explores respondent satisfaction with their visit to 
- ... .:. • .__ -- .,!~ ~ - • • • -- "- • - :-~ 1 ---::·~:-;.·· 2:~ a. _,. ·_ · · .·.·~;~: _ "·,-1 ·-~~ .... 1 
the park ..• ,,.- -~· 
.1 -"'-;l__;.._ ...,i...'.. '-' ~ v'c~ ~- •.''f.'J.j 
·,-'\}?:".' .. ~ .. ~:_.~ ... ~ : .. :. ':·;'..·'···.' ··,'"t,:~.:··· ': ···!_~_:-::._.+~ :rr~;\ "'~·I,!: 4~; 
This report documents only a small nµmber of the arialyses that could be compl€?ted from these data. 
J ·•· I 'o..,.:" • •' .! '~ '' ;·, •' ,_ ... ,· ,- •· ,<, .~ j t' ' ~if"2J 1 _·E1 l' '. ... ~ 
Some of the most salient findings are highlighted in the selected results section that prece4es the tables. ~ • • -.- .' 1 ~/ - • • .__._,--.1~1 .. ----~·' -~ ... ~- .·J ' ~:_}{'T;: ,_',-. ~t"" .. ' _ _..Ji~;..;r:.;; {;'i 
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Additional analyses are available for other portions of tlie Minnesota pilot shitdy in other documents. A 
short summary report linking results from the six state parks was prepared to aid in understanding 
similarities and differences found between Minnesota's research sites. In·addition1 more detailed 
analysis of the Itasca and Tettegouche State Park data is available in Ron Nickersori's doctoral 
dissertation, Understanding the Personal Onsite Beneficial Experiences Attained by Minnesota State 
. . ' ~ 
Park Visitors. The Tettegouche and Itasca State Park Management Plans also offer, examples of.how 
the data from the pilot study are being used to guide state park planning in Minnesota. 1 
Itasca State Park is located in northwestern Minnesota's Clearwater, Hubbard and Becker Counties 
- ·-· - ~ - -- -
between Park Rapids and Bemidji. The·approximately 30,000 acre park lies within Mipnesota's Pine 
Moraines Ecologic~ Subsection:1The area is dominated by a knob and kettle (rolling hills with 
shallow, valleys) geol.ogy ¥id sandy soils. :The landscape is characterized by rolling hills, valleys, 
agricultu;al l~d; and'0pirie, forest$. ,As the largest state park in northwestern Minnesota and one of the 
- . ' ' . . - ' " ! 
mos~ lieavij.yyis.i!ed stat¢' parks in l\4i,I1!1~~9ra;·1tas~a State Park plays a significant role in protecting the 
natillal, geological arid' culttiral reso,urces' of the region~ Among the myriad natural features found 
within the park are the Headwate~of th~ Mississippi River, old growth conifer and hardwood forests, 
_over 100 fresh water lakes, a designated Scientific and.Natural Area, a National Natural Landmark, 
and heritage species. The park's many cultural features include a 7,000 year old bison kill site, 
' Woodland Indian burial mounds, multiple European exploration and pioneer settlement sites, Douglas 
Lodge, and National Historic Register sites. The park also offers a large range of recreational 
opportunities to 500,000 visitors annually. Among these are camping, picnicking, boating, hiking, 
cross-country skiing, and snowmobiling opportunities. Multiple sites and programs also exist 
- throughout the park to interpret the park's range of natural, cultural and historical featu'res. 
Data were collected in two steps 'using onsite and mailback questionnaires. Itasca State Park was 
. ' 
divided into four survey zones (Figure 1) to reflect use patterns within the park (e.g. heavily used 
.areas versus infrequently used), access to the area (e.g. aufomobile versus pedestrian), type of natural 
resources in the area (e.g. old growth forests versus the Mississippi River), and the amount and type 
of facility development (e.g. pit toilets versus full amenity bathrooms). Zone 1 consistecrof the park's 
major motorized use areas. Zone 2 consisted of the park's hiking trails and backcquntry ~ea, Zone 3 
was the Do1:1glas Lodge Complex (a resort area), and Zone 4 was the area surrounding t!i.e Headwaters 
. of the Mississippi River. 
'i I 
-----" -., 
~- --~--,::_ ."_~..,,...~~ -~-~- ·-=-
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STUDY METHODS 
Review of Literature 
~· : -
A review of literature related to Vie ben~f!~s_p.f i;-eci:yatj.99 ~d. leisufe was conducted to gain an 
understanding of the available~~~~olarship in tltj.s ~e.~ and to provide·~ conceptual framework for this 
study .. Th~ review involved a review· of j~Jt~i:nal articles, contacts wit4;~~l].9la_rs engaged in this line of 
researc~,_ ~d revi~~ of p_rjnt~d µlateri~s wrjtten_ by r~creation manag~mep.t p_!ac!itjqners. Dr. 
Aildersori-has .l?~n a partjcipari~jn several ·conferences and m~~ngs t4a~. aqgressed ·~~ ]Jenefi~ of 
recr:eation and ~as.hac;ltl_le.oppoJtunity tp dis<;:uss the bene~ts based manageme~t;fr~ework and 
measuremen! e>.f benefit~ \Yi~ several scholars. A major source of scqqlarJy1Jpfo~~tion used in this 
study is The Benefits of Leisure, edited by B.L. Driver, Perry Brow°-_and:George_ ~eterson. Thjs 
book is a collection of chapters written by scholars representing· several disciplines who have· all 
engaged in this line of research. The chapters in this book sun;un_ajz~c} $.he state of kno~l¢ge of · 
'be_nefits based m~agement research at the time. Additional researc!J. i~ reyie-wed in Understanding the 
Personal Onsite Beneficial Experiences Attained by Minnesota State Park Visitors (in prpgress) .. J • 
Finally, The Benefits of Parks and Recreation: A Catalogue, c9_gipi}ed by the Par~ ~-d Reereatiop. . 
Federation of Ontario, et al. summarizes major research findings· frgm multiple disciplines _fot~. -~­
recreation practitioner~. The catalqg complements research foundcin·oth~r scholarly worl_cs. These-
three ~orks serve as the core of the literature revie\Y ~onduct~d for- this study. . 
. .' 
. - . 
Development of Onsite and Mailback Questionnaires 
. Two ·q~estionnaires were used to collect data for thl:s survey .. A ·two-page onsite questionnaire was 
used to collect basic demographic, trip profile, and home address information. A multi-page mailback 
survej was given to individuals who completed the onsite survey and used to collect information 
regarding -, J'.i _;!'; :1'ii '·:I~·- ' 
-- ··1 
. , ~ · _demographic profiles 
• . trip profiles 
::,._L;;1 :~.il i' Y.i.§itor activities 
~ J -
. J ' ·; 
1 
·'-
· ~; . ~ ·:·::: important and attained experiences:anc(ben~flts . ,, _ 
·' . ,. 
; ... -:· :' •,. d?ref~rred setting characteristics .. , · ;• ..... ,;.- . :" 
• ·_ ~probleJiis and ~onflicts encounter:~d:bY yisitors ;• .. y 
Study of Visitor Experiences and B.enefits atltilsca·State Park.-
r • 
-· 
.. 
5 ' 
• preferred management actions 
·importance and rating of state par~ services prqvided, and ' •· 
• level of visitor satisfaction with services provided. 
Both questionnaires were based on questionnaires used in similar benefits based management research , 
conducted in other parts of the United States. Specifically, the survey instruments used by Dr. Marty 
Lee and-Mr. Taylor Stein, Northern Arizona University, Dr. B.L. Driver, USDA Forest Service and 
Mr. Don Bruns, Colorado State Office, USDI Bureau of Land Management (BLM) on BLM lands in 
Colorado provided the core set of survey questions used in the Minnesota project. The BLM research 
project is one of the USDA Forest Service's pilot studies and was well into its data collection phase 
when the Minnesota project was being designed. -The USDA Forest Service was concerned that data .. 
collected from the Minnesota study be comparable:'fr) that of other 1:5enefiti:i:baied management pilot· .:;. 1 
sttidies: The BLM surirey· instrqments had'also oeen'developed with input fr6rri the researchers 
conducting the other pilot stlidies. ,' ' '. . ' J -; :··· ! ' 'Ji ·~" '~ ~ .... -· ' , ' 
--- ---· --
.. · .... 
The BLM questionnaires were adapted to meet the particular: settings, recreational opporturu&s· and 
managemefftissues found in.the'.sJ.xMirinesota state parks. The Uni~ersity of Mirinesota sought input .· 
into ques.tionnaire design.froni·thesixparkinanagers involved in the Minnesota study. Managers·· . 
. " 
offered suggestions on the specific activities, experiences and benefits, settings, conflicts, problems : 
and managemenfactions likely to occur in each of the parks. Although the basic questions were the~~-~~~ 
' same for all six parks,' separate questionnaires were prepared for each park to reflect specific 
differences between the parks. For example, viewing the Headwaters of the Mississippi River is an '; , 
activity that can only be done at Itasca State Park. Therefore, this activity only appeared as a possible 
activity on the Itasca State Park questionnaire. Similarly, the onsite questionnaires were tailored to 
each park to accommodate the fact that the number of survey zones was not the same in all six parks. 
, The I~ca State Park onsite and mailback questionnaires are included as appenilices J and K of this 
nmort. 
· Administration. of Questionnaires 
The onsite questionnaire was used to make the initial contact with park visitors and to distribute the 
mailback questionnaire. Only trained interviewers were used to conduct the onsite interviews. A 
training/ instruction manual was prepared and given to each interviewer (Appendix L). The manual 
included step-by-step procedures for implementation of the onsite survey, sample survey forms, the• 
survey schedule, and proper public relations techniques. In addition, a training session was conducted · 
.. 
to familiarize interviewers with the tr_aining manual and the onsite survey procedures. Additional 
6 Study of Visitor Experiences and"Benefits-at Itasca State Park. 
.. 
• . r- • , Jp) 
assistance was made available to interviewers throughout the survey period by the' University of 
Minnesota and other MNDNR staff associated withthe study.:: ~'~1:--: "{ .. , · -'~ 
.. =i~t;- y3~_ .• ~,~ l-
A survey schedyJe spalliiT~g-tfie;er}tire s~~eiperio.~ (May 2g;: 19~3 ~ Septe~ber 6, 1993) was devised 
- • _,r ' - ~ -
for l~ca'State P~~ prlor ~o administration of the onsite questionnaire. Once underway, deviations 
" · · . ' · · - . · I , I •. 
from.the survey schedule ~ere-allowed to accommodate~eather, shiftirig use patterns and 
- ' " . . 
emergencies. Schedule changes were only made with approval of the park manager and the University 
- ~ _,.._ ·- C,-''- - __ - • - """'- ""' • - - - --= 
of Minnesota. The survey,schedule~so identified the number of onsite questfonnaires to be 
( ~ 'I • 1 
administered for each surv~y zone c?r each scheduled·sui-Yey day. ~s proced~re allowed particular 
-- ·- -
survey zones to be targeted each day and ensured that questionnaires would be administered 
' . 
throughout the survey period. 
., 
A two-step process was used to select survey respondents. In step one, each vehicle eXiting the park 
was stopped unless the interviewer was already conducting an interview. .Visitors were asked if they 
. ,,' - -- .. __ - ' 
~ere ending their visit and if they had been recreating in the park. If the visitor w·as leaving, had been 
t.· - I , _, 
recreating in ~Q.e park, and was willing to participate in the survey; the int_erview continued to step two . 
. .. . -·. , . - , • r._ , 
In step two; visitors were sho~ed the survey zone map (Figure 1) and asked to indicate the zone 
'. - . .:.·. -·- . 
where. they had spe9tmost of their time. If the visitor had not spent the greatest amount of time in the 
.. ' _.' -.- : . 
target zone for th,at particular .day, the interview was discontinued unless the visitor had spent most of 
. - - '!' '. ' 
their time.in a zone for which previous quotas had not been met. If the interview was terminated, the 
... - -.:: \.,. - • ' - } ' ... -- ·~ - • ' .J' - - J • - ' • • - -
visitor was th~ed for their_ tirn,e and.allowed to exit the park .. If the visitor had spent most of their 
-' • ' ,. ' .' ; '
1 ~ -• ;__ J • • - •• l• _ • .-... i I ' ' ~ • 
time in the target zone, the .interview was,continu~d: ~" _ _ · -. -
~ ~ •· .. - • • .,.,.. ~··J. - -~ .. ..,\ , ... !,ll'. J. .. ~' ~ '-'~ :: -~~l_, '· 
I 
After all other onsite questions were completed ... respondents were.asked jf th~y woul~ be willing to 
• - ~ ' / '. __ .-' ...:! - _' : lj_ ,,. 
complete and- return a mailback questionpaire. Respondents who were willing to complete the 
mailback questionnaire were handed a questionnaire and a self-addressed stampep envelope, thanked 
,. - : ' " . - ' 
for their time, and allowed to ex.it the park. Those unwilling to participate were thanked for their time 
• • " ' - • - 'I ~ ' • - ·"" ~ • • , 
and allowed to proceed. A total of 1,088 contacts were made an~ 1,028.~ailba~k questionnaires were 
_,,--I . .J -
distributed at Itasca State Park during the survey period to visitors fro~ the four survey zones using 
- J - -·;' __, -_ -"' '! J ~ ~ -_ ~ =·...!...' ,, 
this procedure (Table 1)., .· .. _ 
-- - ) - • _,. ', " " I • ~ "· ~ 2' ' < • ~ 1u '( • 
• " r ·iJ.,.. ... 
Reminder post cards were mailed to respondents who had not returned the mailback questionnaire 
' ~- ' . ' 
approxirpately two weeks after .the onsite iq.terview. A reminder letter and a second mailback survey 
" ' • I ~ -
was mailed to respondents who had not returned the qiailback approximately four weeks after the 
- • ,!. - '.~ 
onsite interview. A total qf 665 mail back questionnaires we~e returned as a result of this procedure for 
an overall response rate of 65 percent. 
l 
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Table 1. Distribution of Itasca State Park~Sample Size ci.ndResponse. ·· :~ .. ; .. , . : ::.;· 
Rate by Survey Zone 
" 
Zone Onsite Questionnaires - · ·Number ·of' Percent of·· /'. 
Contacts Distributed Questionnaires Questionnaires 
. . ' 
Returned Returned -
1 355 . - - - 326 - . ·"' 202 62 . . . 
\ 2 - 10 10 ' '~ < -8 
-
·-- 80 ·-. ~ '; ... 
3 357 346 240 69 
4 366 346 215 62 
Totals 1088 1028 .. . ~ ,_, . .:,_ . - .. 665 6'5 "' 
- ....; . ---~: j • 'I • - ~ I ) 
l .... . 
Data Analysis 
. f 
... · --- · tr . .J • - ~ -: • - • • • • .,- • 1 - • -- • • , - ry -- - • ·r - -
Data collected through the onsite and mailback questionriafres were analyzed using descriptive · 
.. \ • ; / ,. - ' 1 • ~ :~· ' I ~ • 1 I - • ,~ '•. • -.. • 
statistics. Frequencies and percentages of respondents were calculated for each variable.' With the · · 
- - -- . . - ' -- - -
exception of the demographic; trip profile and activities variables, mban scores and standard deviations 
were also calcul~ted to~ e~ch- varia~le. ·-In ~d~tion, rank or~ets. wt'. re calculated for each of the - · 
variabl~s except the derti'ographic, trip proftle,-and·a~tivities·variables. With the exception of the~ 
demographic, trip pr~fil~ arid ·acri~itY vari~bles, data: wer6 anhlyzed in two parts. In part one, data· , 1 
wer~ kept independerit by su~ey. zone. in an ~ff~rt t~ make cbmparisoils and t~ explore the possibili~~~ 
that different m~~geme~t optlo~s ml~ht be appropriatefor the ~arious zones. In part two, data·wer~· 
not segregated by survey zone in an effort to provide a parkwide summary of results. · · 
The· selected re~~lts s~ti~n ·th~ff~llo~~ focuses on presentation of th~ individual survey z~he data' 
. . - - __ .. \\., ,. ' .. 
except for the demographic, trip profile and activity data which are presented as parkwide results~ Tue 
tables in Appendic~s -A - ]present both the individual zone and parkwide data to supplefn.erit.the -- . _f;' 
selected results section with the exception of Zone 2. results. Extremely wet weath~r conditions and an 
'1 ' ' -~('I ' . "- ' - J- -. • ' -._ ' • ~ -- ' 
exception;Uly high insect population during the survey period reduced the number· of visitors who · J 
~ . , i ~ I - '·. 1 • .'. · ' ' •' -' . ~ )'.. ' -: ' 1 ° - - ... 
spent most of their time in Zone 2 to such a degree that the sample size from this zone was insufficient 
for adequate data analysis. As a result, individual zone data is not reported for. io~e 2. -~Zbrie· 2 data·' 
are, h()W~Ver included in the parkwide results. 
··:· ... ,,i', - 1- 1i.:' 
"' 
' -• 'I .. , ~I ~ :;.'• 
, ' 
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.... : _i!-- ·- ,. ' 
' ~. 
The following results are organized into subsections. that .. correspond to Appendice~ A - J. _;Ea~b ;~. '"'", 
subsection contains a brief summary of the tables ass~i~ted with it to highlight some of the most 
i~portant results represented in the tables. Mo~e detailed analysis is possible by careful examination of 
• ' ~· • - 1,._. ~ ·- 'V "" . • - ._/- - \ I {.I -... ; 
the tables. · ·" · -
.. 
A. : WhaCwas the -demographic profile of this group of visitors to Itasc·a · 
State Park:.(Appendix A)? J, 
The majority of the visitors (52 percent) were between 30 and 49 years of age. A small percentage 
(four percent) were under the age of 19. Nine percent of the respondents were in their twenties. 
Slightly.more thaI\_6qe~third.{36 ~~cent) pf the respondents were over the age of 50. Over half of 
. . ! ·\ . . . ~ ,' ._..l .. 't .A .. ' • - . . • 1~ ~ 
those.responding (52 perc~nt) wer~.male,,.wl}ile48 percent were female. 
' ' ' - __ .... ' ~ -' ' .. :.. '· • ' J 
_.,_ . 
q.~ 1" ._r-di\ :.<:~.-:·; :-·-;r~ 0 ·~1 '~~--
Over 95 percent of those who responded were Caucasian. None of the respondents indicated that they 
_,_,,, 1 r ' ( ' ; ~ • r ~- . : 
were African-American or Pacific Islander. A small percentage of the respondents were Asian (one 
. . '"' 
percent), N~tive American (two percent) or Hispanic (one percent). Two percent of the respondents 
r 1 1 ~ ., • '1 ' ':' 1 ( • '"'.). J ' - ~J ,;' • 
i.ndicated tha,t they belopged t~ some otper ethnic group that was not among the choices for this . 
/ ~ t: . •, ~ .... J... ... . - - .! 1, ( '- • • • • -
.question.. · · . , 
-~--' "' ·-·~ -::J~_J !.;.~·:·· - ~ ,_ 
. I - ,. ' '" ) .--. " .. , ·. - ~ '~ .· -
... :.' ';,-" . . . ( .~ ~ ,J ... ..:. I~ .;,f!{,1 .« ( . " .. . j _,. 
The majority 9f,qie re.spondyhts (78 percent) indicated that they had attended or graduated from collf'.ge 
) ~) .1•,M,l'\,'-•~''J - :,~ ' .J! ~:I ', 
or graduate school. Twenty-five percent of the respondents had graduated from college_ and 70 percent 
- - 4 , • r, .. -~ 
had obtained a graduate degree as their highest level of educational achievement. An additional 24 
. percent had some college education and eight percent indicated they had some gradµat~ level educaticm. 
. ': ~ :' .. ~ '"-:'. ~ l: /". 
Eighteen perc:ent had gradu~ted from high school or earned a GED as the~ highest leyel of.educa~onal 
J } ~ • , ) l , , • __ . . \ ~ . 
achievement. Only one percent had less than an eighth grade education and ?ply ~~j ~rc:~t,_ ~fid.t~, 1 
some high school education, but had not graduated. · · 
:: : ~i31 .. r:,r- ·r; 1·~; ~[/ 
' ' ' . 
The majority of the respondents were married (75 percent). 'Ibe large~t number 9f r~spondents were,, 
~ ' .. ' ' ;> ( .. ' , t " ' ' ! ' • 
married with children (57 percent). The second largest number o(responde~ts were mamed with no 
' • ' .-. '; ,
1 
: , <: -r ' • ~. o • ~ ,! ' - I '' _ •' .' , . 
. children (18 percent). Only 13 percent of the respondents were single, withnp_children. A small 
.r" :; '• ' ., ,, ' ' •, ' 'fl- ) L " ' f "( • ~ •• • 1 ' • perce~tage of respondents were single parents with childr~n (tlu:ee perce~t)., Nine~r~~~Lof ihe · · 
'I ·" -~ j, ~ ·t • .. __ .!!...i ~ ·• .' ~ • .i _!"' -: ~ • ,. _: 
respondents indicated that they were part of some other type of household. · 
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Ninety percent of the respondents reported that they did not have a ~sability. Of those that reported 
having a disability, 39 percent indicated that it interfere.d-witli their ability to enjoy the park. 
· .. lCAl~--~&J {.,_~.'"1. , 1 .. :)) - \, r;:_. 
In summary, respondents were predominately_ middle-aged, Caucasian and-ffiaiTied males with at least 
. ;, . l -;',, • -••.~ I --
some college education and no reported disabilities. ' ,- · ·· · , ,. · 
, •-''• :·- , :;~1 ', ) .. f_._ -. -·-.•,' 
- .. ~ · ' ,...., , • i I -.., _., · "'"\• · _ - -
B. ' What was the . ·predominant t_rip profile for this group of visitors ·to 
Itasca State Park (Appendix B)? .~· ;· · 
.I 
Respondents were~ aSked a s~ries 9f qu~stions regarding their trip planning? party size and use <?f lo~al 
community services. Collectively, responses to these questions provide a·. general profile of the type of 
trip that visitors took and the degree to .which they incorporated their visit to Itasca State Park into other 
activitiesvouts!dethepark.' /;' \ '.1_:• :;'. .<: ·"- - '::.~;,, ·_) ·'-' • • .: .:. I. oj{ 
- ' "-:,..··. -~ , < 
Sixty-eight pe;cent ~ftho~eres~b~di-ng had visited ltas~a previotlsiy:- Of those who had visited · ,. 
- - - - - ! - ' .. - - - . ' 
previously, 52 percent had visited the park one to three times, -23 percent had visited the park'four to· 
• .1 
eight times, and 25 percent had visited the park nine ()r more times. Almost' all of the resp0ndents had' 
'used a motor vehicle as their primary mode of transportation tb the park (95 perceht). : __ :;:._ ' 
'· T;,,..._ ... ' - .., 
' • • ~~· : J.-~-- ---~ ~ t - _j'•...:. -_ 
... 
• , ~ • - . , · ..... , - • . , - - .. • • . - • ·, ._ .... r ' • . ·• . -~ , ? 
Fifty.:three percent of the respondents indicated that their visit to Ita5ca was not the primary reason'fQ.r 
taking their trip.away from h~me, while 47 percent of those responding.indicatedit was their primary'."~~ 
reason fofleaving home. Twenty-three percent of the respondents stayed in the park at least one night 
-dunng their.visit. Of those who stayed in the park, 39 percent stayed for one night, 32 percent stayed 
- . ~- - . . , - ,,. ' i . ,, 
in the park for two, nig~ts, and 23 percent stayed for three nights. At the same time, only 8 percent of 
the overnight visitors stayed in the park more than three nights. ~ · · 
, .• I; 
·Nearly ~rte-third ~f th~ ~~sponde'nci (33 percent) indicated that they spent most of their time in Zone 1 
(the primary motorized u~~ kea), 33;percent indicated that they spent mo~t-of their ~e in Zone 3 (the 
Douglc~s Lodge area): and 34 pe~c~nt ~pe~t 'most of their_ tirile in Z~~~ ~ (th~ Hea~w~t~rs of the . 
Mississippi River). -- , . .._, 
, r 
.• . 
• - . . - - ' -- - --, •. ,,. '\ ~ ._ - < . ,..... - - -
The largest number of people (80 percent) were traveling in a1party of tWo fo five people. Three 
perc~~t ~ere tra~~ling alone, 13 percent were traveling in a gro~p that-had si~ t'O nine people in the 
": . "' -- • ". ' - . ,.. ,"7,- - ff ~ \' ·,' ',' • • 
party, and five percent were traveling with a party that was ten or more:People. Seventy-six percent of 
, .~.~--r~r-- .• , . - • ..... !~~ -, ..... '·.: , 
the respondents were traveling with family. J~· _J' ' - ' -J ' . 
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,_ 
Respondents were asked to indicate the trip· planning aides_that they had used to help them plan their .. -. 
trip to Itasca State Park froqi a list of 18 aides. The number one thing that aided people in their trip 
planning_w_as personal 'experience. Four hundred twenty-six, of the respondents used this source.of.'..,;_ 
information. Othei; µip planning aides frequently reported were friends or relatives, state park 
brochures,. state highw<!y maps, and state/ regional tourism offices.· 
r ;-,"""\. 
1. - \ ~-- •r·::., " ,' i ...__' •· -' - • . - 1 
~ - -·-, .., .. 
Respondents;weie ~.so.~ked·_whether they had stopped in a nearby _community as part of their visit to 
the park. S_ixty:.::nin~ pe'icent iridicated.that they had, while only 31 percent indicated that they had not 
stopp~d in.l:l: 11.earby cominuni~. ~Those that had stopped .wei:e: asked· to. in.dicate the types of local 
businesses and services they patronized while on their trip. The largest number of respondents spent 
money in gas stations (300 respondents), restaurants/bars (299 respondents), retail stores/ gift shops 
(232 respondents), and grocery, stores. (195 respondents). 
Respondents were also asked whethei. they had stayed ove~ght outside' of the park during their trip. 
Sixty-one percent of the visitors reported thaLthey did not stay ~>Vernight outside of the park. 
However, the outside overnight accommodations most often:ilsed were motels, resorts, friends or 
r~lative~~ private campgrounds, and cottages::;~ ·::.;: -"~' · ·· -1· t ~-
::ir 
·'' 
-',· --
.Responden~ ~ere ge~e~ally repeat visitors who used a·nibtor vehicle as their primary mode ·of 
~ ~ . 
. .. transportation on: their trip. -About half of the respondents were visiting Itasca State Park as a primary 
d:stinati~n f 6r-their trip. ~6st of the resp~ndents relied on their own experiences with the park to plan 
their trips. In addition, the majority of the respondents visited nearby communities and spent more 
< ' 
money at gas stations,' restaurants/bars, retail stores/ gift shops, and grocery stores than at any other 
. communitY busiriess~S'. c ' ·_·; 
-c.. What activhies did this group of visitor engage in, and which did. 
they find most satisfying (Appendix C)? · 
Respondents were asked two questions to identify the types of activities they engaged in during their 
visit. In the first question, respondents were presented with a list of 58 possible activities a.pd asked to 
identify the amount of time they spent engaged in each activity. In the second question~ respondents 
' 
' • i 
~were asked to identify the most satisfying, second most satisfying,,,(!nd tbird:mo~t satjsfying activities 
thatthey engaged in during their visit. 
" . 
• - ~ -· _!..) ~ .. 
.._:_ ,. ' ' ... 
; "·' '"";: -.,c. 
·.·j 
. .,,. :r 
'4_J ~- • 1 ,','I i;1[ ,.)--: 5~: ,-, ' y ' ~ _l ,1 
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' .. Activities visitors engaged in during their visit: 
- -··· .J .... - • J/.i.1 
, .· 
'' ' ). ~' ' .. - ~ 
Those activities in which·more than fifty percent·of the.responderifs particip8:~ed .were.viewing:!he:~:: , 
Headwaters of the Mississippi River (94.percent), sig~tseeirig (88'percent), ch:i~ing for pleasute.:(85;· .1 
percent), walking (78 percent), shopping at the gift shops.{76 percent), ._:y~siting. the visiton~centerL'Z6; 
percent), viewing historical resources (64 percent), watching wildlife (55 percent), visiting museums 
(53 perce'nt)~ looking at wildflowers (52 percent): v_iewing:c!llturahesources (52 percent).• Other :· . :.1: 
activities that' respondents identified were photography (~9 percent), eating.at Do~glas J:.todge ( 45~ ~~ .: fl.I 
percent), hiking (38 percent), nature study (3-2 percen~), picnicking (3.1:.percent);rea~ng for,pleasµre: 
• .J •• (30percen:1),andwading(29percent).·.1_; . · ,~J.)d~.0~,Jc.-, · .. ,.·,,,· 0:i·(.:.r 0 , •• ~~::?'.>·,::i;·ti 
; -, 1, ·:;: _·:·) .··,· .. ~\.',· '"'"_., .:1~(. .. . .. ~ 
·,:_, · ., · _. _ 'Ii'.·· t;r::::r<, ·•·. 'rJ>· i'° .-, 
·: - .. , ( . : .. __..r·1. __ r·~. '-_, ... ,~ •. _, ...... _.·, 
At the same time, the majority of respondents. did not i11dicate high participati0,n::rates for· some of the : 
activities included in the survey ·question. Very few respondents indicated that they participated in 
beach activities (12 percent), fishing (12 percent), swimmiilg (13 percent), ~amping near: their vehicle,. 
(13 Percent) interpretive activities 08 percent);bicycle'touririg (24-percent) and birding (27 percent). , 
' .. . 
Less than J 0 percent of thf'.-respondents :indicated that they participated in field trips, beachcombing, 
. . . ' ' . ': 
partying, reunions or weddings, writing for pleasure, ice fi~hing, snowshoeing, :cross-country skiing; 
mushroom hunting, berry picking, hunting, cruise bo~ting, motor boating, kayaking, canoeing, 
jogging, backpacking, sailboarding, sailboating, staying overnight at Nicollet Court, stayin,g ovefrught 
. ~ 
at the hostel, staying overnight in a cabin, backpack camping, group camping, and camping away fr0IJ1. 
• •• ' , • <· ,.._, r-;..,-
their vehicle. Some of the low participation rates are probably related to the seasonal nature ofsome . 
.,, , . . ' ... ' ' ~ ~ 
activities (i.e. cross- country skiing and hunting). 
" ' ' : ~ . 
• ;.,. ' '"Ii 
. :l ..:. -: ,, • ,, ·.~-~-;' . ' --··. '. ... 
In temis of time spent participating in each of these activities, the greatest amou~t2~~ ~~, w~ .r,eP?rte~ 
for camping near a vehicle. Eleven percent of the respondents indicated that they spent more than 12 
hou~ engaged in this activity. Of the non-camping ~ctivities, the n;iajoritY,_ of.~e~p<>n<l,~J?ts ~eported . 1 
spending eith~r less than an hour or one to four. hours af the other activities. that ih~y engaged in durlilg 
> ~ ••• -- ,.._ ' 
their visit. 
Most sci'tisfYing activities.~ . · \i - ( . 
The five activities th~t were·tnost frequently identified as the most satisfyhtg activities were·.viewing.the 
Headwaters of the Mississippi River, bicycle touring, sightseeing, ;hiking, ~d walking~ Respondents 
'" 
from all three zones most frequently identified viewing the headwaters as their most satisfying activity. 
In addition, respondents who s~~t most of their time in Zone 1 identified bicycle touring as their most 
satisfying activity more frequently than respondents from Zones 3 and 4. At the same time, 
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respondents who spent most of their time in Zones 2 and 3 more frequently identified sightseeing as.·r 
their most satisfying activity than Zone 1 respondents. ·' 
The five activities that were most frequently identified as the second most satisfying were sightseeing,. 
viewing the Headwaters of the Mississippi River, driving for pleasure, walking, and eating at Douglas 
Lodge. :Respondents who.spent most oLtheir:time in Zones 1 and 4 more frequently identified 
viewing the headwaters as. their:second Il!Ost: S'!tisfying activity than Zone 3 respondents. Respondents 
who_spent mostof theirtime in Z0ne13.moie frequently identified walking as their second most 
satisfying activity than Zone· Land 4 respondent$:· :~r· ~' -=-~-
The five activ~~es tl!aLwete.mosl frequently"'identi~ed.as the thitd most satisfying activity were eating 
at_Douglas.Lodge;driviQg forpleasure,.si'ght§eeing,,viewipg the Headwaters of the Mississippi River, 
and shopping at the park'.s.giftshops.'..Ffom this groilp.ofactivities;Zone !respondents more 
frequently identified.sightseeing, Zone 3~respondents more frequently identified eating at Dougla5 
Lodge, and Zone 4 respondents more_ freqgently identified driving for pleasure as.their third most 
satisfying ~activities. 
,1 _J 
Overall, visitors ·reported engaging in a variety of activities. Participation times in any one· activity for 
the majority· Of respondents.was up to four hours except camping near ·a vehicle.~ In,additio11., viewing 
. 
the Headwaters of the Mississippi River and sightseeing were most frequently.identified-asthe~~~st 
satisfying, second most satisfying, or third most satisfying activities by a majority .of respondents . 
. -Other ·a~tivities that wer~ frequently identified as satisfying included bicycle tol!ring; hikipg,. walking;· 
driving for pleasure,.eating:at DouglasJ::;odge, and shopping at the park's gift shops. L:.'.. ·., "r:.:; · •. : ·" 
. ~ ,• ' 'I -; ,) :-'j 
n~·-- ·what·~were tlie· most ·important ·experiences rand benefits sought by~i; __ 
·this .group of visitors and which experiences and benefits _wer~ they_ , 
·most, ~hie t~ __ attain from their visit (Appendix D)? 
"·""'.-:--·--·- , ...... . -:-· ,,~.,. .,,.,,··, ...,,_' . ' : .. :-· .. · . ' - , .. ., "'i-·-=-·r1·r ' "',-,, ' ,. ·,.:~ fl:1 
Respondenti were a5ked~ a two-part question regarping the experiences and benefits that they . . . 
~sodat~d ~ith·tli~k~o~i-satlsfyirig activit),'.- In p~'one,-iesp0rtdents were asked to ;at6 .. ~ 1i~f~i49' 
experien~eS ~d;b~neflts6n a S~Ve~ poi~t,~crue iri te~S Ot Il~W iinportant~ach Was as~ r~ason fs)~-:D: 
their visit,to Itasca Stat~ Park. ·,Thls scitl~ wai ~3 "very unimp~itant,"' -2 "inoderately un~pcfrtant""·~·1 
"somewha~ uriimpoi.tarii~"· 0 ~·neither unimportarit nor,imp0it~t~"-'("soriiewhat ~portfil.it,"'2 ' _: ... _;:;-
- ·· .. '{I'~.:~::_ ~ - ''J ~--,·n 1 -..-~ ,.., c -- ~"', '· _ - .1 ;·L."~ __ ;_... -.;_·_:~ ~. · -.~~,, -.rc.1'•i1:J o·.:i,,_ -
"moderately important," \ffid 3 "very importru:it.". For e~e of data"~?Iys1~, the pomts on the scale 
,, .:· ,1 ·.--. :1 .-~!~ .. ·-·_z·.~~-- ~·<:._cl .. -l'!:_q~:_; ~ .. ·:~~"_,:··-.:.-1~·~ •· ;---:·1 ..,.,....-;,~):·.:_:.: ~'1-: ·, --
were assigned positive numbers from 1 "very urumportant" to 7 "very important . In part two, 
respondents were asked to rate th~ir ability to attain the 49 experienc~s ~d benefits as a result of their 
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'i 
ii 
I! 
, I· 
:\ 
visit to Itasca State Park on a four point scale. This.scale. wasxl .. not:at·ai1 able," 2-t.<somewhat:able," 3 
"moderately able," and 4 "totally able." - v · :r: · '· : ; ___ ,_ ;:_1 • . =,, . ~- · · 
Important experiences and benefits'.··: , -. 
-.-.... :. '. ,.., 
.., 
1-·. •;: . •. 
There were some differences between survey zones in the experiences-~d-benefits th~rresp6nd~nts 
- identified as most jmportant to~tlieir visit. Although' enjoying th~ naturalscenery ranked as the·rriost ' .. 
important in all three zones, respondents froni Zones_ 1 and 4- rah.ked getting away from the usu'!! . ·. : . 
demands of life as their second most important ~xperience an~I:benefit and enjoying the smells and· 
sounds of nature as their third most i1Dportant. Zone 3 respondents ranked enjoying the smells and 
soun:ds of natl!re as ~eir second most important experience and benefit and getting away from the ~ · ·, 
usual demands of life as their third most i1I1portant. De_spit~ the· fact tliat enjoying the natural scenery ~ 
was r~ed as tht? ~ost importan't experience and benefit in air thr~- zo11e~, Zone 1 and 3 respondents . 
reporte4 itto be "very important" while Z0ne-4respondents·reported it to b:e·"moderately impo~t." 
~ r ,...,·-... ., "'• ,,,_ -., ···-'"o 
- l, •• •' '"":~ .;J_•. 
Beyond the three m9St important experiences and benefi,ts, responclents from Zone 1 report~4 seyen of 
J,. ~ • 
the 49 experiences and penefits as "moderately important", 23 as "somewhat important", 14 as "neither 
unimportant nor i.mportant", one as "somewhat unimportant", and one as "moderately unimportant.", ., 
This subgroup of respondents did not)dentify any of the 49 experiences a.i:id. benefits a.S ."very : ~-- : , . 
. ~ 
uµimportaht.". Being with members of their own group, learning more about 'the natural history of the~~ 
area, and resting mentally were·among this subgroup's "moderately important" experiences and · 
~nefits. ·Experiencing _new and different things, feeling healthier, and helping release built-up tension 
were among this supgi'oup'_s ."somewhat important" experiences;and benefits. At the same time,. 1 
hayjng others know that they had been to the area, having opportunities to avoid the unexpected, and . 
doing something creative were among those rated as "neither unimportant or important" by this 
subgroup. ~his subgroup ranked ~hancing ganger~us situations :ai,ld· e_scapiJ!g the famiJy temporarily , 
as the least important. experiences and benefits.~ • .. , .. 
,· '•, ', I - ' 
In addition t? their_ three most important experiences _and bene~t~! ~~spo~gents fr,om Zone 3 reported 
., •, ' ', "' 2 - 'I " ' • .-...J . __,. '\) t ... , J' ~ • ~·; \ .;' ,j .J ' • • • • , -• J 
sifc. of the 49 experiences and benefits as "moderately important"; 20 as "somewh~t important", 17 as 
:>-". · ~" ;1...,..-. ·: · • •. · .-·-r: "t.: ~.:.~·!···).-~'f,~. _,.,,1· : - ·~"',-, 
"neither important or unimportant", and three as "moderately uniriiportant." Being w_ith members of 
-·~·! '_ ~l ~ ~ ~;"'; : :/;~· :~ 11?.:J-., ' ... ~~ ... , ,. ') 
thejr own group, enjoying a di_fferent activity than what they experien~e back home, and i:esting 
l ~ ' .,, r, - , - f' • ' r - • .;. • .,,. • ' - " i •' ~ ~ ; M • • • "' : 
meptally ~e_re. -~ong those rated_~ ''.moderately important" by this subpr?up.' _Zone 3 respond~-n~s: . 
reported enjoying a differ~nt activity than what they experience back ho_rri~~'exi>eriencing new anq: .- . 
,,._,";j '. • ,1 .: __ .. · ·. ; ~ ' ~.#.,..~,I -(~' '~i 1,.-_, ,, "· - '(~i~'".l;Z.;_:!~l"~~ 
different things and feelmg healthier among those experiences e:µid benefits that were "somewhat _ . 
~· !.._~ -~~- , ···-~C ( .. '·,,,"' t' ,.J ~{,.. ·' ~ •' • :[ -<-t"~·• . ·.-• 
. 'i' . \ 
-~d :·:·,r "}11 
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important." Doing things their own way, being in control of things that happen, and enjoying a 
different climate than what they have back home were among those that were "neither unimportant ori 
important."' At the same ti~e, escaping the family temporarily, leading other people, and chancing ::. . 
dangerous situations were reported as "moderately unimportant" by this subgroup of respondents. 
In addition to their three most important experiences and benefits, respondents from Zone 4 reported 
four of the 49 experiences and benefits as"moderately:impohan(', 25 as "somewhat important", 16 as 
"neither imporiaticor'urumportant" and~one·as "somewhat unimportant." Being with members of their 
own group.learning more abotir.the naturaj.·history.of the· area, and enjoying a different experience 
than they have back home were among the experierices•.and benefits that this subgroup rated as 
"moderately important." Resting mentally ;bringing their family closer together, and enjoying a 
different ·activity than tlley experience back.home were among. those rated as "somewhat important" by 
·this ~ubgroup~ Feeling more-::self confident,. sharing whahhey. have: learned with others and increasing 
lung capacity were among.those tatec;Las"neither1uniJilp()rtant or important'' by this subgroup. 
Chancing dangerous situations ·was'·the only experience and benefit rated _as "moderately unimportant" 
by this. subgroup of respondents. 
Ability]o attajr.z:-experiences and benefits: 
. . _\ , 
Although there were differences between survey_ zones in the experien~es and benefits that respondents 
~- ~ • • • - •• • "r \ "' • -
inllicated they were most able to.attain as a result of their visit to Itasca State Park, there were also 
6o~onalties. Respo~dents from all thr~ zones reported tH~t fu~y· were"'totally able" to attain 
. - ... r • ·~ " --- - / r .· - - .. . ~ -~ -
enjoyment of the natural scenery. This experience was also identified as one of the three most 
, ii:nportant of the 49 ~x~rien_ce,s and be_nefirs"~ a reas~n for th~~ ~? by respondents from all three 
zones. In addition, all three subgroups reported that they were either "moderately able" or "totally 
. . .. . . . ~ - - ~ . : ' . "·, '- .. -, .. :-': . . 1 
able" to attain the other two expei:iences and benefits that they had reported as most important to their 
· visit to the park. RespondentS from all three zones also reported that they were at least "somewhat 
able" to attain all 49 of the experiences and benefits. 
-r ., .. , - .,·,;'-~-- ,. _t' --:_; ···; ~-;!:"" :r;~~ (1 .. l~ 1~·_:_ ,,..~ :, ·.• r""!!i '!:if1~·'·t-..J '"1· . ., 
In-~dditio~ to theU: ability t~ a'.fi;ri~-th~ir thre~ _~6st.itiipo~t ~xpbriertce·5·;m~ benefits, respondents 
,. . , ,, . " T . ' . ·. . ~ . - ~ . ) '. t' · .. -~·r ;~ , :· - , 
from Zone 1 reported tliat the}"were "totally able" to dperience &ing~willi m~mbers of their own 
- - ' ' .· ... -... -. ' ~;- ' • ' -. ~. . i ' --~'t""·. -
group. This was reported as "moderately important:• to their visit.'' This"subgroup also reported that 
-- J- .. ~- .,_ 
they were "moderately able" to attain 35 and "somewh'.atable" to attiiin n of the remaining experiences 
' ' - . ~ , •• ~ - , . ., •, i- ~' 
of benefits. • · -
,, ...... ~' -
.. · ·_:.,....;..__, 
. _•,-. 
-.,. . r - - . ~ ·r, :·'·..,~ ~.--: .. _ -:---·,~"'1.,.;...._r • • -: •. ·•• . .. - ·. 
In addition to their ability to attain their three·mosti.rilportantexperiences arid benefits, respondents· 
·
1; ___ ,_:-~Y -- .. · ·- ti··~- 'ti rtt2;; .... ,,rrr11 '."~' · .. - i -, · , 
...,_ • -- _.,._ ~ ... .J--:~-.J~, . ..r:-.- _.. -~1~ L>~ ~" 1'.t..,.w _ .,._, '..-~ 
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from Zone 3 reported that they were "totally able" to be_ with.m_embel"S,o_ftheir own grnup:· This was 
reported as "moderately important" to this subgroup's visit. TI:tls subgrQup· also_ reported that they c-: 
were "moderately able" to attain 35 and "somewhat able" to attain 1Q5of the remaining _experiences. and 
benefits. 
~-··::.- ..... - ~-~---- •• ,_ •. ..-,.,,,1. --~---~ ..... - - '· 
• _I - ..:.~ t:'-~ -~ ~- ~--:...' -·-
In addition to their ability to attain their three in9st important experiences and, benefi~,:resp0Iidents_·1j; 
from Zone 4 reported tpat they·were "totally-able': to be_ with-members.of.~eir.owff.group~ .This~W.as' 
reported as "moderately ililPC!rrant" to their visit. ._This subgroup reported_that tbey w~re :~modera.tely 1. 
able" to attain 32 and. "s.omewhat able" to·attain 13.:.of the remaining experiepce§.artd benefits. _ 
- • J - - - _, 
--'-_·. --~c:. ~-. ! -t-~ ;~ 
.... ~ -. 
Although-!he're:are some differences_in ~e specific :experiences: and benefits _th~t .re_spo.n_dents from_the 
three zories:coilsidered important to:thei~~visit, reSP.Onden~ from ~JJ thr~e ~Qiles feported: that they W~re 
at least "moderately _able" to attain those that they~-reported as:~niportant._:Al~:tbree subgroups .w.e~ also 
"totally able'! tS);attain.the experience thatthey, rated.as·mostimportant.totheir visit'( enjoying. the natlital 
scenery).'·- --~'··· ·1:· _,_--':-:~:.:;_:-"-- ·--<~,-.::~~.-·--·;.-
, • . _'i 
E. What are the preferred setting character-istics for-this- group of 
visitors to Itasca State Park (Appendix E)? _ ·· tb. 
- -- ---~, 
' 4 ..! ... :>' --
Respondentswere.asked to rank the desirability of 34 setting characteristics for future participation in -
their most satisfy_ing activity. These characteristics were based on those found in the USDA Forest 
... .,; - __,. ·- ' ~ ~ - -
Service:s Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS). The five point scale used for this question was -2 
·, .. I .. . ._ - . , , -· ' . - . .' 
""very undesirable," -1 "undesirab~e," 0 ~·neither undesirable or desirable," 1 "desirable," 2 "very._ i 
- -·~~. - - ~- ·-·· ... ·-- --~ 
desir~ble.", ~or.purposes.ofd.llta analysis, this scale was converted to positive numbers with 1 befog. 
- ~- - _, __ , - - _,,.:_ ~-· - - - ~ 3-..:l. - ... -. 
"very undes.irable".and 5 l;>eing ''very desirable." Mean scores were generated for each of the . _ . 
- -
characteristjcs. ,,,.,-
- - - - --
• _- -J • ; L , •1 ~ [~ _r::rt·, c·J ·· , 
Th~ setting ch~acteristiys were also organized into six groups on the questio!1flaire that paralleled the 
groupings of setting characreristics f9unq in the ROS system. These groups were:. acce_ss Jo ~e.. area, 
~, ....,, -- - _, - • <· ---· - ---·-~ ... , ->... - __ , . • -V ,_,..... . --- • --", '·---. ~, 
~aturalness of the area,_distance_fro,m.~o~ps, _co0:tact with other people,runpun~ and typ_~, of (aciliti~~i. . 
• - - - -- - - - .• ~ - •.. ., __ - . - - . . - - - -- I. - - . - ._. _, ..._ - -- ..: - -- _. 
and amount of management.and regulation. The characteristic with the highest mean score for each 
1: .l_ ~.~. __ . ,.J; ... ',· '_:.,...:.·~ ' . .'... .• .- : ' __ . . , '. -·'-•~ , :._~' :~: _ ·--1~,'V 
.· group is used in t11is report to de~cripe the, most.d~sirable setting. : . . _ . 
_ .1 • --·~.l.!..' .. L .. _.. ~ ,_ i_. ___ -~_,_:...;.,\11·. -·-· --~ , __ . : . . _ . . •. f-
.·,'l ' .. • 
Respondents frorri all three survey zon~s expressed a pr~f~;e~c~ for the s~e type (){setti~g. In all 
. ' -; . . --'~ . - -
three cases, r~w9pg~n~ !.~dicat~,~ .~~i}?~Y _pre.~erre~ ~ settjp~ ~hif~ i~_3c~~s~i~le b~-~l motorize~ i., 
vehicles using designated roads; a largely undisturbed natural area; and near or on improved roads · 
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maintained for visitor use. Their preferred setting would also contain a moderate number of facilities 
such as campsites, picnic tables and parking areas.and offer noticeable onsite visitor management ;; .. · 
regulations and controls such as, simplefoformation facilities and services. In addition, respondents 
expressed a preference for a setting that.provides opportunities for very little contact with other people 
on trails. ··· ·· _ _ c- _ .. 
With the exception of .the amount of access to ~e area; the setting characteristics that were least 
desirable are also the SaJ?le: for respondents fr.om all three survey zones. Their least desirable setting is 
an area where roads; buildiilgs, and pow~_rlihes clearly :dominate the landscape; further than one mile 
from any paved toad or area with' motorized _v~hi~les; and without any facilities. Their least preferred 
setting would also offer:opportunities for .constant _contact with other people on trails and provide no 
onsite visitor manageinenf controls, regulations or information. Zone.1 and 4 respondents also least 
preferred an area where no i:µotorized use is .allowed and no designated.trails are present so that the 
area is·accessible only by hiking cross-Country. Although the mean scores for this setting 
characteristic were also low for Zone 3 respondents, this subgroup lea5t preferred a setting that is 
accessible by designated motorized and non-motorized trails and primitive roads. 
F. What were the conflicts and problems encountered by this gro~1p of 
visitors to Itasca State Park (Appendix F)?· 
,\ - ' ,_ - 'J' 
Respondents were asked a question to determine conflicts that they encountered and a question to 
- - . 
determin~ problems _that they encou_ntered during ~eir v~sit. . In the conflicts question,_:espondents 
. were given a list of 25 potential conflict areas and asked to.identify the degree to which they 
• ~,. _I', - --~ I•_, i .. ( •. -- ... ,._ - .., - ~--· _,L-
experienced each. The scale used for_this_que&tion was l_"too few/too little," 2 "about right," 3 "too 
- , ' ! -·' . ( ' 
many/too much." -In the problems q~~sti~~: ;~SP<?n_dents.~e~e gi~en a list of 31' 1'9ssible problems and 
- - . - .- ~ - ' .. ' ... ' - , ~.J· - l - - - • 
asked to identify ~e degr~ _to which each was a problem during their: visit. The scale. used for this 
question was 1 "not a problem." 2 "minor p~oblem_,·;-3 "m~de;ate.problem", 4 "serious problem," and 
.. - I _ .. ' -• .. - ; ,, -~ _.._, 
5 "very serious problem." 
Conflicis: ' - -- - i ,,., .. -
~-' 
... '.• 
Respondents fromall three zones reported that the lev.el·of conflict during thei:f visitwas·"about right" 
for all 25 potential 'conflicts. However, there are some subtle differences in. m~ai:i ~cores between 
zones: D£ particular interest are the group of lowest and highest mean scores-for each .zone. Lower 
mean scores indicate that the number or amount of a pot~ntial c.onflict was close_r.to·"too few/ too 
• ' • • ''=" ~ ~ 
many" than others. Higher ·mean scores indicate that the m~mber or amount of a potential conflict area 
. ' ~ ' -- ,, ' 
was closer to "too many/ too much" than others. 
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The lowest mean scores in all three zones were.for the amgunt of_information about the experiences 
and benefits that can be attained from other Minnesota State Parks (1.76 for Zone 1, 1.70 for Zone 3, 
and 1.71 for Zone 4). The second lowestmean sc9res forZqne ~and 3 respondents were for the 
number of campsites (1.83 in both zones). The second lowest mean score for Zone 4 respondents was 
for the number of security patrols ( 1. 79). 
,_ ,. 
The three highest mean scores.for all three zones were for the number of people being noisy (2.25 for 
Zone 1, 2.12 for Zone 3, _and 2. lO:for Zone 4 );·people riding bikes on trails·-'C2:20 for Zorie· 1, 2.12· for 
Zone 3, and 2.11 for Zone 4);.and people neat rivers and streams.(2.17 for Zone 1, 2.09-fqr Zone 3, 
and 2.15 for Zone 4). In additi"Qn, the Zone 3 mean scores for several other potential conflicts (the 
number of people on the trails, at dver10oks, ~at the shower:building, at the beach, having parties,, and 
at picnic areas}were within :07~of the three conflicts that generated the highest mean scores in this .·. · 
zone. Means Jot these. additional conflicts. were also at l~aSt..09 lower than the three highest means in 
Zones l and,4 .. This.indicates .that there:~e more items .which might present potential for future 
conflicts in Zone 3 than in Zones 1 and 4. : ;:~-, 
Problems: .. , · : 
• - , ........ 1.-. ..... -
- ''' 1:: .• ,'. - • ' . '' J 
Most of the mean scores for the potential problem items are similar. for all three survey zones. Mosf oJ · 
th~·ite~-~~ie1dentified as "not a problem" by respondents from all three survey zone·s. H~~ever, -~~ 
- . .. I - r ' , -\ - • 01 ..._ - : -~ :J 
Zone 1 respondents reported that four Of the 36 items were "minor problems" (the amount of 
\ ., . . . -
,_ ' - ) 
vegetation ·s~reening between campsites, campgrounds were too full, getting or making reservations 
~as difficult ~d .dunpsit~s were too close togethe~). Zone 3 r~spondentS""'reported that five of ~e"3'6) 
'items were."min~r problems" (campgrounds were too full, getting or~aking reservations was'' 
difficult, so~e f~ilitie~ were closed, too few cabins~ and DNR staff ~as not a~ailable ). Zon~ 4 _,,J · 
"· ... ·. · · ·--~, rr · ... -.~... _ 1 • • • ' , r·,·7? r·-, :.i_·· , 
respondents reported.that all36 of the items were "not a problem."· 
G. What are future management actions preferred by this g~oup of 
visitors to Itasca State Park (Appendix G)? · -
... 
Resi:)onderits \vere given>a' list of57 potential management actions and asked to identify ·the degree to 
which they.favor or oppose each. The scale used for this question was -2 "strongly oppose,",.. Ii.· · 
"oppose,". 0 "neither bppose:nor favor,'? 1 "favor," and·2 "strongly favor:" For·purposes:-pfdata 
analysis, this scale was converted to positive rtu~bers froin 1 "strongly oppose" to 5:"strongly favor." 
._ ',. - ~ . \ . ,, 
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.·Although there are minor differences between the zones, ,respon~~n~ from all three zones reported that 
they "neither oppose or favor" most of the 57 possible management a~tidnsjn the list. Among Zone 1 
respondents, 46 management actions were rated in this manner. _Arri6rig Zone 3 respondents, 44 items 
were rated in this manner, and among Zone 4 respondents 47 of the survey items we~e rated in this 
. . .. _. ·1 __ :_·~ ~ .... - . r.-'-;!~ "'11:"1 ~ .... J'J -··· -.; , .. :../. ·1 '"' 
manner. Respondents from all three zones also reported that they did nof "strongly oppose" or 
.f• ,
1 
'• l_.,_ !;l:r'l'"J'/ ~ .L ,1 ~-I ·., 'r;•,· •t. t ... " ' ;j','J·'o·· ' 
"strongly favor" any of the 57 managel)lent actions; Respondents fr_Qin all three zones diq, however, 
. -~. j ..... ~-. • ... > r. ~.:.l'J.• _;,(1[',i~-;-· ' .. ·,,-:1'i ").._·• "1 . 
report that they "oppose" some of tpe management actio9s and "favor" others. · -
:1 • • - ... • . .., .• _, ~ • - _; ' i ! . 1. ' . . '' .... . ' 
,., ... -~j;-~-, ... ·~" . .~r " . .,,_ . r•.1-~fl ,,......' 
Respondents from Zone l _ rep0rted their strongest support for repairing' erodeq trails. this , : . . _,' 
• !~ --~~; ,'!_~ .r,~-~~ - -~. , , , . , .' ,. , ~~ , ~ , .'·(""' '; • ' 
management action's mean score was 3.93 among this subgroup: The second highest mean score ' 
.. J ~ -,! •_, _,_.1i~\··~ ~-: . .._ ', . , f •, ~ ~.~ • 1 
among Zone 1 respondents was 3,.85Jor limiting access to areas susceptible to erosion: Tliis , _ 
' .• - _,.r' - :t - . -
subgroup identified. seven othed~anagement actions that they favor from the list of 40. Among these 
are periodically closing heavily used sites to_allow them to revegetate and heal and restricting the 
amount of use in areas where too much use threatens the experiences and benefits that visitors attain. 
At the same time, respondents from this zone reported that they "oppose" two of the potential . 
management actions (removing d~ad, dying or fallen timber in undeveloped areas and building a golf 
_ , \ ..... \· : .J: :~·_,_:~;::;-, ~ ·- 1!~·-. 1( - .. ; ; J1: ~ ·rnr· .... -.:iJ 4'~ •• ~ _ : _, 
course). ,-~-l ;j-: .. :o~c.~·;_. . ·,- .. ·.i!ll'• .. .r'. ,,..~: .. ,, .. _,: ": _ 
. - ~ """ - .. ~ :c .'li:.L1 -·i)J rt:-:·J ... _:"fd~--- ', -; : 1 ~·.1·4):, ~ .. ' .. 
Respondents from Zone 3 reported0 their strong~st support for repairing eroded trails.and periodically 
- .• ,_·"·.; ·-·~.·: - J: -.~.' _,____,;._'' .. ":: __ :· \ .. v·..1r ~r·r: _1et.,r ~ -,._J.. :~ 
closing heavily used sites to .allow them to revegetate and heal. The mean scores for these twQ 
·' ~ ~ ~(. -;; il ~ '. •. • . ' .,u: 1 <. '' ' .., •. ~- ·.-, "- " ' • ·~ •' :,i ~ .... ~ • r ·.~ ~ ~ : • 1 
management actions was·J.92 and 3.91, respectively.;The third highest mean score among Zone 3 
:: : 1-1, , r_·_·;:~::)r_-~· 
0 
• ,·_. _ •• • .--_-· ;. 
respondents-was 3.86Jor limiting visitor access to_ areas susceptible to erosion. This subgroup 
• j i' • ( ' ~ ~- ; .< i O ~· ,._ C ~' f L ~' • ~ • • \ • ' • 1 
identified seven other management actiOI1S that they favored from the list of 57. Among these were 
' "1r .-.._,.f'.T · .,. -- ··· · -
restricting the ariiou~t"of'use in1 areas where too much use threatens ihe experiences and benefits that 
visitors.attain and enforcing a late evening curfew. At the $ame time, this subgroup indicated that they 
"oppose" three of the 40 management actions (building more surfaced trails for roller blading; ~ 
·removing dead, dying, or fallen timber in undeveloped areas, and building a golf course) .. 
Respondents from Zone 4 reported their strongest s~pp~~ for providing more interpretive -· '<1:. .. ,; ~ _, 
opportunities. The mean score for this management action was of 3.89 among this subgroup'. Th~:· 7 
second highest mean score among Zone 4 respondents_ was 3.78 for periodically closing heavily used 
- - :r .1.,,.. •· ~- . , , - -,. , - • • -· { ·r 
sites iP' allow them to revegetate and heal. This subgtoup-identified six other managerrient-actionstliat 
\\~[_ .. ·~·~(·'1 -•' • • ' .:.,j . . . ,·· .. ;.·· .. -~ ,.:-,,''!"'_:.l 
they favor from the hst of 57. Among these were enforcmg a late mght curfew and r~stnctmg the . 
• ·1.J •. ! .. r <1-:. . " - . . , . . _1. ·'.'' .•. . r;i·:-i -w· .. c:1 ·''.r'1: 
amount of use in areas where too much use threatens the experiences and benefits that visitors a:nam. 
At.the sam~ti~~. ~eSpo~dents from this zone reporl~d that they "oppose" two of~e~~feh~~:-::1;:;~'. -) 
... ' - - '" '• ·1 ";,·~ ·- ~·--·""'!~ i.,_ • .,..._,...... ...... ~ .. 
management.actions (removing dead, dying or fallen timber in undeveloped areasiand bu1ldi~g~a;gol( 
course)~::.~ - -,,• ~ -. ' . . . · : .:;.·~ ---. . · 0: - - l~Y <..~ · · .,. , · 
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( 
~ HO':w ·important were various visitor services provided by the park to 
·:":.~b.1sl"group of Itasca State Park visitors, ·and how did these visitors rate 
''"L ~pse~ services (Appendix H)? 
A two-part question was ~ked to assess the importance c:µid rat1h~·o(variou~ visitor s~~i~es provided 
- ...... ' • • ' ' .f • : • ~-. t ~.-.. £ • 1..... •• - •. - -
at Itasca State Park. In part one, respondents were given ·a list of 37 '-visitor serviCes proviqed by· 
=· ' • ~-.. .; '!~, .1J:. l'':··;J_1' ~ I" ~ ,": ~::'."", •·r;;•::J',~' ; 
MNDNR staff and asked to identify how important each was during their visit. The scale used for this 
. . . : __ ..J_'' "!:::: ,£°"!~,.1·_, ' - ',.·-': - ' ' 
question was -3 "very unimportant," -2 "moderately unimportant," -1 "somewh~t unimportant," 0 
"neither unimportant or important,'~ 1 ··~oin~what 'important,.'' 2 "moderately ,impo~t.~' and 3 "very 
• ·: ~-- j' -.., .4. • , ~A•--.. ;· "' 1t·. ~ '~;-,.-· ~ . ~! ·-.-.. c • • •• ' '.. _ 
important." For purposes. of .data :analys!~· t,his sc~~ -~~ converted to pqsi~ve m:imrers f~~~ 1 "very 
•· , .. • . ''--'' .• ''··~- r 
unimportant" to 7 "very important." In part two;respondents were (1$kea to rate the qtifility of the'· : ' 
. ' ~- -- ...... ' . ,. '' ·"1··~'.. '> ."7"""' • ~"'--_·,-~ \' .~'. , ·);·_) 
same list of visitor services at Itasca State Park. The scale used for this question was· J "excellent," 2 
"good," 3 "fair," ~d4 "po6~ ... -_' ' ·: ' . ' " . ··, _, r.· , .. /: :_ ~~.~ -, 
... '" ".:·j -~-J -rl~:,. ~ :., ~ ' 
, -•• i "' • "-t -. ',.. - ':;. : • ~ 
' f 
Importance of vis.it~r services .. · 
c " 
·-- ;·r .· --~., -'" ,· i;.:">..~~--)- ~) '"£~ i''··· .-..,· ,- ·r 
Although there were differences between zones,' respondents from ·ai1 three zones reported all of the ". 
visitor services as either "moderately important" or "somewhat important." Respondents from Zone 1 
indicated that protecting their vehicles and other personal belongings from.the threat of vandalism was 
~ - '~- ·- •. - • ..__-~ ' .~ r - ~ • -._.''_ - ~ ~ ' -- ..... - : ~ ·, - ' '. ·c. ' . ~J..: .. ' 1j :. l -::~-... ~ ' l • ·.' - ~ • - • ' • • .. :fb:: 
·the most important among the 37 services, theavailability of a park map was the second.most 
important anci the ~vitiiabi~tY of .a park b~~h~e ~hat i~~~~Y ~o read .~~!.the ~d ~o~t hnp~rtant · ~~~"·~-:. 
.. . , ' .• ,.. - I .--_- ' \ .- -· 
service. This subgroup reported that all three of these services 'were "mOde-~ately important." Irt . 
.... -, .- .• r 
addition, this subgroup reported that 2 r other services were "moderately important" to their visit. 
• .. l I -
Among.these were a park brochure that contains all .of the information they m:~ed; a park visit.that is a 
goocl vatue for the cost; ai:,iq entrance station personnel who handle transactions promptly, with 
courtesy and with per~onal consideration. This subgroup also reported that 13 serviCes were 
"somewhat hnportanf' to'therr v:isit. Among these were interpretive programs that help improv~"tn.eif 
r · _: _ .. __ . , .. · ~ ~ <:$', ~·1c ..... .(~_ 
understanding of the park, selling merchandise at the park's gift shops that is appropriate fof the park, 
and professional seryice at the gift shops. The service reported as least importan~ by this subgroup 
ft'il . ·' c,_~: • If~ ··t·~T\:) - •-: ' 
was the availability of exsursion boats. 
·_., 
f • • ' : '(" ' ~ . :~ • .; 1 . '-" ' . ~ • • ; ' • -" ; --~ • I I • ' 1 -~ '_J • J • ," • • • ' ' • • ~ 
Respondents from Zone 3 reported that protecting their vehicles and other personal ~longings from 
I ;· ' 1 ' • " •4 • • • •I 
the threat of vand"aiism was th~ most important among the 37 serv:lces-aiid park i}erso~el who know 
'' L' ~~ .' ' • , ,_ 
how .to.communicate effectively with visitors was the second most ~portant service. A park visit that 
~ .. ...\5~---~~·.:·.1_'·~·-~ ~-' __ 1:._"~ •. _.:_L. •· , __ i) ·• ... ,_~···~--~~·c·· .... :_«~.:··· :· ·_kJ 
is a gooq vajpe fo,r the money and the availability of a park brochure that contains all the information 
- -- -·-·JU~<._:·::. ... r ~.r; .. . . -~I ... ·~· ... .. " .1 .. : -~-"-, .. , c -- .'_; .,,( 
they need tied (or the third mo~t important service among this supgroup of respondents. All four of 
:. '~.J.~.--t /_·: ~ '(=-~~ ~: - -· : - - ('j("'.-; •. ·- . ' ... '"---\'. _- - ,.i! 
these services were reported as "moderately important" by this subgroup. In addition, this subgroup 
·;cy·· 
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reported that 23 other services were "moderately important" to their visit. Among these were clean 
restrooms; entrance station personnel who handle transactions promptly, with courtesy, and with 
personal consideration; artd park personnel who show· genuine interest in being responsive to the 
visitor's needs. This subgroup;also reported'that 10 services were "somewhat important." Among 
these were well dressed and professional looking park~personnel and interpretive programs that helped 
improve their understanding of the environment. The service reported as least important by this 
subgroup was mowed trails· .. \ .. , .. >a I_• 
Resp0ndents fforri ZOne. 4 reported that tfie availabilicy- of a park map was most iinportant among the 
37 services,. pi'otecting'tlieir vehicles and other·pers.Pilal belongings safe from the 'threat of vandalism 
was the second most important service and park personnel who know how to cbminuriicate effectively 
with visitors was the third most important service. All three of these services were reported as 
"moderately important"'bythis subgroup. In addition, this subgroup reported 24 other services as 
"moderately important" to· their visit. Among these were clean restrooms, availability· of a park 
brochure that is easy to read, availability of a park brochure that contains all of the inforniation they 
need; and a park visit that is a good value for the money. The service reported as least important by:";,·· 
. this· subgrc.mpiwas' availability of excursion boats. .. · 1 :"' • .r . 
! . 
Raiing:o]Visitor Services 
•• 
'· .. ~'t:L -,1~ . L. 
Generally, respondents reported that DNR staffs performance at providing the 37 services w~;:.fair." 
Zone 1 respondents reported that staff performance" at.providing '34 of the services was "fair", Zone 3 
respondents reported that staff peiformance at-providing all 3 7 services was "fair," and Zone 4 
respondents reported that'staff:petfortnarice at providing 35 of.the"setvices was "fair." Respondents 
from -all three zones also reported that staff'perfotmance at providing· interpretive programs that helped1 
, them improve their understandi·ng ofltasca State Park was "good."' This was the only service tcrbe· 
· rated as "good."· ·1n·additioI1, Zone 1 respondents.reported that staff performance at providing park 
maps and bicycle"rentals was "poor." Zone 4 respondents alscneported that staff perf?rmance at: 
·providing: a park map was "poor." .:'.) ::: - . 
'· 
.; !;: • l ~ .. T ~ ~ 
.. r . : '?]:, ' 
I. What was this group of visitor's level of satisfaction with their· visit 
to Itasca .State· Park.(Appendix I)? J.1':-~·;, ·. ) · \ ,, .. . :: · ,. __ ·; 
. -.,--
-. ~( 
il,,',. 
Responden~, ~ere ,asb~d two questions to detef!WI_l~ .their level of satisfaction with thei~ visit, t~ Itasca. 
-,J ~ ' - ' ' • • ' .. " • I ._,g .# '<• - ' I • - J, '\_ • • 
State P~k T~e,,frrstque~.~pn asked responde.r;i.,t~ to indica~r if they.~ere ove~al~.:·v~ty; ~a~s~ed", 
"satisfied", "unsatisfied" or "very unsatisfied" with their visit. The second question presented 
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•. 
!l 
. ! 
( 
respondent$ with ~Jis,t,of31 feature$ ;md_recr_~~ti~p-oppor_tunities found within the park and asked 
thein_to rate how i_mportant each was to th~irJ~vel of s~tisfac.tion wirJi thek visit. The scale used for 
this question was:-~ ''.yery unimportant,:• -1. "Qnimportant," 0 "neither llni!Ilp_ortant orimportant," 1 
"important", and 2 '.'very _important." For purposes :of data analysis this scale .was converted to 
positive n~mbers ranging from t '.'very u~impQrtant'.' to~- "very impqrtant.''. _.. , 
''~ "' ~· 1. . 
- ! - - . - > ~ (.' ,• ' • 
·, ' ~ -1,.;, ~ 
,/I_ 
Respondents from all three zones.r~ported that they_were either overall "very satisfied:' or "satisfie~l" 
.' -''. . . ' ' , 
with their visit to the park. In Zone 1, 65 percent were '_'very satisfied" and 33 percent were 
"satisfied." In Zone 3, 75_percent were "very:satisfied" and 24 percent were "satisfied." Sixty-six · 
percent of the Zone 4 re.sponderits. r~ported thatJb.ey were "very satisfied" and 32 percent repor:ted .. that 
they were "satisfied" ,with-their visit. . 
Although there were differences between the three zones, respondents from- all"thr:e~ _Z-<?_IJ.es indicated 
that all 31 features.were either "very important," ''.important," or "neith~runimp9iµni;9r ~p_oMnt"J<:> 
determining their overall level of satisfaction with two exc.epti<?ns, Zone~ l 'respond~nts (at~d -- ._ -. "' ri 
snowmobile trai~s ~ "unimportant" and Zone 4 respondents rated the Douglas Lodge restaurant. as ~ · . 
"very unimportant." In addition, respondents from all three zones ·rated the:presence of the ~ssissippi 
Headwaters as the most important feature contributing to their ~verall satisfaction. This feature was 
,:_ ' . -' . 
rated as "very important" -in all three zones and the only feature rated as "vecy:important" by·Zorie J 
. . ~ . -
and 4 respondents. 
., 
.• ; ,-r 
·- . . . -
Respondents from Zone 1 rated the old growth forests and-w_ildemess drive as -the second most· 
. . 
important features contributing to their overall leyel of.s,atisfaction! These two features were rated as 
" 
"impo_rtant" by this sul?group with a mean scores -of4.41. Titl.s subgroup rated the park's wildlife as,' 
the third~ost important feature co!ltributing to their overall· s~tisfaction. Sixteen other features _we,re, 
also rated as "important" to this subgroup's ·overall level of satisfaction:: Among these were .the park's 
, . . . 
birds, cultural and historical sites, and wilderness like setting for hiking. Zone 1 respondents also 
- -
reported that 11 -of the .features were "neither unimportant noi important" to their level of satisfaction. 
Among these were canoe rentals, fishing in the park's lakes, semi-modem campgrounds in a natural 
setting, bike rentals, and the Douglas Lodge Restaurant. The feature rated as least important to the 
overall level of satisfaction for this subgroup of respo_ndents was the park's snowmobile trails. 
. . ' ,_ . 
- -
Respondents from Zone 3 rated the park's old growth forestS:as·the second most important feature 
contributing to their overall level of satisfaction. This feature and the Mississippi l:foadwaters were the 
only two features, from the list that were rated as "very important" by this suhgtoup.JThls s~t)gioup _.: 
• , : - -'~J . ' ,-.·') 
rn.ted the park's wildlife as the third most important feature contributing to their overall1satisfaction: l ~ 
I ,I . 
:. , ,, •' 
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This feature was rated as "important" to their level of satisfaction. Fourteen other features were also 
rated as "important" to this subgroup's overili.fe?el of.satisfaction. Among these were Wilderness 
Drive, the park's birds and the Douglas Lodge Restaurant.· Zone 3 respondents also reported that 14 
-of the featur~t 't'~re ~·nei.th~! ,unimporta11t nor import~t" t.o_ ~eir level of satisfacti~~· _ .~ong :the~~:.''. 
were water-b~yQ re~Ieati,cm! ~, wi!Q~rp.es~)ike setpng _for c~ping, and bike rental( , ; 
....,_;. -· 
.. , 
- . -
Respondents fyom Zon~ 4 rated~~ oLd gro_wth fo~ests as the sec~nd most important feafUre _ _ • __ . 
contributing to their overall level of,satisfac,tion. ar:id-the park's \}'ildlife as the third most important. 
- ··- ·--· - ,_J_, --- - ~--.\. 
feature contributing to their overall satisfaction. These two features were rated as "importarit" to their 
level of s.atisfaction. Eleven other features were also rated as "important" to this subgroup's overall .. -
.,., j.! ..... - .... -~ • - .. _. ~ -- - - _.. - _. - - , 0 
level of satisfactjon .. Among these were a wilderness like setting for camping, water-based recreation 
. • . ._ •' _..vi. , ~ " . ~ I _. ' • -· •. 
and p~ved bicycle trails. Zone 4 responden~ reporte~ tP~t the presence pf the Douglas W,dge . .," . 
. , -•. "L-~ c.l -•_,.~-""I • • .> "/+•.,!,. > - ·-• l~c~ .. ..,_, • j • . _. .J•o•.j<'°'>-
Restaurahfwas ilieJea5t important feature,c:;9ntributing·to ~eir overall level of1satisfaction. Thjs was (-· ,,J.,J_. J • .,..,_,~-i.o .. '- •' --· - •--~--- '-~ - - " _,'. ~ • .,. 
also ~e~pn!yJeature ra!ed as ."~~fy ~u.qinip0f1ant''._l;>Y this~s~b,~9~p. . , ~ri .. · -- :· "'<~ . 1 .. -~:c,., 
_1_'_,.,.- _,.::., ·._ ~J 
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I _ t • • • -"'I , t • • _ • 
ResultS of thls rese-irch wiif assist park planners, managers-and othedv1NI>NR starffr{bettei :: 
- . ; .-- '., : ·$ . • • - • ~ '•. '', -- . .'. . . "" - . \ ., ._ ,.._ • , . . - - ~ •• , . . . . - . - • . -
understand the behavior and' opm1ons ofvlSltors'to Itasca'State'Park. This research will also' aid in 
understanding the experiences and benefits that ·these visitors find importanf and: attain as a result' of 
~ • · • ·:, .-.~ -- °': • . ' • 1 - I , • _ • , ·-.,.-- •. 1 • r· ~·- , , .,._ , __ ... _ r. _. .-
engagement in-recreational activities within the park. Although there ate co'rrimonalties among'-";. 
respondents from the thr~'e zones, there are also 'sonie importarifdifferehces .. : 0 · .. ' _, · ' '·:: . ' ' . • . 
• , .,,.?- r~ ' I 
·-·· .. --'-· 
RespondentS geneciJly reflected statewlde:state park visitor cteinograptllcs1ou~d1 id th'e ~osi rece~t'" ·-
statewide state.park vlsitOr survey, there·were'~bme cfiffere~ces ill actual percerliage§1i(N.tinnesota ~ »· l: 
Departrrient"of :N~ttiral Resources, Office ~f-Plai'irung~ 1'988); this-group is tendency-toward middle-• 
-('. •. -- ,- "1.. ..... ·-· ·1-, " - ··, -- ... - - - • -·-· ·- ~ --~- ... -. - ·- •• " .. ......__ __ • 
aged; well educated and middle-incomed respondents is consistent with the statewide study'·s"" · · ·' · : 
respondents. The ratio of male to femateresp0ndents; to-theTsu~ey -~as also cons'istent ~ith llie'. . ·L 
. . ~ . . -· ~ - .· ~l.,. 
statewide study's male to female ratio (52·percent male and 48 percent female· in both surveys). 
Generally, visitors from all three zones reported. that'they were satisfied tovery satisfied with their · 
- . .. '.' :' .. , .. ·~ . ' . . .. · .. 
visit, experienced no major conflicts or problems, and were able to attain the experiences and benefj.ts 
. .. ~ 
that were important to their visit. Despite differences among the zones in the relative importance of '«.,,,~ 
visitor _services provided by MNDNR staff, respondents from all three zones found all of the services 
at least somewhat important to their visit. Respondents from all three zones ·also reported1 that having 
.. 
good park 'maps and brochures available and protecting their vehicles and personai belongings from the 
threat of vandalism were important services for DNR staff to provide., 
•' 
Overall, ait three subgroups of respondents alsc{reported that they neither' favored or opposed· most of 
the potential future management actions examined. However, resp0ndent5 from all three zones''·' 
opposed removal of dead, dying and fallen timber in undeveloped areas arid building a golf course. : 
Respondents from Zone 3 also indicated opposition to the con~truction of more surfaced trails for1 ·• 
roller blading. · ~ z1: 
, -~. ·._. ~r· 
Respondents from all three zones also engaged in many of the same activities. Although the relative 
importance of these activities varies somewhat by surv~y·zone, viewing the Headwaters of the. 
Mississippi, sightseeing, bicycle toupn.g, hiking .ind walking were ·most frequently reported as the · 
" 
most satisfying activities by respondents from all three zones. The majority of respondents from all 
three zones reported that they engaged in individual activities for fourhours or less except for campmg 
~tudy of Visitor Expenehces and Benefits-at Itasca-State Park·.~ · . . '/ _ 
near a vehicle. Respondents who camped near a vehicle generally reported doing so for more than 12 
hours. - ... --; • .!" • - • • ' ' ~ .. •, : • - ___:.,,,. J. 
',· 
About one-third ·oftherrespondents spent most of their time in Zorie J. Al~ough "this: subgroup .of-:z 
respondef!tS ·engaged in a variety of activities, they most frequently reported viewing the Headwaters ·: 
of the Mississippi· as· their most satisfying activity. These respondents reported thatJiav~ng:. · ___ , ., _ 
opportunities.to enjoy the natural scenery, get away from the usual demands of life, and.enjoy the· •. :·"' 
smells and sounds of nature were the most important experiences and benefits they desifedifromtheir 
trip to the~park. This subgroup also desired opportunities to be with members of their own group, __ 
learn more about the natural history of the area, and rest mentally. These respondents indicated.that:...! 
they were at least moderately able to attain the experiences and benefits that were important to their 
visit: .· .I ·, 
... . -~ . 
' ~' -. ~ -, . 
' ' . \r./ ' ~ 
Zone.1 respondents fo.dicated~that:26 of the:49:experiences and"benefits were at least somewhat 
importarttto t}:leir·.visit. At the s~e .time, ~Zone 3 respondents.reported that23 of the experiences and 
benefits, and Zone 4 resporidentS.teported that.28 otthe·experiences ·and benefits were at least 
somewha~ importantto their~visit •••. .,.,. I' 
-' ' ·1 ~ 
·-~ • . ,--c- ' .~ ._ -. '-~>::~I~ ~~: C' - --~~· ,t·~ _?:'·.~:,~~- i\ .... 
Zone. l respondents preferred a setting similar to the setting preferred: by respondents.Jrom the. Pt!}~J: _ 
two zones. They indicated a preference for a· setting which is accessible by all motorized v.ehide~ · -,,-:. 
using designated roads; ~:largely undisturbed natural area;_and near~oron improved toads maintained'· 
for visitor use. : Their~preferreQ •setlif!g \.YOuld also.:contain a moderate .miinber of facilities· such as;i!: 
campsites, picnic ~bles i:µi9·parking areas andJ)ffer noticeable onsite~visitbr management reg\llations~ 
and ~ontrols such as, simple·infomfation facilities and servi~es. Finally, respondents from all three : 
survey zones expressed a preference for a setting that provides. opportunities for Yery little _cont~ct :wiili 
o~er people on trails. 
' " c.~.-.. 
. I ~~ , . ~ ~I. 
Although·their ·oyerall·satisfaction with .their Yisif was high, this· ~ubgroup indicat~d. that ~their greate.st; 
amount of coi;iflict was:."Yith the number ofpeople being noisy, riding-bikes oh trails,_and·neai: riven; 
and: streams. '.They also. indicated that.the ·amount of vegetation screening between campsite~. · .': -
campgrounds that were too full, getting ot .malGng~ reservations and c.ampsites that. ru::e~t09.iG19se1 ·• 
- - -. -' 
together were minor problems duringctheir visit.. They expressed a preference Jor repairing .er_9ded .: 
trails and limiting access to areas susceptible .to erosion. They.also reported opposition to r~movaj. <;>[ 
• 1' • • 
dead; dying o.r fallen timber in undeveloped·areas and buil,ding;a golf coµrse_.1 .. , I f''' · · :i .. ; _;_c. :: 
.. /_ ., ... ,,, ·''<·; ; - • ,·. ,•,-·,,1·'·· ,.,, .. ' '"II'.:~· .. ·:'·•"• .. _,_,·.c·.,~_,1r._. 
- G > ...,, .. , .I. /J JJ.tl - .•4 ) • V \,., " .!..;!J. f - _J. • ... .. - ., 0 - - \ 111 
About oqe,,,third of the respondents spent,most of their time .in Zone '-J; ;rhis :subgroup of respondents 
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\ 
also reported participation in a variety of activities and most frequently reported viewing the _;_: ~i" _: 
Headwaters of the Mississippi as their most satisfying activity. Like respondents from the other two 
zones, these_,respondents reported thathaving·opportunities to enjoy. the natural ·scenety;'. enjoy; the,_,''' 
smells and sounds of natu~e. '_and get away from the usual demands of life: ~ere;the most important_-. )1 
experiences and benefits'they'desired fr<?m their ttjp tq the park, .. ~s. subgro_up also identified.--beihg. , . 
. with members oftheU-: own group, enjoying·a differ~nt activ~ty than they experience back home and::;'.:I 
.. . • ... .J. . - ~ . , • ,.l • 
resting mentally~ important experiences aqdben~fits .. Like the other two_ sµbgroups, Zone J: 2;.:_, : 
respondents reported that they were at leasrmoderately able to att~_the expytiences_and.benefits,th~C 
- ' • ' J ' •_' - ~ • .... 
were important to· their visit. 
r·-.-.,·. -- "'.. . 
. ,. 
Although their overall leyel of sat.isfac~on with. f:beir visit ~as high~ this subgroup._of respondents5: •n 
indicated that their greatest amount of conflict was with the number Qf people being noisy,.tjding bikes 
' \. • • ' ' ' ' I ' ' . -~ -- • .~ '' . ' 
on the trails; and near rivers and str~~· -They .. also ~eported a' greater}1m9unt of•,conflict;:'Yith the:·,-. 
rfrunbet:ofpeople on.the :trails·, at overlooks~ at t!1C?:sh9~ef:builqing,·at th~ beach; having parties;.aµd, 
at pic~c areas than respondents from the other_:sutvey~zone~.-:Like·Zon~· 1·re~pondents, thi§~subgroup 
reported that campgrounds that were too full, and getting and making:reservations_were minor],:;-·._, · 
problems . .In addition, this subgroup reEort~d c~o~ed f~cilitie~, too f~\V cabins and DNR staf{ n9t 
bein~: a:v,~.l~ble as minor. pro~le.ms: -· c · :: ~ • · <-. · , : · · _" 1 c"'.:! -~ ~; 2" ~·, _:: ·,; " ·: • :. , : - _ · . , -. ' .ta·. ··~ 
-.... - r.,. "'.'\.-,I ::i; , ,. '.~, , ) •-:- • 
- - -~ ' ~ • J \ •• '\,. • ' ~ . ( 
This· subgroup did nor-express oppositiorrto; any: Of the: ~ssibie-future management actions except~ "f: 
' • • , - c. .! ' • .. { .. ' ~ -- ·' • .... - ~ ' • 
remq'f'.af of dead, dying or fallen trees :from undeveloped areas;' building more ·trails for roller .blading~ 
.- ·- -- - - • < - - --- • ) -
artd'bui!di.ng a· golf course. The1three managemen.! actions !h~Y _m~st strongly supported were-. ._~ · 
repairiiig eroded trails;pepodicaily closing heavily u_sed sites.to allowthem:!o-.revegetate ano heal;_and , 
.limiting visitor access'to areas.susceptible·fo erosion .. :·, ,;p:,;, ",, ·': .,. ·- ·" ~ -. h·:.~::. 1..).. \, 
I ' ,.• .... . , ...... ' "•- - ( ·. -'- f.. -
About one-third of the respondents ~pent most of their time in Zone 4. This subgroup of respondents 
--· .! • - • - - _.,L. ~ ,. __ - • -- • ~ .... ! ... 
also reported 'participationin a vari'ety-ofactivities~1.However, 65 percent of the:respondentS from this 
' - - .l - • ._-;.J_ - t'"·' _. - - . -- --
zone~reported viewing the.Headwaters qf'the Mississippi~ their most-satisfying activity:·-.This is,not 
- ::- . . - ... - - . . 
surprising bec'C:J,use the Headwaters of the Mississippi was the'.eentral feature of.this; zone .. Like Zone_ l 
and 3 respondents,. these r~sJ5ondents reported that- Q..avihg opp9rtunities'.t0 enjoy the natural scepecy;; 
get'away·fr:(jm_the usual demands·o(life,'an~ enjoy!'the smel~s-and·sounds c>enatur~ were-the most·, .. 
imp0rtan_t experiefites and benefits they qesired fr9m1theirtriRto!he_park. TWs~~ubgroup also · ,· 
reported _being with membe~~of~heir~ow11 · &r"oup; learning more abOut _the~ natural history pf µie area;" 
- , . - - ~ 
and enjoying a different experience than they, .have back home were important experiences and benefits. 
< .,. ' - ' f .• \_ - • . ,,..,j.. -
Like the other ~o~s,ubgroups, ZOI1e~4~~esponderits reported:~!\~ th~ywere:~tleast moderately a:ble to., 
26 ~tudy of Visitor Expeiie'nces·and Benefits.afltasca.State.ParlC1 :oJc · ·r L 1 i:_, , 
/ 
attain the experiences and f>enefits that were important to their visit. 
tJthough their ovefall level of satisfaction with their visit was high, this subgroup in_cif .SN~d that their 
greatest amount of conflict was with the number of people being noisy, riding bikes o_n, the. trails, and 
near rivers and streams. This subgroup of respondents reported that all of the possible problems 
included in the survey question were not problems during their visit. Zone 4 respondents also 
~ ~ ' ' ' 
expressed the strongest support fof.pro~~di~~,~~~e i~terpretiv~rq~portunities as a possible ..... ·r .. 
management action among the thfee subgroups. They also expressed "support for periodically closing 
heavily used sites to allow ~~m to.reyege~te,}~nforcing a late rµght curfew .and restricting the amount 
> -·• - I I: f - , ' ~ I Ji,,...\ -- - .,,_r I: • - • .!. , ::: -' \ • ,'1 I·~ l ' ~..-
of use in areas where too much use threatens the experiences and benefits that visitors attain. These ·., 
• ; '.J. 1 \" ' '· -- . '..:_,I::• - ' 
respondents shared the opposition to removing dead, dying and fallen timber in undeveloped area5 and 
building a golf coq~~.e ~xpressed by Zone 1 and 3 respondents. 
. . , . . . '.I. ,' '· , • • .. ' " 
' j C• } ~ ,-~ • ><, I :~ r • ~ ' ',' ~ '_ '.:/l.. ('\ I • 
It is important for managers to recognize that visitors to Itasca State Park are attaining the experiences 
' . 
and benefits that they find important to their visit. It is also important to recognize that\·C>me 
.,, ··r;_·_-11·~_.1 • · ,, .- · .. 1 __ ~ ~-"~~!J , .- _, 
differences e.~is( ~.~~g,-visitoi: ~~p: ~ome)e ~~ three stirVey~_fon~~ in terms of the ~elative. ~I?O~~~ 
of the activities they engage in, the experiences and benefits they desire and attain, and tI:ie conflic;ts ... 
and problems they. en.counter during their visit. Results from research such ~ this documerft !_h~· 
similarities and differences among various user groups that visit the park. Managers can use the."~ 
results-as one tool to help determine management objectives for the park, consider the merits of 
/ 
potential development projects, and gauge their overall effectiveness at providing opportunities for 
visitors to attain the experiences and benefits that visitors desire. 
•. 
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Table A.I. Age Ranges of Respondents 
.- , 1~ J ,, 
AGE RANGE\...' N % 
12-19 42 3.9 
20-29 •, ~ '" 96 8.9 
30-39 278 25.7 
.:.·· .. ; 
40-49 280 25.9 
50-59 149 13.8.~ 
60-69 .,. 159 14.7 
70-79 ·,, 
' 
69 '. 6.4 
80-99 7 0.6 
TOTAL 1080. 
., 
-
' 
._ 
Source: Onsite Question .. Q,: . ., ~: 
Table A.2. Gende~' of Re;pondents 
MALE1 FEMALE 
-- ~ 
"N. I % N I -~ 'TOTAL ",• '" 
565 I 51.9 523 I 48:1 1088 
.Source: Onsite Questio.n 10. !i:"·· 
Table A.3. Ethnic Group oj Respondents 
ETHNIC GROUP N % 
African American 0 0.0 
Asian 4 0.7 
Caucasian 546 95.1 
Hispanic 4 0.7 
Native American 9 ,, 1.6 
Pacific Islander 0 0.0 
Other 11 1.9 
TOTAL 574 
Sou,rce: Mailback Question 17. 
Table A.4. Education Level of Respondents 
EDUCATION LEVEL 
COMPLETED N % 
eighth grade or less 6 1.1 
some high school 16 2.8 
high school irraduate or GED 104 18.4 
some college 137 24.2 
college graduate 143 25.3 
some graduate school 47 8.3 
irraduate degree 113 20.0 
TOTAL 566 
Source: Mailback Question 18. 
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Table A.5. Respondent's Type of Household 
TYPE C1F HOUSEHOLD N % 
single, no children 74 12.8 
married, n6 children' 104 17.9 
married with children 331 57.1 
single oarerit with children 20 3.4 
other 51 8.8 
TOTAL 580 
Source: Mailback Question 16. ... ,. • . 
. I 
T~ble A.6. Degree to which 'Re~pondent's Traveling Group 
Included People with Disgbilities '' · 
.., ·~ 
GROUP INCLUDED . GR.OUP DID NOT .. .TOTAL 
PERSON(S) WITH INCLUDE ·' ~ 
' 
'.'In· 
DISABILITY ;_ -_PER~ON(S) WITH- ". 
~ 
DISABILITY ' 
N I % N % 
57 I 9.8 523 90.2 580 
Source: Mailback Question 19. 
Table A.7. Degree to which the Disability Interfered with 
Enjoyment of the Park Visit 
INTERFERED DID NOT TOTAL 
INTERFERE 
N % N. % ~ 
22 38.6 35 61.4 57 
Source: Mailback Question 20. 
Table A.8. Degree to which more than One Person Assisted with 
completing Questionnaire 
AT LEAST ONE NO OTHER PERSON TOTAL 
OTHER PERSON ASSISTED 
ASSISTED 
N % N I % 
124 21.8 446 I 78.2 570 
Source: Mailback Question 22. 
... 
; 
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Table B.9. Type of Group . .;;-c · ·- :=-:::::7_-..: 
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Table B.1. Survey 'Zone where Visitors Spent most.of their Time 
ZONE DESCRIPTION N % 
1 Motorized Access Area 355 32.6 
3 Douglas Lodge 357 32.8 
4 Headwaters of 36\) 33.6 
Mississiooi 
TOTAL . 1088 ' ...... 
Source: Onsite Question 1. 
" r, ! .. 
, • . , .cf '' 
Table B:2. Number of First Time and Repeat Visitors to the Park 
RESPONSE N % 
First time visitors 352 ..-11, 32.4r 
Repeat visitors 7-36 67;6' t. 
TOTAL 1088 
Source: On~ite Question 3 .. 
·-' 
. f. 
Table B.3. Number of Previous Visits to the Park 
NUMBER OF PREVIOUS 
VISITS N % 
1-3 269 52.2 
4-8 118 22.9 
9 or more 128 24.9 
TOTAL 515 
Source: Onsite Question,3. 
Table B.4.. Degree to which Respondent's Visit to the Park was 
the Primary Reason for their Trip 
RESPONSE N % 
Visit" was primary reason for 507 46.6 
trip 
Visit was not primary reason 581 53.4 
for trip 
TOTAL 1088 
Source: Onsite Question 4. 
. ·, 
Table B.5. Degree to which Respondents Stayed Overnight in the 
Parle 
OVERNIGHT USE N % 
Stayed in the park 254 23.3 
Did not stav in the park 834 76.7 
TOTAL 1088 
Source: Onsite Question 4. 
J 
. 
';1 -'.{' 
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Table B.6. Num'Qer.of Nights· Respondents Stayed in the Park 
NUMBER N. o/c l' 
1 ·--'· 
.. 
97 38.8·' 
2 ''· ' 74 29.6 
3 - . ·- 58 I 23.2 
4 L. . 12 
-
4.8. 
5 2 0.8 
6+ 7 2.8 
TOTAL 250 
Source: Onsite Question 4. 
Table B.7. Number of People Traveling in Respondent's Party 
NUMBER OF PEOPLE N % 
traveling solo 30 2.8 
2 - 5 peoole in party 866 79.6 .. 
6 - 9 oeople in party 138 12.7 
IO + oeoole in oartv 54 5.0 
TOTAL 1088 
Source: Onsite Question 6. 
Table ~.8. Number of People Traveling in Respondent's Vehicle 
NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN 
VEHICLE N 
•· 
_% 
.. ' 
1 38 ' 3~5 : 
2 363 . .33.4 ·'·· f 
·- -· 
3 · 168 15.4 
4 289 26.6· 
5 132 12.1 
6 56 5.1 
7 19 I. 7 
8- ' 10 0.9 
9 6 0.6 
10 4 0.4 
11 0 ' 0.0 
12+ 3 : 0.3 
TOTAL 1088 ,·,r 
.. ·~-
Source: Onsite Question 7. i 
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Table B.9. Type of Group l ( .. 
TYPE OF GROUP N % : . ' 
alone . 30 2.8' 
familv ' 829 76.2 
family & friends 117 10.8 
friends 101 9.3 
organized group (Tour group, 8 0.7 
Bov Scouts, etc.)· 
other v 3 0.3 I}_, 
--·· TOTAL 1088 
Source: :.Onsite Question 8. 
Table B.10. Primary Mode of Transponation to the Park 
TRANSPORTATION 
MODE N ·.%. .. 
. I 
motor vehicle 1032 95.2 
' _j 
recreational vehicle 43 4.0 
bicycle 9 0.8 
" :-..· -'"' ---..:... 
" 
- ~! -
; 
- .. --- .. · ~ 
~-- ~ ' 
.,.,. ·~-· ll ·' 
hiking - 0 0.0 . 
TOTAL 
.. 1084 
Source: _Onsite Question 13. 
. ... 
Table B.11 .. _. Information Sources Used to Plan the Trip 
• • , r 
-
:1 
- . , . '1 -
INFORMATION SOURCES ,- USED -I 
i SOURCE 
oersonal exoerience 426.• I 
friends, relatives, or others " 346 
-~:)i 
... : 
auto club 
·'• 35 J.l 'I 
.• I 
chambefljf commerce 24 ,! 
roadside tourist infonnation center 60 
state/region tourism office 98 .. ' I, 
travel agent or tour company ~ .4 :\ 
. books 50 
magazines 55 
newspapers 43 
hotel or resort 17 . ' ') lj 
state parks brochures 240 
.. 
airline/commercial carrier 1 
television or radio 
., . 
14 
countv/citv offices 5 
other state parks .. - 67 ---
state highw.av maos 159 
calling the DNR infonnation center in St. Paul 23 
Source: Mailback Question 11. 
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Table B.12. Respondent Visitation of. C:oTW'!,'unities near the 
Parle 
VISITED NEARBY DID NOT VISIT NEARBY: 
-- ' 
. COMMUNITIES COMMUNITIES l· r~ · 
n I % n %' ,. 
383 I 69.1 171 30.9 ;~ ', 
Source: Mailback Question 12. 
;!. =°" ~~-
. 
' j 
. , I , 
Table B.13. Types of Local Business where Respondents m.ad_e.~ 
Expenditures \ 
LOCAL BUSINESS TYPES NUMBER ,,._ 
INDICATING 
-EXPENDITURES~ 
MADE 
---·-- " l!:as stations 300 
restaurants/bars 299 
retail stores/l!:ift shoos 232 
grocerv stores 195 
casino 34 
outfitters 16 
tour 1!1lides 8 
RV suooly 3 
Source: Mailback Question 13. 
Table B.14. Use of Overnight Lodging Outside the Park 
USED LODGING DID NOT USE 
OUTSIDE THE PARK LODGING OUTSIDE 
THE PARK 
n I .% n I % TOTAL 
219 I 38.9 345 t 61. l 564 
Source: Mailback Question 14. 
Study of Visitor Experiences:and Benefits .at ·Itasca .State Park:; . r 
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Table B.15. Type of Overnight Accommodations that were used 
Outside the Park 
TYPES OF ACCOMMODATIONS· 
.. 
staved in motel 
staved in resort 
staved with friends or-relatives -
camoed at·orivate·camo!?found . 
staved in cottage -- -- ~ 
camped on other public lands (National 
Forests, State Forests, NatiOnal Parks, 
countv or citv camo!?founds, etc.) 
staved in lodge 
staved in hotel 
staved at bed & breakfast. 
Source: Mailback Question 15. 
' I \; 
NUMBER . , C' -, r • l '!. ,( ,,. 
INDICATING ··1:""" 
USE 
66 
62 
48· 
40 
34· 
20 
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Appendix C. Visitor Activities 
Table,::C. l . __ Amount of Time Engaged in Various Activities 
Table' c:2.: Most Satisfying Activi~es Engag~d in dtµing the Visit by Zone -, i- : ' -
Table C}. _ Second Most S;;ttisfying A~tivities Engaged in during the Visit by 1zbne 
' -Ta}?le1 C.4.,' . Third Most Satisfying :Ac~v~ties Engaged in during the Visit by Zon,e ,, 
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Ta'bte C.1. Amount of Time Engaged in Various Activifies 
NONE <1 HR 
ACTIVITIES N % N % 
camping near vehicle 485 86.8 3 .05 
carrping away from 545 98.9 l 0.2 
vehicle 
group camping 
(p~imitive) 
547 99.3 0 0.0 
group camping (modem) 536 97. l l 0.2 
l!roup campinl! (cabins) 534 98.2 0 0.0 
' backpack camping 547 99.3 0 0.0 
' 
staying overnight in a 511 93. l l 0.2 
cabin 
staying overnight in a 536 99. l 0 0.0 
l hostel 
staying overnight at 518 94.2 0 0.0 
Douglas Lodge 
sta'ying overnight at 517 94.7 0 0.0 
! Nicollet Court 
' 
sailboating 522 99.8 l 0.2 
'. sailboarding 522 100.0 0 0.0 
backpacking - dav use 498 94.3 4 0.8 
sightseeing 70 11.6 75 12.4 
driving for pleasure 88 14.9 150 25.3 
roller blading 515 97.7 6 l. I 
hiking 340 62.5 67 ' 12.3 
jo~ging 513 97.3 I 2.7 
walkinl? 131 22.2 229 38.9 
bicycle touring 416 76.2 13 2.4 
canoeing 511 93.2 5 0.9 
kayakinl? 540 99.8 l 0.2 
motor boating 508 92.5 5 0.9 
cruise boatiril? 506 91.3 6 I. I 
wadinl? 400 71.2 118 21.0 
fishing 489 88.3 . 8 l.4 
hunting 542 99.4 0 0.0 
watching wildlife 260 44.7 167 28.7 
birding 407 73.2 93 16.7 
1-4 HRS 
N 
2 
l 
0 
l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
14 
315 
276 
6 
92 
0 
187 
63 
23 
0 
22 
39 
34 
27 
l 
122 
42 
,, 
,, 
~· 
% 
0.4 
0.2 
0.0 
0.2 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
2.7 
52.2 
46.6 
l. l 
16.9 
0.0 
31.7 
11.5 
4.2 
0.0 
4.0 
7.0 
6.0 
4.9 
0.2 
21>-.0 
. , ~- 7 .6 
5-12 HRS 
N % 
7 1.3 
3 0.5 
2 0.4 
2 0.4 
l 0.2 
2 0.4 
5 0.9 
0 0.0 
8 1.5 
13 2.4 
0 0.0 
0 0.0 
9 I. 7 
98 16.3 
53 9.0 
0 0.0 
34 6.3 
0 0.0 
28 4.8 
43 7.9 
8 1.5 
·o 0.0 
9 l.6 
I 0.2 
4 0.7 
15 ~- 2.7 
. l 0.2 
. 22 3.8 
10 l.8 
12+ HRS 
N % 
62 11. l 
l 0.2 
' 
2 0.4 I! 
12 2.2 
9 I. 7 
2 0.4 
32 5.8 
5 0.9 
24 4.4 
16 2.9 
" 
0 0.0 : 
0 0.0 
3 0.6 
45 7.5 
25 4.2 
0 0.0 
11 2.0 
0 0.0 
14 2.4 
11 2.0 
I 0.2 
0 0.0 
5 0.9 
2 0.4 
6 I. l 
15. 2.7 
l 0.2 
' 11 1.9 
4 0.7 
TOTAL 
559 
550 
551 
552·· 
544 
551 
549 
-
541 
556 
,546 
523 
522 .: . 
528 
603 .-'.> 
592 
527 
544 
527 
589 
546 
548 
541 
·549 
·554• . 
562 
554.' 
545 
582 
556 
·-.' 
:. 
') 
•' t·· 
(· 
"" •_;:,i 
_..,. 
\. 
, .. 
; f ' 
. . 
NONE <1 HR 1·4 HRS 5-12 HRS 12+ HRS 
ACTIVITIES-· N 
' 
% N %' N % N % 'N % TOTAL 
berry picking - - 516 96.4 13 ,; 2.4 3 0.6 2 0.4 1 \. 0.2 535 
looking at· wildflowers 271 .: 47.8 207 36.5 I 71 12.5 12 2.1 6 I. I 567 
mushroom hunting 522 97.9 5 0.9 3 0.6 2 0.4 l 0.2 533 
viewing ~ultural · 272 48.4 179 31.9 . 92 16.4 14 2.5 5 0.9 562 
resources (for example, - ·- - - --- . - - - .. I ' , 
burial sites) ·-- . -,, -- -- -- - --I 
viewing historical 204 - - '36.2 231 41.0 IQ8 19.2 13 2.3 ' - 7 · 1: 'l-;'2' 563 
. -•. ,~ 
resources (for example, - -- -~--· - - -- -- -- - ,. - ·- ' -- ---- ·- -
historical buildings) 
viewing Headwaters of 
.. 
41 6.5 372 59.0 197 31.2 13 2.1 8 1.3 631 
Mississippi 
nature study 370 67.9 109 20.0 55 I 0.1 7 1.3 . 4 0.7 545 
.. 
environmental education : 434 . ' 79.9 72 13.3 30 5.5 5 0.9 2 .0.4 : '--543 
P~.~ticip?ting in - - . 447 81.9 54 9.9 41 7.5 4 -- 0.-7 0 0.0 ·546 
.; 
·interpretive activities ~~ - . 
visiting visitor center· - · ·-144 24.0 350 58.2 96 16.0 6 - -l.0- 5 0.8 601 
visiting museums - . --274 -- 47.2 241 41.5 61, 10.5 3 0.5 . 2. ~; 0.3 . --· ·58 I 
.. 
participating· in · 
- 2~1 51.5 216 38.2 47 8.3 7 1.2., 4 ~ 0.7 565 - -
ohotograohy ' 
I 
--
-
picnicking - ; 385 - 69.2 92 16.5 68 12.2 9 . ' 1.6 2 0.4 55() 
snowruobiling. 
. - .53L 99.3 0 0.0 
·-
2. 0.4 2 :o.4 0 0.0 541 -
cross-country skiing 532 98.3 I 0.2 4 0.7 2 0.4 2 0.4 541 
snowshoeing l ·' 537~ 99.4 I 0.2 2 0.4 0 0.0 0 0.0 540 
Ice fishing 534 98.9 0 0.0 3 0.6 3 0.6 0 0.0 540 
climbing fire tower 419 77.0 102 18.8 22 4.0 0 0.0 l 0.2 544 
shonning at gift shops 141 23.8 371 62.6 76 12.8 2 0.3 3 0.5 593 
reading for pleasure 386 69.9 81 . 14.7 70 12.7 12 2.2 .3 0.5 552 
~writing fcir-oleasure. "- 500 -92.9 - 29:-c 5.4 - 8 1.5 I c ___ 0.2 - 0 0.0 538 
--
-reu"nions or-weddings - , . -528 95.8 ,'QI ;. 0.0 .9 1.6 6 ·,· - I. I 8' 1.5 551 -
partying. ~ ....... __ _.....__ - 504 - 91.5 9 '. 1.6 .: . . 23 4.2 12 .. 2.2 . 3' 0.5 551 
swimming _ .. - .. _ • .=... . ~ ----483 87.0 26 4.7 . 30 5.4 II ' 2.0 5 0.9 555 . -
- sunbathing"_ _: .. _ -
-
,.506 - 92.0 . 16 2.9 - ~ . 18 - 3.3 5 .::.. . -- 0.9 5 0.9 550 
be"ach activities -- 488 '- 88.4 25 ' 4.5 --27 ., 4.9 3 11 ... -0.5 9 1.6 552 
beachcombing 508 .. 93.6 28 5.2 6 ·, I. I 0 I~, o.oi l 0.2 : 543 
--- "' 
taking field trips 498 92.6 10 1.9 ·21 3.9 9 I\. 7 > 0 0.0 ·538 T 
eating at Douglas Lodge 327 55.4 94 15.9 130 22.CJ 28 4.7 11 1.9 . 590 
Restauran't · ·- :. \j -: 'r.c·' _'ct.~~ . , L-· ~-· : . ' -. .... ,_ . 
Source: Mailback Question I: We have listed a number of outdoor recreation activities:that could be enjoyed within the park. Please circle the number that 
indicates how much time, if any, you spent doing each activity during your visit to the park. 
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Table C.2. MoM SatishingActiviti;; visiw_n_Engaged in during Ifie Visit by zOne 
r; - >.,. 
,. 
ZONE. 1 _ • ' I ZONE 3 ZONE 4 I TOTAL. 
-
- ·-' -· 
ACTIVITIES - N : I % : _N 
---
% N %~ ,, •.i N % 
viewing headwaters 41 22.4 54 v, . 24.9 -- 110 65.L 206 35.6 ,....--, 
bicvcle-iouring~ . -~- . 36 - . - 19. 7 24_ 11.1 ' 7 4.1 . 67. 11.6 
sightseeing -~IL : 9.3 . 28 12.9 21 12.4 66 11.4 ~,_., ---,. 
-
hiking·· -·~"'- =-- ---·"""" '9 --- -4.9 16 7.4 -2 1.2 3:1 5.4 
walking- "'-" .-=- ---· - -=---
--· 
8 --- 4.4 13 .. .6.0 6 3.6 27 4.7 
.. 
Source:- Mail back Question 2: ·,Which.Of the~activities listed in Question l contributed inost to your total satisfaction on your trip to Itasca State Park? 
=~-:-·: . -_ -1 .. • ·-: _, ~-· ' ____ .J. __ ,_- ~ -= -~-!~.-. J -·- ,,, '. ' , _1 -- .... • • ' • 
·"·<·_ ~~\':· , __ _J --~.'.-.' ~~--~-;1_ ~-1 
'·•':>_._'._: j, .... ~ -- \ 1'=- •.J I' I' 
' 
•• ! '• -. ---~·-. -~ ~ ~ - - -_ - ' -- ·-· -- - -~:· --~ ' -- ' -- --- • - • - J_ 
.Table C.3. Second Most Satisfying Activities .Visitors Engaged in d11ri11g the Visit by Zone 
-- 'i - ' - - . . 1 - -
1: 
ACTIVITIES 
I ;--~:·11- Z~NE 1 I II_:_ ! - ~ONE,3 -.'' ' II ·. ZONE 4 . 'II TOTAL ,, 
_J :... - - N --- - I - % _N I - % .. - - N I % - N _I % 
sightseeing -12.0 ... I 
viewing headwaters , 14;9 • : - 19 _-1-~. 9.2 I '"- II --19 . l 12.5--. 11- 64 ~ I 11.8 
driving.for pleasure· _, 8.o'-··- -- I 0 -- -~~-1~ 4.8 o -~ I - --- 11·-_--22- -~I-- 14.5- • n-~~-46 I 8.5 
walking ~6.3 :,,._: - . - -10 
'eating.at Douglas Lodge r ~ I. I ~ 7 I 13.0 · II . l " . I .07 - ' 11- .. 31 . I 5.7 2  
Source: Mail back Question ·2: Which of ilie activities listed in Question l contributed second. most to your total saiisfactiori on your .trip '!OJtasca· Sta_te Park? 
.. - ·:_,. - - - - - - -· J '-~'· . -~ ~,, '..,: _· ; -- ' . . ... . ' :; ~--~· -
,1 f 
Table C.4.- ii1ird~'it~st Satisfying Activities Visitor Engaged in during,-the Visit by Zone . 
-~· ! . ' 
; ZONE 1 ZONE 3 , - -
-
'ACTIVITIES - .- - """ - ·N· % N - '% --
eating at Douglas Lodge 
' 
., ; 10 6.1 I 46 23.6 
driving for pleasure · -- 12 I - 7.3 "' l I· - • :; 5.6 
sightseeing: _- ._ .20 
' 
12.2 - ' '. 10 - 5.1' 
viewing h'eadwaters 15 9.2 14 7:2 
I ( 
'H ~-.·i. 
-i· f · 
ZONE·4 
~:.· .~-·N " • ~ '-, ~- % -~-, 
7' 5.3 ' 
. :~-=22 I 16.7 I· 
. >"-- 10 i -7.6 
-:·_~ 9 i '~- 6.8 
I TOTAL 
-"'·-'N - -
64 
' 45 
.:··. 41 
38 
% 
12.9 
9.0 
8.2 
7.6 
shoooing at gift shops l 0' . - 6.1 " . ·14 7. I- . - 12 9.1 . 36 = ' 7.2 
Source: Mail back Question 2: Which of tile activities listed in Question I contributed third "'most to your total satisfaction on your trip to Itasca State- Park? 
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Appendix D. Important and Attained Experiences and Benefits. 
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Table D.2. 
Importance of Various Experiences and Benefits to Respondents as 
Reasons for their Visit by Zone 
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Table D.1. ·Importance of Various Experiences and Benefits to Respondents as Reasons for their Visit by Zone 
ZONE 1 .. ZONE 3 
EXPERIENCES & BENEFITS N x SD N I ·X , 
enjoy the natural scenery 188 6.56 :r ~1.03 217 I 6.62 
get away from the usual demands of life 
enjoy the smells & sounds of nature 
be with members of my own group 
learn more about the natural history of 
the area 
·18·1 
184 
170 
180' 
6.08. 
1(6.07 
5.97 
5.59 
rest mentally II 174 I 5.74 
enjoy a different experience than what I II 178 I 5. 77 
have back home 
l.29 II 211 I 5.99 
l.16 ,11 210 I. 6.13 
·l.47--11 188 I 5.85 
1.48· 11 206 ·1 5".59 
1.41 201 I 5.69 
l.34 209 I 5.58 
.ZONE 4 
SD -N' I X. 
1.12 11 185 +·6.30 
·t.37 ·II 171 ·1 ·5.92 
1-.24 II· 167 •I 5:79 
l.58 -II 159 I 5.77 
l.40 11 171 I 5.83 
l.46 161 I 5.49 
l.46 168 I 5.55 
learn more about nature 179 5.62 I l.24 203 I 5.57 I 1.40 .. 165 5.56 
bring my family closer together 
enjoy a different activity than what I 
. experience back home. 
174 5.83 I 1.54 
176 5.67 I 1.42' 
196 I 5.57 I L86· ·160 5.31 ' 
203 I 5.4 7 I 1·;45 162 5.37 
TOTAL 
SD N x SD 
l.42 598 6.50 I 1.20 
l.35 571 6.01 I 1.33 
l.48 569 6.00 I 1.31 
l.51 524 5.86 I l.52 
1.36 565 5.66 I 1.41 
l.50 543 I 5.65 I 1.45 
l.46 562 I 5.64 I 1.42 
1.56 II 554 I 5.59 I l.39 
J.92 II 536 I 5;57 I l.79 
1.59~ .. 11· 547 I· 5.52 I l.48 
:'di experience new .and different things · ... 173 I 5.36 I . .1.20 II 197. I 5.32 I .l.44 II 160 I 5.49 I l.45 II 537 I 5.39 I l.36 
C.n feel healthier 164 I 5.44 I l.36 11 195 I 5.34 I 1.69 11 156 I 5.14 I l.50 11 521 I 5.32 I 1.53 
... 
.. , 
.. 
··, 
0, 
";'\ 
r-:. 
~ ·, ... 
174 .1 5 .. 38 I. 1.55 11 200. 15.35 I t.54 11 162 I 5.16. I 1.60 11 5'43 I 5.32 I l.56 ~" help release or reduce built-up tension . ::~ __ ..._,.o_ 
177 I 5.44 I J.47112001· 5.22 I 1.69.11 160.15.17 I 1.51 11 544 I 5.28 I 1.57 get away from crowds 
. . .................. . 
.-. \.-:. 
_1 ex erience ositive moods/emotions 1165 15.4311.59 II 192 15.1411.85 II 156 15.1311.6311 519 15.2411.71 11 
experience solitude · 173 · 5.38 1-.50 202 5.28 l.67 159 4.98 · l.61 540 5.23 l.61 
'" ... ;: 
learnmoreabouttheculturalhistoryof 178 5.34 l.33 198 5.07 l.54 163 5.26 1.52 545 5.22 l.46 .~: __ ,, 
_.1 the area ' : : ~ ', ~: 
bewith_otherpeoplewho.enjoythe 173 5.06 l.81 199 5.17 l.83 161 5.08 l.72 539 5.11 l.78 · ,,£·i :. ~~, 
_,, same thmg as I do · · , ~ !{ ·~ 
,,.;
1
,bemoreattentivetomyfamilv'sneeds 166 5.21 l.57 193 4.99 l.72 1·54 5.10 · 1A8 519 5.07 l.63 i·" 
«lpromotegreaterenvironmental . 165 5.25 l.71 .194 4.88. 1.87 .J.54 5.13 l.60 519 5.06 .l.76. ' "", :"': 
stewardship of the land in my children ·• · · · • 
11 keep/get ohysicallv fit 173 • 5. l 0 l.47 197 5.02 l.66 152 4. 76 l.67 528 4. 98 1.60 1=;: , 
feel exhilarated · 172 4.99 .....V.59 200 4.97 1.66 154 4.93 l.61 532 4.97 l.62 1 ·-< 
rest physically 176 4.97 'l.65. 201 5.15 1.71 158 4.70 l.60 542 4.96 1.67 
experience excitement II 172 I 5.02T'l.46 II 191 I 4.70 I 1.69 ·11 157 I 4:99 I l.43 II 526 I 4.89 I l.54 
be with caring& sensitive peoole II 171 I 4.84d · l.77 II 200 I 4,77:1 l.68 II 157: I 4.92 I l.67 II 534· I 4.83 I 1.71 
reflect(& clarify personal values 
maintain a sense of self-oride 
172 l4.72 I t.58JI 198.l'4.74T-1.66~ll 155 .. l.·ii.61l-1.53 II 531 14.71 I t.59 
173 · I 4.67 I 1.50 II 196 I 4.53 1:,..f .68 11 155 I 4.84 I 1.53 II 530 I 4.67 I t.57 
" .. 
'' 
.·. 
\.:_ 
1..<~ 
':"".> 
';I 
·, 
. 
,-, 
) 
.. 
, .... 
EXPERIENCES & BENEFITS 
exoress & nurture soiritual values 
be more attentive to mv friend's needs 
do things my own way 
be in control of things that haooen 
increase my muscle strength 
enjoy a different climate than what I -
have back home 
increase mv lung capacitv 
feel more self-confident 
do something creative such as sketch, 
oaint, or take ohotol!raohs 
gain a greater sense of independence 
be more oroductive at work -
share what I have learned with others 
help others develoo their skills 
talk to new and varied oeople --~ -
observe other peoole in the area . , 
avoid the unexpected 
be more oroductive at school 
develop my skills & abilities 
have others know that I have been there 
escape the family temporarilv 
lead other people 
chance dangerous situations 
RANGE OF SCALE ( 1-7): 
':··!I = ·veiy Unimportant 
· 'q_:= Very Important 
II 
N 
172 
164 
172 
168 
167 
175 
'166 
168 . 
173 ~ 
• j 
. -
1-68· 
164 
173" 
164 
I-73 
171 
167-
160 
171 
178 
170 
171 
166 
ii -
I 
-
ZONE 1 ~ ·-
x SD N 
4.70 1.61 201 
4:58 1.64 , 187 -
4.75 -lo.:61~ ·190 
4.63 i-.65 . -185 
4.58 1.63 189 
, 4':"45· 1.85 . --202 
• ' .~ .. i -
' ' ~ ~ 
_...._ ·-~~~.- ~"' 
---.. , ... ,_,, 
-4:52' 1.65 . 189 
'4:45 . l;50 195 
- 4.25· - •I. 79 193 
-----
_.._ .... -'-
4.45 1.57 194 
-4AO f.73. 187 
·4.41 - -'f.49 . 196 
4.35 . 1.65 190 
-4.02~ ~1.60 196 
3.90 1.59 198 
3.98 •·· J .60 195 
4.19' 'J.58 185 
4.07 ~ 1.70 187 
3.87 1.79 196 
.. 
1.66 ~l.89 192 
3.53 l.68 194 
-3.30 1.83 ·180· 
~'-" I J 
I' 
,,.,..,. 
·,J 
~~-
.ZONE 3 
x 
4.67 
~ 4.51 
4.47 
4.35 
4.23 
4.21 
4.20 
4; 15 
4.12 
4.12 
4.08 
3.85 
3.82 
3.93 
3.93 
3.78 
3.59 
3.74 
3.66 
3.44 
3.39 
2.83 
• 
l " \.•. 
SD 
I. 71 
1.79 
1.92 
1.96 
1.80 
1.89 
1.80 
1.60 
1.88 
1.61 
1.85 
1.63 
1.67 
1.69 
1.72 
1.59 
1.70 
1.82 
1.74 
1.82 
1.60 
1.67 
N 
153 
151 .. 
149 
147 
149 
164 
150 
152 
158 
153 
148 
157 
153 
156--
158 
150 
146 
150 
160 
151 --
153 
143 
- 1r --~~ ·--
u:. 
- ---
ZONE 4 
x - SD: 
4.61 1.61 
4.60 1.56 
4.42· (.73 
4.32- ~1.79 
4.52 1.58 
4;52· !".13 
-
4;46 1.57 
4.49-- 1.53 
4.65., 1.73 . 
, ' 1..: 
,_ ~ 
4.33- . 1.57 
4.42 1.60 
4.49 1.63 
4.35 1.5 l' 
~4.17 -1.54 
4.32 1.53 
·4.16 -J.51 
4.11 •L63 
3.89 L74 
4.26 I. 79 
• l.68- 1.16= 
3.72 1.48 
3.28' -- 1.82 
.f 1~'.; Y:·· 
.. ·.) .j ~:· ",, i I 
···= ·- f 
' " 
- I 
TOTAL 
N' x SD 
532 4.65 1.65 
508 4.56- -i.68 
519 ·4.56 ·. 1.76 
"506 4.44· l.81-
511 4.44 1.69 
·541 4.39· 1.83 
-5lf- 4.38 -1.70 
521 4.36 1.56. 
-. 530 4.33 !'782= 
~ II.. ~ 
--~"""-
521 4.30 11.60 
505- 4.30 l.'75 
532- 4.28 1.61 
513 4.14 1.65 
531 ·4.03 1.62 
533 4.02 J.63 
519 3.96 . l.59• 
497 3.94 . ·1.67. 
.. 
514 3.91 !.%· 
540 3,90 1:79 
519 3:60 . 1.84' 
524 3.54 1.60 
495 3.14 1.78' 
, .. , '· ii 
--i 
~ .. ~:~- \~ 
,,.I ; 
: '::~ourc~:: Mailback question 3: While engaged in your mo~t ~atisfyi~g ~~tivity, as yo~ li~ted in Question 2, how lmp~rt~nt iwere eabh of the. 
r , ).'- J , '. ' ' • ·1 '1 ~ 
, , following experiences and benefits as reasons for your visit.to Itasca State Park? 
I' 
'- (--
: •. t .•. ·l·t,JI ,, 
.'·-
" ,,,. 
.. · 
. ,~ 
t 
,,J 
.. 
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Table D.2. Respondent's Ability to Attain Various Experiences and Benefits from their; Mosi Satisfying Activity 
EXPERIENCES & BENEFITS . 
be in control of things tha(haooen 
enjoy the natural scenery 
be with 'members of my own group 
enjoy the smells & sounds of nature 
get away from the usu-al demands of life 
enjoy a different-experience than what I 
have back home · 
ZONE 1 
N I X -1.. SD 
l lO I 2.94 I 0.97 
151 I 3.73 I 0.52 
125 I 3.62 I 0.78 
144 I 3.42 0.74 
136-1 3.36 0.79 
137 I 3.38 I 0.83 
ZONE 3 ZONE 4 
N I X I SD N I .X I SD 
117 I 2.92 I ··o.98 82 I 2.79 I 1.02 
165 I 3.78 I 0.51 118 I 3.79 I 0.47 
143 I 3.52 I 0.87 105 I 3.69 I 0.68 
155 3.50 0.74 11 108 3.44 I 0.77 
155 3.44 ·0.11 11- 99 . 3.36 -1 0.75' 
154 3.27 I 0.84 104 1 3.28 ·1 ·o.85 
1i f" 
TOTAL 
N I X I SD 
310 I 3.90 I 0.99 
438 I 3.77 I 0.50 
376 I 3.60 I 0.80 
411 3.46 0.75 
·394 3.40 0.75 
399 I 3.3 r 0.84 
-enjoy a different activity,than what I I ~1-- I 3.~7 1- 0.88 1~6 -~.p-1 -9.~o 97 -1- ~-1? I 0:89·-11~31~ 1 3~28-1 o.89 
experience back home - - - -
·--·' ~. 
"bring my family closer- together' -· -130 1 3.36···1 -0.81- 136 ·3;26 I 0.89 · 99 I 3.18 1~0.95 11-366 I 3.27 l-o.89 
rest mentally - - ----~-~11128·1 3,17-1-0.88-111461·3.321 0.79 II 9313.22-1 0:86 
:·be with _other peoP:~e.-who enj~_Y ~Ii~"~-=- .11- 111_-1- 3.1 ~ 1 ·· 1.0~ 11- 13~ 1· 3. ! 8 I 0. 98-11 • ,9~·~1- ~.30 ·1- 9. ?4 
same thmg as I do · , , , - ·• -- -·-- ·· · -- -
139 3.19 o.9o learn .more abounhe natural history of 
the area '' . . ~- . 
is1 I 3.19 I o.85 
«r i~ 
114--1··3.26 I o.78 j ,. 
learn more about nature 132 3.17 0.88, 150 1-3.06 1- 0.94 101 1.3,30.1 o.86 
help release or reduce built-up tension . 128 3.05 0.90 143 -I 3.25-1 ·0.87 '94 I 2.95·1 ~0.86 
experience new and different things 130 3.·12---1., 0.88 145 3~oo I 0.95 99 1--3.27 0.88-
keep/J!:et physically. fit 123 3.11 I 0.92 137 2.93 I 1.04 92 I 3.02 1.03 
rest physically -124~ I i.94 I o.97 --138-1--3.08 I 4 1.02 11-91 I 3.001-0.94 
do things iny,·own way 116 "'I 3:07 I 0.97 123-1 3.b2--I 1.02-ll -,83. I 2.86--I i.o4 
experience -positive moods/emotions -- ~119 l··i:90· I ·J.OO 13-t· I ·3.l t--1~ o.99 II·- 83 I :L84--I · i.o4-
feel healthier , ,.. . 112 2:89 0.94 131 3.06 0.93 .87. I 2.79 1.00 
learn more ab_out the cli_ltural hi~tory or·: 132 2.95 0.94 144 2;86 1:03 o_.93 
the area · - ~ ~· " -
_·l,0! 12.9~_ 
maintain a sense of self-pride' 
feel exhilarated 
_do something creative such as sketch~ 
- paint, or take photol!:raphs --·--
reflect & cfarify personal values 
observe.other people in the area 
express-& nurture spiritual values 
be with caring and sensitive with . ) 
people 
-~ 
1 i4 I 2.85 I -1.02 119 I 2; 94 I 1:05 84 2.9i -1.· 0.99 
115 12.82 1.06 129 -I 2.93 1.06 82 2.83 I o.98 
120·-1·2.78 ,_,. ·131·1 2.69 1.17 
"' 
1.20 91 - 3. IO +· 1.1 O· 
.,_ ,, 
-116 I 2.77 1- I.OJ 127 1-2.92 I 1.07. II 82 Li~81 I .0.96 
106-1-2.81 1- 1.03 ·II 124 I 2.73 I' 1.06 88 1- 3.02 1.02 
120 I 2.75 I 1.01 11 127 I 2.92 I 1.07 83 I 2.77 0.95 
109 I 2.80 1.11 127 I 2.82 I~" 1.04 80 2.76 1.03 
~~ 
37,J 1-3.25. I -0.84 
~s3-1 ~·t 1 1'0~99 
-40.8 - I ·3.21 0.85 
393- I 3.16-l~0.90-
369 I 3.11 I 0.91 
378.I 3.111.0.9.1 
355 I 3.03 I 1.00 
357~ I· 3.02 I o.98~ 
324-1--3.o.o-I 1.01 
336 I 2.98-1 -1.01 
333 I 2.94 I 0.95 
·383 1· 2.92- I o.9_7 
320 I 2. 90 I 1.02· 
329 2.88 I 1.04 
344 2.84 l-i.17 
328 I 2.84 I 1.02 
319. I 2.83 I 1.05 
333 I 2.83 I 1.02 
319 I 2.80 I 1.06 
.,;.{ 
... 
EXPERIENCES & BENEFITS 
experience excitement 
experience solitude 
be' more attentive to my familv's needs 
promote greater environmental 
stewardship of the land in my children 
have others know that I have been there 
get away from crowds 
develop my skills & abilities 
enjoy a different climate than what I 
have back home 
feel more self-confident 
talk to new & varied neople 
gain a greater sense of independence 
increase mv muscle strength 
share what I have learned with others 
increase my lung capacity 
be more attentive to mv friend's needs 
avoid the unexpected 
help others develon their skills 
escape the family temoorarilv 
be more Productive at work 
chance dangerous situations 
lead other people 
be more productive at school 
RANGE OF SCALE (1-4): 
I f Not at all Able 
4 = Totally Able 
N 
118 
129 
107 
108 
105 
130 
109 
117 
96 
113 
97 
97 
112 
94 
98 
93 
95 
102 
96 
95 
99 
83 
ZONE 1 ZONE 3 
x SD N x 
2.91 2.96 130 2.75 
2.82 1.06 144 2.81 
2.80 0.98 124 2.72 
2.67 1.05 125 2.70 
2.57 1.22 119 2.57 
2.68 1.04 140 2.60 
2.73 1.06 115 2.66 
2.55 1.22 134 2.55 
2.54 1.02 109 2.59 
2.57 1.03 129 2.47 
2.54 1.08 111 2.59 
2.49 1.08 111 2.53 
2.48 1.04 117 2.42 
2.43 1.08 112 2.51 
2.41 1.10 112 2.45 
2.45 1.05 110 2.44 
2.38 1.03 107 2.29 
2.20 1.21 116 2.35 
2.25 1.10 107 2.22 
2.31 1.12 104 2.07 
2.17 1.10 109 1.99 
2.10. 1.11 95 1.93 
ZONE 4 TOTAL 
SD N x SD N x SD 
1.12 95 2.75 0.96 346 2.80 1.03 
1.01 85 2.68 1.08 361 2.79 1.05 
1.03 84 2.75 1.04 318 2.75 1.02 
1.09 79 2.79 1.05 315 2.71 1.07 
1.20 93 2.83 1.12 318 2.64 1.19 
1.07 94 2.60 1. 11 368 2.64 1.07 
1.12 78 2.40 1.04 304 2.61 1.08 
1.22 88 2.63 1.13 343 2.57 1.20 
1.02 72 2.44 0.99 280 2.54 1.0 I 
1.08 88 2.61 1.06 331 2.54 1.06 
,1.01 72 2.33 0.99 283 2.52 1.04 
1.03 77 2.39 1.13 288 2.49 1.08 
1.07 83 2.54 1.03 314 2.48 1.05 
1.06 74 2.38 1.13 283 2.46 1.09 
1.18 72 2.49 1.08 285 2.44 1.13 
I. I 0 71 2.38 1.05 276 2.43 '1.07 
1.09 76 2.32 1.06 280 2.33 1.06 
1.19 77 2.25 1.21 298 2.29 1.21 
1.12 72 2.26 1.02 278 2.25 1.09 
1.22 72 2.08 1.12 272 2.15 1.16 
1.13 77 2.25 1.05 287 2.13 1.10 
I. I 0 70 2.06 1.15 250 2.02 1.11 
·Source: Mailback question 3: While engaged in your most satisfying activity, as you listed in Question 2, to what extent were you able to obtain or 
realize each of the following? ..,, 
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Table E.1. Desirability of Various Setting Characteristics for Participatio11' in Respondents' Most Satisfying Activity by Zone 
._.....; 
II ZONE 1 II ZONE 3 II ZONE 4 II TOTAL II 
SETTING FEATURES 
Access to the Area 
J 
"'
11 no 'motorized use is allowed & no designated trails are present 11 110 I 2.46 I 1.40 11 198 I 2.59 I t.44 11 165 I 2.43 I 1.40 11 540 I 2.51 L 1.41 
so .area is accessible onl:t: b:t: hi kins cross countr 
accessible onlv bv designated non-motorized trails 169 3.07 1.54 199 3.01 1.45 161 2.98 1.48 536 3.02 1.49 
acC,ess.ible by designated motorized & non-motorized trails & 163 2.65 1.46 193 2.53 1.37 159 2.65 1.28 522 2.59 1.3711 
'~' ~ . 
rimitive roads 
. . , 
.. l 'j 
accessible by all motorized vehicles using designated roads 
Naturalness of the Area ,.~ .. , 
• ···~ 4.o~I an undisturbed natural area 169 4.12 1.05 200 4.09 I.OJ 166 3.96 1.13 542 ~ :>-•.' 
a largely undisturbed natural area 173 4.13 0.96 198 4.29 0:78 169 4.08 0.98 547 4.17 0.91 
, 11 an .area that ts somewhat modified but appears natural (land use 177 4.03 0.87 198 4.09 
-
0.93 166 4.06 0.91 548 4.06. 0.90 
activities such as mowing park entrance may be evident) ~ 
a substantially modified area with both human-made and natural 171 2.37 1.13 194 2.47 1.23 1.58 2.83 1.17 530 2.55 I 1.20 11 _,L) 
fe~~ures such as rural or agricultural landscapes (land uses such . ~-;. 
as crop farming may be evident) . ' ,., .. . -
an 11rea where roads, buildings, and powerlines clearly dominate 174 1.41 0.82 195 1.38 0.80 160 1.58 0.96 536 1.46 I o.87 
the' landscaEe 
Dl~tance from Roads •,:_·? .. 
' 
.. 
•_.;, 
... furyher than I mile from any paved road or area with motorized 
:!:.1 
165 2.87 1.34 186 2.99 1.29 151 2.82 1.30 509 2.91 ;1.31 , "· 
.. 
vehicles, includin trail bikes or 4-wheel drives 
·"· 
{~ 
···~ 
at least 1/2 mile away from any paved road or area with 165 3.14 1.21 189 3.20 1.24 147 3.05 l.18 508 3.14 1.22 : . ~ ..... 
motorized vehicles 
nea,r or on service roads not maintained for visitor use & at lrt'6'3 I 3.15 I t.08 II 181 I 3.13 I 1.12 11 148 I 3.00 I 1.16 11499 I 3.10 I 1.12 
least 1/2 mile from improved roads drivable bv motor vehicles 
near or on improved roads maintained for visitor use, drivable 168 3.35 1.18 185 3.3~'·'1 1.21 II .150 13.46 I 1.15 II 509 I 3.37 1)~1.19 
b/motor vehicles & at least 1/4 mile from paved roads 
on.'or near paved roads 164 3.05 1.28 itl 88 3 .14 I l. 3 5 II 15 6 I 3. lo I l. 2 9 II 515 I l. Io I l. 31 
'. 
' 
,,., 
0 
' 
" 
,,
SETTING FEATURES 
Contact with other People 
1.02 I ,_! very little contact with other people on trails (you see 6 or 173 3.52 1.05 187 3.53 1.00 148 3.27 0.98 516 3.46 c. 
fewer 8roues eer da~ on the trails) 
very little contact with other people at your campsite (you see 11 166 I 3.37 I I.04 11 175 I 3.34 I 0.98 11 143 I 3.19 I o.96 11 492 I 3.32 I o.99 
fewer than 3 rou s er da at our cam site 
little contact with other people on trails (you see 6-15 groups I 169 I 3.3s I o.99 II 182 I 3.36 I 0.90 II 143 I 3.26 I 0.86 II 501 I 3.34 I 0.93 
er da on the trails 
little contact with other people at your campsite (you see 6 or I 165 I 3.29 I o.9s II 175 I 3.29 I 0.89 II 136 I 3.25 I 0.93 II 483 I 3.29 I 0.93 
fewer grouos oer dav at vour camosite) 
moderate contact with other people (you see 15-30 groups per 166 2.92 1.02 182 2.80 0.99 143 3.11 0.84 498 2.93 0.97 
dav on the trails) II ·, 
moderate contact with other people at your campsite (you see 7- 163 2.87 1.03 175 2.83 1.00 140 3.07 0.82 485 2.91 0.97 
'15 rou s er da at our cam site 
high degree of contact with other people on trails (you see 30+ 164 2.05 1.02 181 2.08 0.98 139 2.38 1.03 491 2.16 1.02 
rou s er da in total \,' 1_1 
nigh degree of contact with other people at your campsite (you 160 2.09 1.03 174 2.08 0.94 138 2.36 0.96 479 2.16 0.99 ~~ 
see 15+ rou s er da at our cam site - ~ 
in constant contact with other -people-on trails -~you see large 163 I.ST . 1.05 179 1. 78 0.97 138 ·2.01 1.03 487 1.88 1.03 = numbers of users er da on the trails iJ r· · · ~ ~ 
in constant contact with other people afyour campsite (you see 160 l.8(:j 1.04 171 1.86 0.97 138 7.JO 1.02 476 1.93 1.02 ""' 
large numbers of users oer day at your ci11iiosffe .-~ < ~ 
I·~ 
._.! 1,_; r ~ 
---~ .. -~ " 
-
5 
Amount & Type of Facllltles . · -· . !. l ,. § ~5 
-t· ·~ 
no facilities - '. 111 
' ~ a few rimitive facilities such as trails & si ns 164 1.27 178 2.94 1.34 2.75 1.26 484 2.82 1.30 
' 
a few rustic facilities to protect the environment & for visitor 167 3.44 1.20 185 3.38 1.27 136 3.36 1.19 495 3.40 1.22 
s·afet e. ·., fire rates & it ·toiiets 
a moderate number of facilities such as developed campsites, I 161 I 4.01 I o.92 II 188 1 J.97 To.92 11 145 1 3.99 1 o.s2 11 501 1 3.9s 1 o.9o 
' ' icnic tables, & arkin areas ,. 
""-" ffiero"' faon;,;., to "'°"-'"''dote m~~~ """ (e.g., ~""""' ~4TI _1 87 3 .48 J. 33 II I 46 I 3. 72 I J. 2 2 II 5 11 I 3. 59 I J. 32 
tra.1ls, moderru::ampgro_µnds, interpretive center, p1cmc shelter, . . .., 
I stores or cabins~ · · · - ·· q r ,. · . • 11 • • • ' 
' --- ··-
--- --· ---·- - --·--
~ ~ 
</ 
• 
·' ,, 
' 
SETTING· FEATURES·~· · .... , .. , .· 
_ 1 :... -~' - l-·..i 1l' ( 
• ~-:..<.-- --- j. 
ft,m_our_tt' J)f M3_g'11ge01ent & Regulati!)n 
!J .... ~: t , i . -. I .... · '-::' 
no onsite'·visitor management· controls, regulations or 
- inforniailon are present ! ·L · '· 
a few visitor management controls or regulations are _ 168 2.62 1.20 180 2.64 1:24 133 2.86 1:09 h88 I 2. 70 I 1.19 
notiCeable; limited inf6rmaiion facilities present • ' ~.... ' I: 'i 1 ( ':" 
on.sit~ vJ~jtor martag~111ent regu)ations & controJs are_~ ~ 174 3.87 0.90 190 3.92 0.93 144 3.84 0.81 515 I 3.88 I 0.89 
noticeable; simple' information facilities & services are present 
several onsite visitor management regulations & controls & II 168 I 3.47 I 1.04 II 178 I 3.61 I 1.02 II 139 I 3.59 I 0.99 II 492 I 3.55 I 1.03 
-- more complex' information & serviCes are present _- : 
onsite visitor management regulations &toriirols'are obvious, II 169 I 2.95 I 1.32 II 184 I 3.17 I 1.35 II 145 I 3.32 I 1.20 II 505 I 3.14 I 1.31 
& numerous'; sophisticated informatiO'n eichlbi'ts& extensive 
Visitor.services are oresent--1: .. 'i. [:J •u;;·_• ,_,,-i ~---
RANGE OF SCALE (I-5j: t1;U-.' :;1 
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Appendix F. Conflicts and Problems Encountered by Visitors 
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• <=• '.Table-F.1. Extent to which Respondents' Etttcn:l~ter¢ct Various Yisitor Conflic~J 
• ! Jab le F..2; cExtent to which Respondents Erl countered V aiious-P~Qblems. 
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Table F.1. -Extent to which Respondents Encountered Various Visitor Conflicts 
,. ' 
~ - ZONE 1 
CONFLICTS.· N x SD 
people being noisv 81 2.25 0.54 
people riding bikes on trails 124 2.20 0.40 
people near rivers/streams 156 2.17 0.41 
people on the trails 158 . 2.07 0.32 
people at overlooks ... 140 2.05 0.33 
people at the shower building ... 74 2.08 0.36 
\ people at the beach . --C - -- - - - 85 2.02 0.31 
people having parties 77 2.04 0.55 
i people at picnic areas 
,_. 
121 1.98 ' 0.33 
( -
: trails within the area·-· 164' 1.95 0.29 
' degree of training of park staff to handle· medical · - 64 1.92 ' 0.27 I 
emergencies 
- --
-
information signs 179 1.96 0.19 
degree of training of park staff to handle enforcement 98 1.95 0.22 
problems-- · 
interoretive exhibits 170 1.95 0.26 
restrooms 181 1.90 0.30 
shower facilities .. 87 1.87 0.33 
written interpretive material on the park that I could 170 1.92 0.37 
take home 
educational opportunities 147 1.90 0.30 
information brochures about the experiences & 163 1.88 0.36 
benefits I could expect to gain from visiting this park 
interpretive opportunities 152 1.89 0.32 
information brochures about the natural resources of 170 1.86 0.38 
this park 
security patrols 127 1.90 0.33 
information brochures about the cultural resources & 168 1.86 0.39 
hisiorv of this park 
campsites 77 1.83 0.47 
information about the experiences & benefits I could 140 1.76 0.44 
expect to gain from visiting other Minnesota State 
Parks (to help me decide where to go for what I want) 
·RANGE OF SCALE ( 1-3): 1 = Too few/too little and 3 = Too many/too much 
N 
82 
118 
172 
169 
142 
48 
85 
75 
125 
189 
74 
197 
106 
191 
204 
84 
191 
166 
186 
164 
193 
143 
194 
101 
148 
. 
--
.-" ,., 
u' 
" 
I, 
ZONE 3 ZONE 4 TOTAL 
x SD N x SD R N x SD 
2.12 0.48 51 2.10 0.54 1 216 2.16 0.52 
2.11 0.34 83 2.11 0.35 2 328 2.14. 0.37 
2.09 0.33 148 2.15 0.36 3 482 2.13 0.36 
2.07 0.30 140 2.05 0.33 4 474 2.06 0.31 
2.03 0.26 113 2.06 0.34 5 402 2.05 ' 0.31 
2.02 0.32 37 2.03 0.29 6 162 2.05 ·0.33 
2.02 0.31 65 2.02 0.38 7 238 2.02 0.32 
2.07 0.41 45 1.87 0.46 8 201 2.01 0.48 
2.00 0.22 --91 '2.03 0.28 9 343, 2.00 0.28 
1.94 0.24 149 1.97 0.23 10 510 1.95 ' - 0.25 
1.92 0.28 63-' 1.97 0.25 1 1 203 1.94. 0.27 
, 
1.92 0.30 169 1.94 0.28 12 553 1.94 0.26 
1.92 0.28 87 1.94 0.23 13 296 1.94 .0.25 
1.89 0.34 152 . 1.95 0.25 14 520 1.93 . 0.29 
1.92 0.27 173 1.93 0.26 15 565 1.92 ; 0.28 
1.94 0.24 51 1.94 0.24 16 228 1.92 0.28 
1.90 0.32 153 1.86 0.40 17 521 1.90 0.36 
1.88 0.33 135 1.91 0.33 18 455 1.90 0.32 
1.91 0.33 148 1.87 0.36 19 505 1.89· - 0.35 
1.85 0.38 131 1.90 0.33 20 455. 1.88 0.34 
1.87 0.35 158 1.85 0.37 21 529 1.86 . 0.37 
1.87 0.34 107 1.79 0.41 22 385 1.86 0.36 
1.86 0.38 153 1.84 0.40 23 523 1.86 0.39 
1.83 . 0.40 44 l.82 0.39 24 226 1.82 0.43 
1.70 0.46 111 1.71 0.46 25 406 I. 73 0.45 
• 
·Source: Mailback Question 5: On your visit to Itasca State Park, how did you feel about the number or amount of each of the following that you may have experienced? 
"-" 
...... ; 
;~----------=-~ 
Table F.2. Extent to which Respondents Encountered Various Problems 
PROBLEMS 
not enough vegetation for screening between 
campsites 
campground too full 
getting or making reservations was difficult 
campsites too close together 
litter and trash left by others 
pets allowed in park 
closed facilities 
too few cabins 
pet owners not obeying rules 
merchandise choices in the gift shops 
my preferred overnight lodging was occupied 
deteriorated toilet facilities 
' eroded trails 
my preferred campsite was occupied 
no lifeguard on swimming beach 
111 deteriorated campsite facilities 
degraded environment 
maps and brochures not available 
restrooms not cleaned often enough 
poorly maintained facilities (toilets, trails) 
·my preferred campsite was closed 
grass not mowed --·- --
maps do not adequately depict available -fadlities, 
- oistances: etc. - ~-
state.·park brochures nor available 
park rules not restrictive enough 
trails not adequately signed , " 
restaltfa-rtt1-too busy to be seated 
·:" _ •l L 
j \.. 
ZONE 1 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 
N X I SD N X I SD N I X I SD R 
137 I 1.80 I 1.21 135 I 1.46 I 0.98 IOI 1.26 I 0.74 
134 I 1.66 I 1.16 127 I 1.52 I 1.04 IOI 1.32 I 0.85 2 
150 I 1.51 I 1.12 1 71 I I. 60 I I. 19 113 1.22 I 0.79 3 
140 I I. 72 I I. 11 137 I 1.41 I 0.88 111 1.14 I 0.51 4 
180 I t.38 I 0.63 204 I 1.38 I 0.68 166 1.35 I 0.59 5 
167 I t.38 I 0.68 179 I 1.49 I 0.96 138 1.20 I 0.62 6 
154 I 1.29 0.73 157 1.51 I 1.09 115 I 1.13 I 0.51 7 
139 I 1.19 0.62 157 t.53 I I.OJ 108 I 1.10 I 0.47 8 
166 I 1.25 0.70 177 1.39 I 0.'83 129 I 1.20 I 0.67 9 
163 I 1.17 0.47 195 1.31 I 0.72 148 I 1.19 I 0.56 10 
129 I 1.25 0.83 132 t .33 I 0.85 99 I 1.13 I 0.57 11 
170 I 1.25 0.66 174 1.22 I 0.63 137 I 1.13 I 0.51 12 
162 I 1.22 0.58 173 1.31 I 0.74 134 I 1.16 I 0.49 13 
137 I 1.34 0.83 137 1.22 I 0.70 110 I 1.09 I 0.46 14 
147 1.27 I 0.73 148 t .25 I 0.80 110 I t.09 0.48 15 
147 1.26 I 0.62 157 1.21 I 0.56 128 I 1.18 0.54 16 
165 1.22. I 0.64 177 1.21 I 0.66:· 134 I 1.12 0.46 17 
174 I. 17 I 0.50 117 1.18 I 0.58 144 I 1.17 0.57 18 
173 1.20 I ·0.71 181 1.24 I 0.62 142 I 1.09 0.39 19 
175 1.11 r-o.55 181 1.23 1- o.-58 - 145 1-r.09 o.3r 20 
129 1.19 I 0.75 - 126 1.18 I 0.69- 98, ·1 1.14 0.56 21 
·110 1.18 0.60 II 183 I t. t 6 0.61 II 144 - 1.15 0~57 II 22 
164 1.18 
172 1.17 
-164 1.09 
170 1.15 
152 I 1.09 
~ 
0:5t -11 186 I 1.20 0.54 lrT4o-- 1.06 0.2fll" 23 
II :-o•---- ;; 
0.53 II 181 I 1.14 0.47 11 145 1.15 0.50 24 
0:40-11 175- I 1.19 0.61 ~11 130 1.14 0.53 25 
0:51·-11 180-1 1.14 0.46 11140 ' 1.11 0.35 26 
0.35 187 I I.15 I 0.49 11- 111-l 1.10 I 0.42 27 
~ 
-- :r-
.. }. 
~· 
It_" '· _ ........ ,....,. __ . 
... ~ . ',i, 
""'7'' 
TOTAL 
N I X SD 
378 I 1.53 I 1.03 
367 I t.51 I 1.04 
440 I t.47 I t.08 
393 I 1.44 I 0.91 
557 I t .37 I 0.64 
492 I 1.36 I 0.84 
432 I t .32 I 0.84 
108 I 1.30 I 0.79 
480 I 1.29 I o. 74 
513 I t.24 I 0.62 
365 I t.24 I 0.77 
488 I 1.24 I 0.61 
476 I 1.24 I 0.63 
389 I 1.22 I- 0.69 
409 I 1.21 I 0.70 
439 I 1.21 I 0.57 
482 I 1.19 I 0.60 
503 I t.18 I 0.55 
503 I 1.18 I 0.60 
-sos 1-1.17 I 0.53 :..---.-
358 I 1:·r7 1·0.68 t. 
504 T16"1 0.59. 
11 
496. ~,16 I o.4~~ 
505 1.15 I 0.50 
475 · 1.15 .I 0.54 
- 498 1.14 I 0.4T 
463 t.12 I 0:4-3 
-! _ 
.l·l 
_ _) 
ZONE 1 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 TOTAL 
PROBLEMS N x SD N x SD N x SD R N x SD 
DNR staff not available 166 l.07 0.30 176 2~00 0.60 135 l.10 0.34 28' 483 l.12 0.44 
trails not maintained adequately 
.. . 169 l.13. 0.51 182 l.17 0.51 140 . 1.06 ·0.21 29 499 1.12 0.45 
camping rules not restrictive enough . 
.. 14F 1.05 0.28 142 l.18 '0.65 108 l.09 0.48. 30 395 l. 11 0.49 
histOric site tours full ·-· 156 l.06 0.32 168 . 1.13 0.58 125 1.04 . 0.20 31 454 1.08 0.42 
DNR employees unable to answer,_questio·n·s ·about tile 160 ntf 0.33 177 1.9~. 0.38 136 1.07 0.34 • 32 '480 1.07 0.35 
park - ~-- - ,_ .. . ~ - ~-.... 
.. 
- --· -
campsites too far apart 137 1.05 0.25 137 1.12 0.50 111 1.05 0.39 33 ' 390 1.07 0.39 
. -
campground not full enough 130 1.05 0.25 '· 124 1:07 0.41 . 99 1.06 0.42 34 358 1.06 0.37 
camping rules too restrictive 145 1.08 ·o.43 148'' 1.07 "0.41 114 1.04 0.23 35 41 l' . 1 ~06- 0.37 
. park nil es too 'restrictive 170 1.07 0.36 ·181 1.08' 0.39' 133 1.02 0.19 36 491 l.06 ~ 0.33 
... .. 
. -
.. 
--RANGE OF SCALE (1-5): 1 = Not a problem and 5 = Very serious problem . _ _ ;,. v 
_ __._ - - -- - -- --- - .,,__ - - -'" ~ ·' ~ - 1 .. - ,,_.-[~l_-,,._ .... ,,. .·;...-. _ ... _.. ~,:·~ .. , • 
Sourie: Mailback Question 6: To what extent, if any, did.you fincrthelollowing to'tiea problem duiing'.your ,viSit to Itasca State Park?.· 
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Table G.1. Visitor Preferences for Possible Future Management A.crions at Itasca Stare Park 
. ZONE 1 ZONE 3 
POSSIBLE ACTIONS N x SD N x 
repair eroded trails 175 3.93 0.68 193 3.92 
periodically close heavily used sites to allow them to 173 - 3.82 0.84 188~ 3.91 
revegetate & heal 
limit visitor access to areas susceptible to erosion 171 3.85 0.71 193 3.86 
enforce a late evening curfew to promote peace & . 174 3.77. 0.95 . 187 3.73 
Quiet --· . - . 
' 
iii limited areas of the park, where too much use 162 3.~l 0.76 178 3. 71 
threatens to degrade desirable experiences & benefits, -- . ·' 
restrict amounts·of use -- . -
restrict the use of some trails to bikes & roller blades 173 3.74 . 1.00 191 3.79 
& the use of others to hiking alone 
close areas susceptible to erosion· to visitors 173 3.72' .. 0.79 188 3.76 
separate trails for bicycles & roller blades 174 3.52 1.01 189 3.58 
, provide more trash receptacles 173 3.57 0.76 186 3.49 
: provide more educational opportunities 175 3.47 0.69 190 3.50 
' provide more exhibits to help learn about park 177 3.37 0.69 190 3.44 
resources 
: provide more interpretive opportunities 173 3.44 0.72 185 3.45 
reopen closed facilities 169 3.32 0.72 190 3.61 
establish certain trails for eQuestrian (horse) use only 173 3.38 1.09 190 3.39 
mow grass 174 3.45 0.81 189 3.37 
· · limit development of facilities 173 3.39 0.83 189 3.43 
remove dead, dying, or fallen timber in developed 177 3.39 0.95 195 3.48 
areas 
. provide more interoretive programs 178 3.37 0.71 189 3.36 
: provide bearproof food lockers at remote sites 173 3.32 0.93 189 3.33 
provide playground eQuipment in develooed areas 175 3.45 0.90 189 3.20 
bui~d interpretive/information center for Headwaters 176 3.19 1.04 197 3.27 
of the Mississiooi River 
set· aside areas of the oark for scientific research onlv 176 3.27 0.93 188 3.37 
if use restrictions are needed, impose them on a first- 168 3.30 0.88 185 3.25 
come first-served basis only 
provide more training for public contact personnel to · 176 3.32 0.71 19Q (13.29 
increase their ability to help people find places that ~-
""./ 
will best satisfy their recreation opportunity ,: d 
preferences " 
ZONE 4 
SD N x SD R 
0.67 147 3.77 0.69 l 
0.79 148 3.78 0.84 2 
0.76 147 3.67 0.84 3 
0.92 147 3.71 0.85 4 
- , 
0.78 137 3:63' 0.84 5 
-
I ; 
1.03 154 3.54 0.95 6 
0.76 149 3.'so 0.79 7 
0.96 149 3.43 0.90 8 
0.68 150 3.43 0.69 9 
0.68 146 3.37 0.67 10 
0.71 149 3.48 0.65 11 
0.77 147 . 3.89 0.65 12 
0.78 144 3.26 0.64 13 
1.02 140 3.41 0.91 14 
0.80 148 3.45 0.75 15 
0.88 139 3.29 0.68 16 
0.98 153 3.29 0.98 17 
0.71 149 3.32 0.65 18 
0.78 145 3.28 0.87 19 
0.90 147 3.28 0.83 20 
0.98 152 3.45 0.98 21 
0.81 142 3.20 0.88 22 
0.87~· 140 3.33 0.88 23 
0.59 146 3.23 0.62 24 
TOTAL 
N x 
522 3.88 
·516 3.85 
518 3.80 
515 3.74 
483. 3.73 
- -
525 3.70 
518 3.67 
519 3.52 
516 3.50 
518 3.45 
523 3.43 
512 3.43 
509 3.42 
510 3.39 
518 3.38 
508 3.38 
533 3.38 
523 3.35 
514 3.31~' 
518 3.31 
532 3.30 
' 
5l3 3'.29 
500 3.29 
519 3.28 
SD 
0.68 
0.82 
0.78 
0.91 
0.80 
-· 
-1.00 
~.0.79 
·.o.96 
0.71 
0.68 
0.68 
--
0.72 
0.74 
·1.02 
·0.19 
0.81 
.=:o.98 
0.69 
·0.85 
0.88 
1.00 
0.87 
0.89 
0.64 
r ~~# 
_\ 
,_ 
\..:'.· 
i- i 
~"' 
'~-
·~ 
-~ 
._. 
' 
ZONE 1 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 TOTAL 
POSSIBLE ACTIONS N x SD N x SD N x SD R N x SD 
if use restrictions are needed, impose them on the 171 3.26 0.92 183 3.35 0.88 141 3.25 0.92 25 502 3.28 0.91 
basis of advance reservation 
clean public buildings more freQuentlv 176 3.28 0.63 187 3.32 0.60 145 3.21 0.58 26 515 3.27' 0.60 
provide more opportunities for visitor input into 175 3.28 0.70 191 3.36 0.68 145 3.14 0.61 27 518 3.27 0.67 
management decisions 
pr~vide more training for public contact personnel to 170 3.30 0.62 192 3.26 0.61 144 3.26 0.61 28 513 3.27 0.61 
increase their ability to answer people's Questions 
provide more state park brochures 178 3.24 0.71 190 3.23 0.62 151 3.34 0.67 29 526 3.26 0.66 
design & construct additional interpretive exhibits 173 3.25 0.87 186 3.25 0. 71 152 3.29 0.79 30 518 3.26 0.79 
build more unsurfaced hiking trails 174 3.32 0.89 189 3.23 0.80 153 3.22 0.73 31 523 3.26 0.81 
provide more state park maps to visitors 178 3.23 0.69 192 3.26 0.60 151 3.31 0.63 32 528 3.26 0.64 
provide improved signing on trails 176 3.25 0.64 186 3.30 0.61 145 3.20 0.51 33 514 3.26 0.60 
build more surfaced trails for bicycling 173 3.34 1.15 189 3.27 1.07 148 3.13 0.87 34 517 3.25 1.04 
improve trail boardwalks & steps 176 3.19 0.83 188 3.34 0.78 145 3.21 0.69 35 516 3.24 0.78 
close some campsites to increase the distance 167 3.25 0.87 180 3.23 0.65 138 3.19 0.76 36 491 3.23 0.76 
between campers 
provide more flush toilets 172 3.24 0.90 189 3.22 0.89 158 3.18 0.77 37 526 3.21 0.85 
add another unit to the State Park System to 167 3.35 0.98 181 3.12 0.75 139 3.14 0.73 38 493 3.20 0.83 
accommodate additional camping use ,i 
provide more staff in park office 170 3.14 0.75 187 3.23 0.69 145 3.16 0.65 39 509 3.18 0 .. 7 
·-
0 
increase the camping capacity of this park 'by f - 165 3~37 . 1.()3 177 3.06 0.75 137 . 3.09 0.75 40 485 3.17 0.87 
~uilding anot~er campground away from the existing 
camPl!:rounds 
provide more backpack sites 172 3.23 0.62 187 3.13 0.58 142 3.18 0.61 41 508 3.17 0.61 
develbp better toilet facilities at backpack sites - 172 . 3.17 0.76 - 187 3.15 0.65 141 3.17 0.63 42 507 3.16 0.69 .. 
orovide more information signs 172 3.10 0.75 186 3.17 0.71 150 . 3.12 0.72 43 516 3.13 0.72 
provide more .shade trees , ',,, 178 3.25 0.23 188 . .3.02 0.59 150 3. 11 0.60 44 523 3.13 0.65 
build additional· shower facilities . ~ - - 168 3.26 0.'84 181 3.01 0.64 147 3.12 0.70 45 502 3.13 0.73 
control raccoon oooulation. · :. .. oo..._...'= 176 3.11 0.84 192 3.12. 0.86 144 2.99 0.63 46 519 . 3.08 . 0.79 
build more cabins 
.. 172 2.94 0.86 192 3.09 . . 0.88 146 3.00 .. 0.76. 47 516 3.02 0.84 .. - ~~ -
. close the oark to pets 
., . 
·-· - - · ... -- - 177 ' 2.93 1.12 189 .3.08 I 1.05 145 2.86 0.94 48 518 2.96 1.05 
" '"' . 
reolace existing buildings~with log structures ~ _ - ._ 172 2.95 0.88 ' 187 '3.03 0.91 146 2.85 '0.74' 49 - 511 2.95 1.05 
build more overnight accommodations (hotel, motel, 1 171 2.71 LOO.' ".19U lt2.87 . J.0.0 147. 2.93 .. Q/85 ! 5_0~ 515 2.83 0.96 
etc.) \ ' ' ' 
,., i ' i • .)> '- • ~ . ., 
-- . 
,, 
-
provide fewer backpack sites 171 2.84 0.59 ·.i86 2.82 0.53. 141 2.82 0.57 51 505 2.82 0.56 
increase development of facilities 173 2.84 0.89 185 2.74 0.85 141 2.84 0.69 52 506 2.80 0.82 
. / 
'· ,.. 
_,_ 
POSSIBLE ACTIONS _ . 
develop more campsites within or adj~c~nt t~ the 
: existing campground so- that sites-are not so far apart'. 
allow horseback use of hiking trails --=0 
build more surfaced trails for roller blading 
remove dead; dying; or fallen timber in undeveloped-
areas 
build-a golf course 
I RANGI;WFSCALE(l-5): 
,-1 =·Strongly- oppose 
. '' ·~ .._.. .
N 
164 
174-
171 
175 
'< 
lf~-~ 
~--~c;·t"~ 
-ZONE i 
x 
' 2.56 
2.57 
2.61 
2.35 
_,. 179 -1',"l.90 
'I 
1tL 
' ·1 
~ .,. ~ -. 
r· ·:zoNE 3 
SD II N I' X 
0.94 11 178 I -2.78 
1.17 II 190 I 2.57 
1.15 II 189 I 2.43 
-1. Q_8-ll' 19 f-1:_ -2' .. 14-
.,_, _, , . ' J ·- I: 
I. IO II .1 92 I. 74' 
SD 
0.71 
1.16 
1.05 
i'._08 
0.98 
,\ n 
! ZONE 4 
N x ·so 
-1.37 2.80:1 0.75 
150.I 2.56 
149~ I:. 2.55 
-151 -1 2.48 
'.I 
150 2.11 
1.04. 
0.96 
J.Q_)_ 
t·. 
1.01 
R -
53-
54 
55 
56 
57 
~ .... _ 
·S9urce: Mailback Question 7: 
• - ~~:~';'~ ';_' ,; . · J , ,- ' -,, . , .~ • I , · 
To what extent-do-you favor or-oppose'each of.the following possible.management actions:for Itasca State Park? 
· ~ 5 = Strongly-favor 
L ·~~<1~r. )i: • 
.(' 
.,1'""' • •• f:_, 
·1 . ,\ l! 
I ;j , , :I 
,, 
1( _ - ' 
JI --~- ,-
u ,, '!-.1°2.'.. T 
--ir-- -
;, 
'::] l 
'-.., L 
.~~ ~ ~~-~ . r 
I 
--·r 
•1 _!1_ :-
! ""l) 
TOTAL 
N I X SD 
485 I 2.71 0.81 
521 L 2.57 1.13 
5·16. I 2.52 1.06 
525 I 2.41 1.06 
528.l '1.91 1.04 
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Appendix H. Importance and Rating of State Park Services 
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Table H.1. Importance of Various Visitor Services provided at Itasca State Park 
ZONE 1 ZONE 3 
SERVICES PROVIDED - N x SD N x SD 
vehicles & other personal belongings safe from. the - 171 6.42 1.21 195 6.33 1.30 
threat of vandalism 
a park map is available 170 6.34 1.22 199 6.29 1.20 
park personnel who know how to communicate 169 6.20 1.26 197 6.31 1.10 
effectively with visitors 
a park visit that is a good value for the monev it costs 172 6.23 1.32 193 6.30 1.21 
· · a park brochure that contains all of the information I 170 6.25 1.25 194 6.30 I. 11 
need 
clean restrooms 174 6.21 1.26 199 6.25 1.22 
a park brochure that is easy to read 169 6.26 1.27 192 6.18 1.22 
entrance station personnel who handle transactions 171 6.22 1.23 192 6.23 1.21 
promptly, with courtesy & personal consideration 
' a park brochure is available 169 6.17 1.29 195 6.16 1.19 
, park personnel that act professionally 169 6.15 1.25 194 6.18 1.24 
t park personnel that show genuine interest in being 171 6.09 1.30 177 6.22 1.30 
: responsive to visitor's needs 
' ( 
entrance stations that are open during the right hours 171 6.12 1.36 197 6.07 1.25 I 
' each day ,. 
f pa~k personnel that can be depended upon to provide 167 6.08 1.29 171 6.09 1.28 
accurate information 
park grounds in good condition 169 6.08 1.28 180 6.08 1.27 
believable park personnel 164 6.10 1.26 193 6.05 1.31 
visitor centers that are open the right hours each day 167 6.09 1.33 193 6.03 1.25 
helpful information signs 172 5.90 1.41 200 5.97 1.26 
park facilities were accessible 164 5.87 1.28 186 6.03 1.13 
park personnel to direct me to the areas that have 165 5.95 1.27 193 5.87 1.36 
what I want 
well signed trails 163 5.93 1.39 185 5.79 1.21 
exhibits 164 5.70 1.24 188 5.60 1.88 ~ 
interpretive programs that help improve my 160 5.54 1.53 180 5.66 1.22 
understanding of the environment ... 
1mod aualitY food served at Douglas Lodge Restaurant 153 5.28 1.62 l 9.3t 6.09 1.37 
appropriate type of merchandise for the park sold at 164 5.39 1.55 1:95 5.73 1.27 
gift shops ~ 
,, 
,:._ 
ZONE 4 
N x SD R 
158 6.42" 1.11 1 
159 6.44 1.07 2 
157 6.40 1.07 3 
158 6.33 1.10 4 
153 6.34 1.14 5 
164 6.38 0.99 6 
154 6.38 1.14 7 
157 6.30 1.08 8 
155 6.29 1.17 9 
161 6.25 1.14 10 
147 6.27 1.12 1 1 
155 6.25 1.15 12 
141 6.18 1.17 13 
145 6.21 1.08 14 
152 6.18 1.09 15 
156 6.22 1.17 16 
161 6.19 1.19 17 
143 6.01 1.23 18 
149 6.05 1.24 19 
150 5.99 1.19 . 20 
150 5.80 1.23 21 
145 5.73 1.22 . 22 
117 5.31 1.44 23 
144 5.63 1.26 24 
TOTAL 
N x 
' 530 6.39 
- 534 6.36 
' 529 6.36: 
529 6.29' 
523 6.29' 
543 6.28 
520 6.26 
526 6.25 
525 6.20 
530 6.20 
500 6. t9 
529 6.14. 
483 6.12 
499 6.12 
515 6.11 ' 
522 6.'ll 
539 6.0f 
499 5.98 
513 5.96. 
~ .. ' 
' 
504 5.91 . 
508 5.69 
491 5.65' 
469 5.62 
509 5.59 
.. 
SD 
1.21 
1.17 
1.14 
'1.21 
1.17 
1.17 
1.22 
1.18 
1.22 
1.20 
1.24 
: 1.26 
1.25 
l.21 
' 1.23 
1.25 
. 1.30 
' 1.21 
1.29 
1.26 
1.21 
-; 1.33 
1.52 
1.36 
~ 
"" .• ~ 
'" 
t-__ • 
>-' 
•.;.. . .! 
L:--; 
\~:-1 
~--· 
I'-· 
" ·.,1 
• 
·~~=-=-=-·· 
Ea 
I· 
.. 
,ZONE 1 ZONE 3 I . ZONE 4 TOTAL 
' -. . 
SERVICES PROVIDED N x· SD N x SD 'N x SD R N x SD 
interpretive programs that help improve my 161 5.47 1.45 181 5.23 1.21 149 5.75 1.22 25 497 5.58 1.30 
understanding of the park " : ~ ' 
interpretive Proerams 161 5.53' 1.35 183 5.55 1.23 145 5.63 1.25 26 495 5.57 1.28 
professional service at ei ft shops 166 5.38 . 1.54 196 5.69 1.29 145 • 5.54 1.25 27 513 5.54 1.36 
professional service at Douelas Lodge Restaurant 154 5.20 i 1.58 191 5.93 1.41 ; 116 ) 5.22 1.42 28 467 5.51 1.51 
well dressed & orofessional lookinl! oark personnel 173 5.32 I f.36 195 5.48 1.28 160 5.54 l.'41 29 534 5.50 I. 34 
.. campsites· in good condition ,- ~ .. 148 5.64 :·_1.61 141 S.32 1..44 120. S.53 1.38 30 412 5.50 1.49 =---
-
attractive camosites -- 147 5.35 1.51 '138 5.14 1.38 ;120 ' 5.19 1.30 31 408 5.23 1.41 
. -
attractive restrooms 174 5.09 1.54 197 5.19 1.44' 1.54 5.35' 1.50 32 531 5.21 J.49 
bicvcle rental 15S 5.32 1.53 168 S.15 1.40 I 123 . 4.95 1.40 33 45"1 5.~16 1.45 
mowed trails 
-~ 
162 5.15~ 1.57 5.03. 1.42 - ' 5.23 34 i.48 ...-.o ~ - 182 '--149 1.46 - )J99 . 5.13-
attractive information signs 
·-. 
172. 5.03:: I.SS 5.·11 1.49'~ 153' : 5.09 ;526 ----=--'- :. ....... . . .. 195 1.45 35 5.08 1.49 
boat rental 
-
155 5.17 1.59 165 5.06 '1.45 . 121 4.84 1.29 ' 36 I 446 5.05 1.46 
excursion boat tours - ·- ~- 155 4.87;._· • i.62 175 5.10 1.43- . 1:20 4.76 1.37- I j7...:., .• 454,. . 4.93 -1 ;48 ! 
RANGEOFSCALE(l-7):··; .. :.~~ ··; ·. ;»,:'. ,, , ;·111 , :: 
~: ~~ ~~~:~~~;"' . ;~ .• > . -- . ; -~: \ ~ ; ' .•·- £;(~, . .:: . -~:-,fr:'. ~-,_;~. : ,-'-11 
Source: Mailback Question 8:- Park managers need to k.now how-i!llportant y~u·-feel each of the following services were when you visited Itasca.State Park as well as ' 1 ' 
your perceptions of how well J?NR_is providing. them. Pleasein'dicate;how.important each of the following services were to you when you .vi~itbd.Itasca State Pa~k .•. _ • 
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Table H.2. Rating of Various Visitor Services Provided at Itasca State !'_ark 
,_ ;L f .I J. 
-- ·-· ·--
SERVICES N " 
a park map is available - 155 
a Park visit that is a good value for the money it costs 153' 
believable park persorinel 
. 
140 
park personnel that act professionally '150 
professional service at Douglas Lodge Restaurant 75 
entrance station personnel who handle transactions 153 
promptly, with courtesy & personal consideration 
good quality food served at Douglas Lodge Restaurant 71 
park personnel who know how to communicate 1.52' 
effectively with visitors i 
a park brochure that is easy to read 154' 
bicycle rental " ' 79_ ·. 
well dressed & professional looking park personnel' ls:r: 
park facilities were accessible 
-
138 
a park brochure is available - . 154 
ye~icles lk. other pe~SOJ)_al belongings safe from ihe 147 
threat of vaffdalism .. - - . -.... - .. - --- -· .. -
entrance stations that are-open during the right hours 142· 
· each day ~· · ~· " ' 
.. 
.. 0 - ~ __ _,___ - .., - - ·-
Professional service at gift -shops . -~- . . ....:. · --~-- --- . . 1.17. 
· park personnel that show genuine interest in being. 
-141' 
responsive to visitor's needs. - ···-
• . park"personnel to direct me to the areas that have 
·-
140-~ 
what Lwant .. . ~ \ 
visitor.ce'nters that are open the right hours each day 143 
park. personnel that tan be depended upon to provide 131 
. .. ·-, - .... , l . " 
accurate information . . .' · · 
boat rental ;_ ... . · • c 69 
-- " 
park groun'ds in ~ood condition ... 147 
a park brochu're that contains all of th~ information I 
need . · ' · · ·i_ • '. 
153 
excursion boat tours .. 71 
exhibits 140 
helpful information signs 157' 
ZONE 1 
x 
3.54 
3.46 
3.47 
3.44 
3.48 
3.37 
'3.49 
3.46 
3.42. 
. 3.52 
. '3.43 
3:45 
3.44 
3.43 
3.43 ' 
.. 
-
3.42 
3;34 
-
,_ ... _ 
• 3.36 
3.40:1 
3.32 'i 
, ' 
3.45 ' 
3.33 
3.33. 
3.44 
3.33 
- 3.32 
SD N 
.54 177 
.. 66 178 
.56 171 
.60 175 
.70 157 
.70 173 
.69 158 
.57 172 
, :61 168 ' 
< ;64 - 90' 
. ·.60 ··. 182 
.62 164 
.67 174-
.65 171 
-
: .'61 ' ·171'. 
l', 
-
.. 
~ .61 164 
.66 ' :~ 571 
; ,_., -
-
" .67 
;• 
I .62 : 
. ~'.6'2 
.72 
.56 ' 
.. .74 
1 • ,1•, 
!63 
.66' 
-.63 ; 
" ,• 
' I 1 :'i.7: 
167 
145~ 
18 
162 
169 
99' 
' 15'8 
-187 
ZONE 3 ZONE 4 TOTAL 
x' SD N x SD R N ·X SD .~ 
3.39 .72 131 3.50 .61 I 468 . 3.4.8. .64 
3.49 .67' 129· 3.45 .66 2 464 3.47 .66 
3.49 .59 118 3.40 .63 3 433 3.46' .59 
3.47 ' .59 I 130. 3.42 .63 4 459 3.44 .61 
3.47 .67 37 I 3.19 .88 5 273 3.44 .71 
3.48 .63 1-3 I 3.47 .64 6 461 ; -;3 .44 .66 
3.46 .75 37 . 3.24 .72 7 270 3.43 .75 
3.41 .66 126 3.42 .61 8 454 3.4~ '· .62 
,, 
3.40 .67 128 3.45 .66 9 454 3.42 ' .67 
'3.36 .62 . 39 3.28 .60 10 211 3.42 .63 
. 3.40 .62 · .
·130 3.42 .57 11 469 3.42 .60 
3.35 .64' 115 . 3.42 .62 12 422 3.41 .63 
3.37 .69 .. 130 3.39 .74 13 463 3.40 .70 
3.37 .62 : 114; 3.40' .62 14 436 3.40 .63 
-
"j' -
:3.3f ·>.n .1 ~ .. 2 3.42 .. 60 15 - 439- : 3.39-- . '.65 
,., · .. ' · .
-
:3'.38! .67~' 110 3.26 .70 16 396 3.36. ".66 
3.39 .. .65 112 3.31 . 75 17 413 3.36 .68 •• 
1i 
. 
-~ ., '=-
3.36 . :68 . 116 3.33 .64 ' 18 41'7° 31.35 - .66 
·.l 
.. 
. 
'3.281 .69 121 3.39 .64 19 435 • 3.35 .65 
3.33' :66. 103 3.41 .66 20 388 _:_3,35 .64 
-
' 
c ' 
' 
3:23 .70 32 3.25 0:51 21 182' 3.33 .69 
3.28. .66 116 3.37. .66 . 22 428 ' 3.32 .63 
3.31' .73 127 3.32 .75 23 454 3.32 .74 
.'i.:~ .'' •, 
: ' ' - '' ·': 
3.24. .77. 30 3.23 .57 24 202 3.32 .70 
3.18 .71 117 3.34 .54 25 419 3.28 .66 
3.25 .64 141 3.23 .68 26 490 3.27 .65 
(< 
ZONE 1 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 
-
TOTAL 
SERVICES N x SD N x SD N x SD R N x 
well signed trails 135 3.32 .59 147 3.15 .68 112 3.33 .59 27 398 3.26 
appropriate type of merchandise for the park sold at 116 3.32 .65 159 3.24 .78 110 3.20 .74 28 390 3.25 
gift shops 
attractive information signs 145 3.30 .68 171 3.19 .64 129 3.20 .67 29 450 3.23 
interpretive programs 121 3.27 .73 138 3.18 .68 103 3.23 .61 30 364 3.23 
clean restrooms 154 3.21 .71 183 3.20 .72 135 3.26 .67 31 477 3.22 
mowed trails 126 3.21 .66 124 3.12 .58 103 3.23 .64 32 357 3.19 
interpretive programs that help improve my 118 3.17 .79 134 3.17 .63 94 3.15 .67 33 349 3.17 
understanding of the environment 
campsites in good condition 82 3.12 .80 68 3.18 .69 44 3.02 .66 34 196 3.12 . 
attractive restrooms 142 3.01 .79 171 3.03 .75 121 3.11 .74 35 439 3.05 
attractive camosites 83 2.94 .83 66 3.12 .73 43 3.12 .66 36 194 3.05 
inforpretive programs that help improve my 135 1.68 .59 147 1.85 .68 112 1.67 .59 37 398 1.74 
I understanding of the oark 
L. RANGE OF SCALE (1-4): 
1 = Excellent .J" 
4 =Poor .-~ 
r~ S~urce: Mailback Question 8: Park managers need to know your perceptions of how well DNR is providing the following services. 
'· , dcffng at providing these services. 
Please rate how well DNR is_: 
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Table I.1. Level of Overall Satisfaction with Visit ~ 
ZONE 1 ZONE 3 
LEVEL OF 
SATISFACTION N % N % 
' very satisfied 116 65.2 154 74.8 
satisfied 59 33.2 50 24.3 
-unsatisfied 1 1.0 0 0.0 < 
very unsatisfied 2 1.1 2 1.0 
Source: Mailback Question 9: Overall, how satisfied were you with your stay at Itasca State Park? . 
t· 
1. 
C' · Ta.hie I.2. Importance of Various Park Features to Level of Overall Satisfaction 
! ZONE 1 ZONE 3 
FEATURES N x SD N x 
· Mississiooi Headwaters 175 4.51 0.81 198 4.57 
old growth (large pine trees) 170 4.41 0.84 194 4.51 
-
wildlife 167 4.40 0.82 193 4.40 
wilderness drive 164 4.41 0.81 193 4.37 
birds 166 4.34 0.85 191 4.34 
cultural & historical sites 163 4.12 0.90 189 4.07 
wilderness like setting for hiking 163 4.08 1.04 186 4.11 
wildflowers 159 3.96 0.94 188 4.02 
historic buildings 163 4.04 0.97 191 4.08 
archaeological sites 159 3.96 1.01 183 3.92 
hiking trails - 163 3.93 1.04 187 3.91 
interpretive center 166 3.76 0.96 182 3.85 
interoretive programs 156 3.76 1.04 187 3.86 
Douglas Lodge Restaurant 153 3.41 1.18 190 4.31 
gift shops 164 3.53 1.10 198 3.74 
oaved bicycle trails 159 3.78 1.20 175 3.52 
wilderness like setting for camping 162 3.74 1.13 165 3.39 
water based recreation 158 3.73 1.06 177 3.47 
camping 158 3.67 1.28 167 3 .. 17 
semi-modern camMround in natural setting 158 3.45 1.17 168 l f29 
bike rentals 163 3.44 1.34 17.6" 3.37 
fishing in lakes 144 3.48 1.26 157 3.24 
ZONE 4 
N % 
113 66.1 
54 31.6 
0 0.0 
4 2.3 
ZONE 4 
SD N x SD R 
0.73 164 4.73 0.67 1 
0.80 144 4.40 0.88 2 
0.80 142 4.25 0.86 3 
0.87 141 ' 4.22 0.99 4 
0.85 141 4.22 0.87 5 
0.81 136 3.96 0.97 6 
0.99 135 3.88 1.02 7 
0.95 136 4.04 0.92 8 
0.81 134 3.82 1.00 9 
0.87 129 3.90 0.98 10 
1.05 136 3.77 1.06 1 1 
0.90 137 3.85 0.91 12 
0.89 135 3.79 0.92 13 
0.96 115 1.14 1.13 14 
1.05 140 3.73 0.90 15 
1.25 133 3.35 1.10- 16 
1.07 119 3.45 1.07 17 
1.13-· 127 3.36 1.13 18 
1.17 119 3.24 1.12 19 
1.07 120 3.27 0.99 20 
1.08 122 3.12 0.98 21 
1.26' 115 3.30 1.17 22 
TOTAL 
N 
389 
165 
1 
8 
% 
' 69.1 
·:: 29.3 
. 0.2 
~ ' 1.4 
-
f' 
..... 
.. 0 
t_: 
~-· 
TOTAL' 
n x SD 
545 4.60 0.74 
516 4.45 0.84 
509 4.36 0.83 
506 4.34 0.89 
505 4.31' 0.86 
495 4.06' '0.88 
491 4.04 1.02 
490 4.01 . 0.94 
496 3.99 0.92 
479 3.93' 0.95 
493' 3.88 ~ 1.05 
492 3.82 0.91 
485 3.81 0.95 
446 3.72 1.19 
510 3.70 1.03 
474 3.56 1.20 
453 3.53 1.10 
469 3.53 I. 11 
451 3.37 1.21 
453 3.34 1.09 
468 3.34 1.08 
423 '3.33 1.24 
(; 
-_, 
.,; 
... 
ci 
;:...-
~ 
~~". 
If) 
"=:> ~ 
';.) 
·~, 
...-~· 
!: ' 
\ 
..4 
r• 
_, 
' 
~ > 
I ( 
' 
'· 
._ 
" I 
-~ 
c 
:' 
':~', 
~ 
: ZONE 1 ZONE•.3 ZONE 4 
FEATURES N x SD N x SD N x SD R 
canoe rentals 158 3.39 I. I 0 174 3.33 1.07 116 3.10 1.03 23 
camol!:rounds 154 3.61 1.30 165 3.06 1.19 114 3.18 1.08 24 
o{rernil!:ht accommodations (non-camoing) 145 3.01 1.10 173 3.76 1.27 115 2.89 1.04 25 
U of MN Forestry & Biological Station 142 3.26 1.04 157 3.24 0.96 123 3.26 0.96 26 
berries 134 2.99. 1.11 172 3.19 1.09 108 3.28 1.16 27 
modern grouo camp 147 2.99 1.08 162 2.91 1.04 117 3.06 0.95 28 
cross-country ski trails 138 2.67 1.03 153 2.88 I. I 0 110 2.77 1.02 29 
mushrooms 130 2.53 1.00 151 2.54 0.99 104 2.67 1.06 30 
snowmobile trails 138 2.38 0.98 158 2.51 1.06 110 2.69 1.05 3 lri 
RANGE OF SCALE (1-5): I =Very unimportant and 5 =Very important 
Data refers to guestion 10: Please indicate how important each of the following was to your overall satisfaction as indicated in Question 9. 
,, . . 
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(.,___ 
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v 
1• 
TOTAL 
n x SD 
455 3.30- 1.05 
440 3.29 1.22 
440 3.28 1.22 
428 3.25 0.99 di 
421 3.15 1.11 
432 2.99 1.02 
408 2.79 1.06 
392 2.58 1.01 
413 2.51 1.04 
~- ~ 
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II',.:· 
ID No, =2-=-1---'---'=--'-'--'-- Date: ~ ::;: ·; 1: ;: Location: __ '_. _._ ... _ .. _._. ~·-· __ Time: ____ Initials: 
1. Itasca State Park has been divided into~several-zones for purp0ses'1f'ofthis.survey:as-i'n'dicated.onthe attached map. 
Please look at tht, map and estimate how much time (in hours) you·spent:in each.zone during this visit to the 
park. Show total hours, including both day and night (i.e., account for 24 hours in each calendar day). 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
·~. . - ,, 
AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT IN HOURS 
.-/J 
r ,• f!.' ..,_ ., 1 -~ • ·~I '• - _,':J i~ ' 
' .. 
2. Where did you enter the Park?--------------Date: ~, ' -· Time: ___ _ 
3 . Is tllls your first visit to Itasca State Park? 
. ~ .- ~ ' - " YES _·::;b ) " 
NO (If no, how many times have you· visited this park in the past five years, excluding 
this visit?) ' "~ 
1-3 times 
4-8 times 
___ .;: 
9 or more times i:-r ' 
1 
4: Did you ~tay overnight in the park during this visit? 
-_r_;·c·- _.._:::i~··1:1~ ,,_ ,,_:., · 
__ YES (Number of nights: __ -' __ ) 
NO 
J " 
- ,., 
--~----. ".·: ,· .. rnc: :.2: J..., ~ ~ 
5. Was your visit to Itasca State Park your primary reason for taking the trip away from home? (Check one) 
'.) t'. ' 
YES--- · · 
NO (If no,. What was.the primary reason for your.trip?~--~ 
6. How many people are you traveling with on this trip (including yourself)? 
----------- people 
7. How many people are traveling in your vehicle (including yourself)? 
--..,---------- people 
Study of Visitor Experiences and.Benefits. atltisca.Sta:te,Park- ".:n!: j ) 73 
8. What type of group are you traveling with-on this trip?··. ·) 
Alone 
Family (if childr~n ~ere along, what are the_i!_age~? _____ __:··_·r ____ -J 
Family and friends 
Friends 
·Organized. grq_up· (Tour group, Boy Scequts;:~!c.) 
-. __ , :. Other (Please specify: .----------'-···"-"---'-' _. ---'----'--....;·-'-' _ . ....;._ _ _) 
.. ; ;•. 
9. What is your age? ------- 10. What is your gender? (Circle one): MF 
11. Exit Point:-----------------------
12. Type of watercraft (Boaters only):. _____________ _ 
13. What was your.primary mode oftransp0rtation-to Itasca State Park? 
Motor vehicle 
Recreational vehicle 
Bicycle 
Hiking 
Horseback 
:- r 
14. We would like to know more about your visit to Itasca State Park and would like to ask you to participate in a 
74 
~~wo-paft: visitor survey to accompli_sh th.~t goal. Part l consists-of ~,ompleting the attached questionnaire and2' 
rtfailing it back to us in the attached postage paid envelope. :Part-2 ~ill consist ofa· smaller follow-up .. 
. questionnaire that will be mailed to you at a later date for retUm to us in a second postage paid envelope. Are ~ 
you willing to participate in the surveys? · 
YES 
NO 
_.. . •· j ( , " ~· . ·.• '; ;·· '~ 
(If YES, we need your name and address to mail you the second survey. Please list your 
name and adcl[~ss ~}~w): . ,.;'_; ..: r :' 
. ;,1 .. 
NAME (PLEASE PRINT):. ____________________ _ 
"'"':.' 
', _,_: ~~ • :_;:~ J.:1. ' 1. 
CURRENT MAILING 
ADDRESS:. _________________ ___;...,.~~---------
CITY:_·-------'---'---'--'----'-'----'-"'----- , ~~;rA TE'.·-.-. ____ ZIP:. ____ _ 
COUNTRY:. ______________ _ 
~ ••• ; '~ .) ii • 
'> ' 
.. :\ 
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Appendix K. Mailback Questionnaire 
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"': 1'1\ .: . '-. - I 
. ~ .: :~. ( Spring/Summer 1993 
. ' ~ (_ -· .... ;, _ ~ 
Dear Itasca Visitor: 
Thank you for agreeing to share your opinions about this area with us. Enclosed is the question 
booklet you agreed to complete after your recent visit to Itasca State Park. 
This is your opportunity-to help direct the future management of this-recreation area and help int1u-
.ence recreation policy i~ Minnesota. You are one of a small number _of visitors who are being· asked 
to give their ()P~~io~s~~b~o.u~~~- ~tate p~k~ You:_ ~:spo~s~s ~~ criti:~ to the su~ce~-~ ~~f-~s project. 
~ ' , ·. ;: ~ 0 ~ i ~ ~ I~ 
Completing the question booklet should only take about 20 minutes and your respdnses will be used 
to help guide. manageril~nt of the park.· Your answers are strictly confidential .. 
- - - -
This study i~ being conducted as a joint effort betwe.en the University of Minnesota, the Min.n,ssot;i .~ 
Department of Natural Resources and the U.S. Forest Service. When you have completed th~_ - . , 
question booklet, please return it in the postage paid envelope. We're truly grateful"for the· help it•, .. ~ 
you've given us. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Dr. Dorothy:Anderson, !ittidy 
• • • i d .,[LI 'I . ' •·. q -~ 
director, at the fo~owmg address: . l~ · · ... ~- . . -~~ 
. 
,. 
Thank you! 
. r. 
\. 
Dorothy H. Anderson 
Study D_irector 
" 
l'--,,..,_.-..;...,,._..~-
University of Minnesota 
___ .,_. -..:; .----
Department of Forest Resources 
115 Green Hall, 1530 Cleveland Ave. 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55108-1027 
(612)_ 624-2z2_i fax: C612) 625-~.I.2~ ·-~ , ~-
(I 
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1993 MINNESOTA STATE PARK VISITOR STUDY 
ACTIVITIES 
I. We have listed a.number of outdoor recreation activities that could be enjoyed WITHIN the park. Please circle the number 
that indicates how much time, if any, you spent doing each activity during your visit to the park. 
····················--························· Til\1E SPENT ··········-·························-···-····· 
- ' ~:_.·!..: ' 
'•. 
I:_, - " .. -! . 
t ' 
,- .. 
Camping near vehicle \..... 0 1 
Camping·away from vehicle( cart~in).;:~, y ii;;;j) 2~:'-, 1i , i!_; ~ ·l,~: -. 
Backpack camping : ;1 ,.~ ... ~- -O .1 
.c,_ ,.Jj ._., ~ '( -
Group camping (primitive) 0 
Group camping (mod~m) 0 
"•[ ., 11·1 
. -~ 0 ; !· -~-Group camping'.(cabjns) . · : . , . i-~j · 
Staying overnight in a cabin"· · · . · ·. ~: '· .. " 
Staying o.vemight in a hostel , · r -
Staying overnight at Douglas LOdge 
Staying overnight at Nicollet Court 
-- .9 ',-,,_; .. .-,,-
0 :-r;,.:rr..:. - J :: 
0 
l ~- -.... , ~~~:,;'t~-·~{~2~r~-~·~·#,? ~·: 
!:.,,-t--. ·.:~~";-· ~?"";!'}~ ..... ~ .,~ ... -~ ·,-. -
1 - 2 
Sailboating 
Sailboarding 
Backpacking - day use 
Sight-seeing 
Driving foi pleasure 
Bicycle touring 
Roller blading 
Hiking 
Walking 
Jogging 
Canoeing 
Kayaking 
Motor boating 
Cruise boating 
Reunions and weddings 
Partying 
Swimming 
Wading 
Sunbathing 
Beach activities 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
~:1-i°i.\::• -~~~-f~~-·.) '-~-:~I( 
'." .D.}:,T : 
.\ i .:0 ;~ -t:\·::· ,\ '~ ._) I JCT.fl 
0 
0 1 
0 1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
· .. 0. 
0 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2, 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
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'. \ ·~i)ir~ q: 
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4 
. _:1" 
4 
4 
4 
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4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
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Question I - ACTIVITIES (continued) 
-------------------------------------------------- Tll\IB SPENT ----·-·············-----------------·-·········· 
Beachcombing 
Fishing 
Hunting 
Watching wildlife 
Birding 
Berry picking 
Looking at wildflowers 
Mushroom hunting 
Viewing cultural resources . 
'..( 
(for example, burial ~s) 
Viewing historical resources-(for - , 
example, historical buildings) 
Viewing Headwaters of Mississipp~ 
Nature study 
Environmental education 
. Parti<;ipating in i.!Jterpr~tiv~ activ~ties 
Visiting visitor center , . J\ 
Visiting museums 
Participating in photography~ 
Picnicking 
Snowmobiling 
Cross-country skiing 
Snowshoeing 
Ice fishing 
Climbing fire tower 
Shopping at' gift shops 
Reading for pleasure 
Writing fo~pleasure 
Taking field trips 
Eating at Douglas Lodge restaurant 
Other (Please list): -
J( 
' ii 
·'-:~ 
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0 
:z: 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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2. Which of the activities listed in question I contributed most to your total satisfaction on your trip to Itasca State Park (List in 
order or most satisfying to 3rd most satisfying)? 
Most satisfying: 
2nd most satisfying:- 1 - ·- ~ - • - -- .a _· ... ~ 
3rd most satisfying: 
EXPERIENCES AND BE~FITS , 
3. While engaged in your most satisfying activity, you listed in question 2, how important were each of the following experi-
ences and benefits as reasons for your visit to Itasca State Park, and to what extent were you able to obtain or realize each of 
the following? .'1 
Question 3 - EXPERIENCES AND BENEFIJ'S (continued) 
·-- ........ .,. 
-··" 
-~. ,. r • 
Enjoy a different climate than 
what I have back home 
Enjoy a different experience than 
what !"have back home 
Enjoy a different activity than 
what I experience back home 
Rest mentally 
Get away from the usual 
demands of life 
Experience solitude 
Get away from crowds 
Escape the family temporarily ., . 
Share what I have learned 
with others 
Lead-other people 
B,e with caring and sensitive people_ 
Avoid the unexpected 
Feel more self-confident 
Gain a greater sense of independence 
Feel exhilarated 
Help others develop their skills 
i_ > 
Promote greater environmental 
stewardship of the land 
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Feel healthier ;=-_ .. --3 ··-- ·-2 -~. ~-1- ·=-· O· ~--=+1-=· ~+2 ·-- ---1-~2·-~3 ,. 4~-- . 
Be more attenti,Ye to my family's ·..:-;.. ~---~ 
needs -3 
Be more attentive to my friend's .. · 
needs ~3 ; -2 
Be more productive at work 
Be more productive at school 
Increase my lung capacity 
Increase my muscle strength 
Experience positive moods/emotions 
Others: (please list) 
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SETTING CHARACTERISTICS 
4. In the future, if you engaged in your MOST SATISFYING ACTIVITY, as you listed in question 2, at a future visit to Itasca 
State Park how desirable would-each of the following be?. _ 
:i .. ' ' 
Circle the number below th~t best describes how desirable or-undesirable each of_the fo~lowing setting characteristics is . 
. I 
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ACCESS TO THE AREA 
No motorized use is allowed and no designated trruls are 
present so area is accessible only tiy hiking cross~ountr)rl ~ ~ -2 ': 
Accessible only by designated non-mototjzed trails:.: · :! .:~ 
(mountain bikes, on foot, canoe, horse, etC:.) - -2_, 
Accessible by designated motorized and non-motorized 1 
trails and primitive-toads (by snoWm:obiles, trrui bikes, --~~ --- ·-
4 wheel drives, A TVs etc.) - !I ' ,_ • 1 1 ·- _.2 ':j 
Accessible by all motorized vehicle~ using designate'd 
roads ,; l : -2 !l 
-1 
NATURALNESS OF THE AREA - &+ 
,] 
' _,_ - ~-;!--
An undisturbed natural area , _ 
- > ' ....__ ' ' ' ~ .:a. ~ 
A largely undisturbed natural area · 11 _ · 
An area that is somewhat rpodifled hut appears natural. , 
~~-use activitles such as mowing park entranCt?, ~ 1 ,.. 
~ mayo~ evi?~nt. i )1 _ , ~ r . 
',, .. 
r. 
-2'' 
r. 
-1 
:i· A substantially modified area with D.oth human-made . 
a~d natural _featur¢_s- suCh. ii nlra:f-o~ -agnCulturaJ ·1~dScaPe-~~ -_,_. --=~---- --- , 
Land uses-such as crop farming 'maybe evident. :. . . - -2'' -1 
An area where roads, buildings, and powerlines 
clearly domi~ate the landscape. ' " . -2. -1 
,, 
DISTANCE FROM-ROADS 
'! 0 
Further than 1 mile from any pavedi:oad or area with ~ 
motorized vehicles, including trail• bikes or 4-wheel drives. -2u 
At least 112 mile away from anypaied road~or area.with~--~ ~--
motorized vehicles :i • ·. <";:-. ~., ·. -2_, 
Near or on service roads npt mainta1ned for(\lisitor('use is 
and.at least 112 mile from improved roads Orivable [+ 
by motor vehicles. : : ~ 
Near or on improved roads maintairled for visitor use, 
drivable by moto~ vehicles.and_abeastJl~Jlli~e from 
paved roads 
On or near paved ro~ds · _ ] <:+ 
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·Question 4- SETTING CHARACTERISTICS (continued) 
>I 
CONTACTS WITH OTHER PEOPLE 
' ~.J ! . 
Very little contact with other people·on trails~ -~ 
(you see 6 or fewer groups per day on the trails) 
..• 
,> 
r--· 
'·' _, 
Very little contact with other people at your campsite 
(you see fewer than 3 groups per day at your campsite) 
Little contact with other people o~ trails (you see . ' -
6-15 groups per day on the trails) . 
Little contact with other people at!your campsite 
(you see 6 or fewer groups per day at your campsite)' 
Moderate contact with other people l · 
(you.see 15 - 30 groups per day on the trails) 
Moderate contact with other people at your campsite 
(you see 7 - 15 groups per day at your campsite) 1 
High degree of contact with other people on trails 
(you see 30+ groups per day in total) . 
High degree of contact with other people at your campsite 
(you see15+ groups per day·at your campsite-~-'---
In constant contact with other people on trails I 
(you see large numbers of users per day on the trails) 
In constant contact with other people.at. your campsite~ 
'(you see large numbers of users per day at your campsite) 
AMOUNT AND TYPE OF FACILITIES 
No facilities 
A few primitive facilities such 
as trails and signs 
A few rustic facilities to ' 
protect the environment and for visitor 
safety (e.g., fire grates and pit toilets) 
A moderate number of faciliti~s such as dey_eloped 
campsites, picnic tables and parking areas 
Numerous facilities to accommodate 
many users (e.g., surfaced trails, modern 
campgrounds, interpretive center, picnic shelter, 
stores or cabin_s) 
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Question 4 (continued) 
';j 
AMOUNT OF MANAGEMENT AND REGULATION 
No on-site visitor manag~ment controls, regulations or 
information are present 
A few visitor management controls or regulations 
are noticeable; limited information facilities present_ 
On-site visitor management regulations and controls are 
noticeable; simple information facilities and services · 
are present 1 
Several on-site visitor manageme!1t regulations and conq:~ls 
and more complex information facilities and services 
are present ., 
On-site visitor management regulations and controls are' 
obvious and numerous; sophisticated information 1 • 
exhibits and extensive visitor services are pr~sent , 
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PROBLEMS 
.\ '1 ':1 -
5'. . On your visit to Itasca State Park, how did you feel about th.e number or amount of each of the following that you may have 
experienced?: 
.-
Restrooms 
Shower facilities - -
Information signs 
Interpretive exhibits .·. 
Trails within the area 
Cabins for rent by th~ park 
Campsites 
People having parties --
People being noisy 
People riding bikes on trails 
People on the trails 
People at the beach 
People at the shower building 
People at overlooks _ 
.~ 
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--· 1 
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l:: ..,--_-_-:-_-::c· - 2 
1 2 
1 
I 
. I 
2 
2 
2 
2. 
2 
People near riverS/streams-- ., - - - . ----i- .. ,2. 
People at picnic areas· 
Gift shops within the park 
Written interpretive material on the park 
that I could take home . 
Information brochures about· · 
the natural resources of this park 
nformation brochures about . .; · 
the cultural resources and history· of this park 
Information brochures about the experiences 
and benefits I could expect to gain from 
·visiting-this park- - ~~-_;_1- -~-~ 
Educational opportunities 
Interpretive opportunities 
Security patrols -
Information abou~ ~·e experiences and benefits 
I could expect to gain from visiting other 
Minnesota State Parks (to help me decide 
where to go for wh~t I want) 
Degree of training of park staff to handle 
enforcement problems -
Degree of training of park staffto_-handle 
medical ell!erg~ncies ' 
Other (Please Specify): . , 
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CONFLICTS 
6. To what extent, if any, did you find the following to be a problem during your visit to Itasca State Park? 
Litter and trash left by others 
Deteriorated campsite facilities 
My preferred campsite was occupied 
. Campsites t~c!ose together .· 
Campsites too far apart 
Not enough vegetation for screening 
' between campsites · 
; : -
Campground too full c, . 
·Campground not full enough - • -· - -·- ·· - ~-_,,'-' 
My preferred campsite was closed ' ,;, .. ' · ' .,~ ,. -
My preferred overnight lodging was occupied _. -, 
DNRC:~ployees unable to answer 
questions about the park _ . 
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Degraded environment 
Eroded trails 
Deteriorated toilet facilities 
.eoorly maintaine~l. faciliti1<sJtojJ~ts. ti:ail_s) : . 
Grass not mowed .,. 
State Park brochures not available 
Historic site tours full 
Getting or making reservations was difficu~t 
Trails not maintained adequately 
Trails not adequately signed 
Maps and brochures not available 
Restrooms not cleaned often enough 
Pet owners not obeying rules 
, Pets allowedin the park~ .. ~-~··· 
DNR staff not available 
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Park rules too restrictive ~ 1 .\ 2 3 
Park rules not restrictive enough 
Camping rules too restrictive 
Merchandise choices in the gift shops 
Restaurant too busy to be seated 
No lifeguard on swimming beach 
Too few cabins .• 
·. 
Closed facilities " 
Camping rules nonestrictive·enougn--~--::---. -~ 
Other (Please Specify): · 
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POSSIBLE MANAGEMENT ACTIONS 
7. To what extent do you favor or oppose each of the foll~wing possible management actions for Itasca State Park? (Circle the 
numbers that indicate how much you oppose or favor each action). - · · · · · 
~· 
==-"""~ --=-' 
Provide more flush toilet facifities 
Build additional shower facilities 
Provide more inforlnation signs 
Design and construct additionai interpretiVe exhibits 
Build ~o~e u_~surfa,ced hiking trails 
Build more surfaced trails foritoller blading ' · 
Build more surfaced trails for' bicycling ' 
Restrict the use of some trails to bikes and roller blades 
and the use of others to hiking alone 
Allow horseback use of hiking trails 
Provide more trash receptacle~ . -· 
~eriodically close heavily useci''sites to allow them to 
revegetate and heal ; t · 
Close some campsites to increase ,. · 
the distance between campers 
Develop more campsites wi~n·or adjacent to the-existing 
. campgi:ound so that sites are not so far apart 
Increase the camping capacit)' by building another · 
campground away from the existing campgrounds 
Add another unit to the State Pai;k System to accommodate 
additional camping use ,1 • . • 
Enforce a late evening curfew to promote peace and quiet 
Establish certain trails for equestrian (horse) use onjy 
. { 
In limited_ ~eas of the park, where too much use threatens to " -
degrade desirable experiences and benefits restrict amounts · 
of use 
If use restridtions are·needed, impose them on a 
first-come first-served basis only 
If use restricitons are needed, impose them on the 
basis of advance reservation 
Provide more training for public contact personnel to increase 
their ability to answer people's questions 
Limit visitor access to areas susceptible to erosion 
Build interpretive/information c~nterfor ~ . - • -
Headwaters of the Mississippi River ·· - -· · · · · · · ~ 
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Question 7 (continued) 
'J 
Provide more trammg for public contact personnel to 
increase their ability~ to help people find places that will 
best satisfy their r_ecreation· opportunity preferences 
Provide more opporttinities for visitor input into 
management decisions· ;. 
Provide playgroun&.equipment in developed areas 
Repair eroded trail~\~ -
Mow grass . :· ' · 
Provide more state park maps to visitors 
Provide more state park brochures 
Provide more interpretive programs . . 
Provide more exhibits to help learn about park resources 
Provide more shade trees 
Control raccoon population 
Clean public buildings more frequently 
Provide improved signing on trails 
Glose the park to pets ,· 
Provide more educational opportunities J 
Remove dead,.dying or fallen timberin developed.areas 
Remove dead, dying or fallen timber in undeveloped areas 
Close areas susceptible to erosion to visit<)rs 
Separate trails for bicycles and roller blades 
Provide moi:e interpretive opportunities C 
Build more cabins:.· f--~" 
Build more overnight accommodations (hotel, motel, etc.) 
Replace existing buildings with log structures :( .. 
Reopen closed facilities 
Provide more staff in park office·· ' ; 
Provide bearproof food lockets at remote sites. 
Build a golf course 
Improve trail boardwalks and steps 
Develop better toilet facilities at backpack sites 
.Provide more backpack sites · · 
Provide fewer backpack sites ' 
Set aside area5 of the park for scientific research only 
Limit development of facilities. 
Increase development of facilities .. ~- . 
Other (Please Specify): 
. 
~. 
.. 
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·~· 
,.. 
...... _._ 
t , .. 
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-1 .... - l .0 
-~ 0 
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-1 0 
' +L .. _ .. +2. 
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SERVICES DELIVERED 
8. Park managers need to know how important you feel each of the:following services were when you visited Itasca State Park 
as well as your perceptions of how well DNR is pro_viding them. 
q . . . 
1) Ple~e indicate how_ important each of the following services were to you when you visited Itasca State Park; and 
: . I .. 
2) Please rate how well DNR is doing: at providing these "services in the space to the right of each item. Use 'the following 
rating system: · .. 1 ' ' •· . ; ~-; <l . 
, 1 =·Excellent 
.. :r 
.. 
-~ 
. ~ 
;\ r 
Helpful informati~n signs 
Attractive information signs 
Well' dressed and' professional 
looking park personnel 
Clean restrooms 
·Attractive restrooms 
Campsites in good condition 
' 
-~-· 
r ;,-, ',; 
r ... .-· 
, .. 2 =Good 
·, 
•/ 
•I 
Attractive campsites ,. . . 
Park personnel that can be depended upon to . 
'provide accurate infomiation' 1 · ; 
Park grounds in good condition· 
Park personnel that show genuine interest in being 
responsive to visitors' needs~. 
• - l~ 
· .. 
3 =Fair ~ r 
' 
·' 
.:I,• 
-3 . 
_3· 
-3 
-3 
-3 
-3. 
-3 
~ , 
-3 
-3 -
-3 
Park personnel q-tat act professionally -3 
Entrance station personnel who handl.e transactions promptly, 
with courtesy and personal co.nsideration - -3 
Believable park personnel ' -3 
A Park visit thatJs a good val~e for° the money it costS _3: 
Vehicles aiid other personal belongings safe from . • . ~ -· 
the threat of vandalism ., -3 
Entrance stations, that are ope~ during~- ' S· 
the right hours, each day . . 
Visitor centes that are open the right hours each day 
-3 
-3 
4 =Poor 
~2 ... -1 
-2 -1 
-2 -1 
-2 -1 
~-2· 
-1 
-2 .. - -~-'I 
-2 -1 
-2 -1 
-2 -1 
-2 -1 
8 =Does not apply 
--~O 
0 
0 
0 
0 
+l +2' ... +3'. 
+l +2 +3 i:S 
+l +2 +3 
+l +2 +3 
'fol·~· +2 ··~+3 
0 +l +2 .~ ~+3 
0 '»'+1-' ·,·+2·':-,' '+3 
. ... :~~0\ ,.i . 
0 +l +2 +3 
0 ·+l .) ~+2 +3 
' 
. '..l: 
0 ··-+}'· ·. +2 +3 
-2 -1 0 '+l +2 +3 ·:i 
_.,. ...... 
WHAT IS 
YOuR''' 
RATING?··· 
---( 
.r:. 
I :':.:J ,j _, 
. ) -· 
·'. 
-2 -l 0 +l 
+I 
+I 
+2 
+2 
+2 
+3 .,."·--~-
-2 -1 0 +3 _'·_: __ _ 
-2 -1 0 +3··;_ =-~·::;_· ___ _ 
-2 -1 0 +l +2 .. 
-2 -1 0 +l +2 +3 
-2 -1 0 ; +I +2 ~· +3 
•.. 
Question 8 (continued) 
' '. - I r. ~' f 
··. r , 
Park personnel who know how-:to communicate 
effectively. with visito~ ~3 t"~ 1 
A park map is available:-: 4_ -. ~- ~. -~ 
A park brochure is'avail~ble . , .. 
APark brochure that is e,asy to. read · : .'"" 
A Par~ br<?chure thai contains all of the information 
I need , r 
) 
(""· .. 
'·· 
'' 
Professional service at Douglas.Lodge Restaurant 
Good quality food served at Douglas L~dge Restaurant 
·~ 
., 
,_ 
~ 
" 
" 
,. 
-- .·. 
Professionill'service atgift shops 
- __,_.... "*--"·~ =--- ... .----~-~ 
Appropriate type of merchandise for the park . \ 
sold at gift shops 
Bicycle rei:_ital :: -
Boat rental · . (' .,,, 
Excursion ·boat fours 
:i-
Other (Please specify): -~ · · ' 
. .. 
' = "- =--"- - """"' - t, 
.. 
-3 -2 
-3 -I -2. 
-3 -~ -2 
-3 -2 
~} 
-3.-: 
-2 
-3 -2 
-3 -2 
-3 -2 
_3,.. 
-2 
-3, ... '• -2 
-3.· -2 
-3 -2 
-3. (.- -2 
-3 ~2 
-3 " -2 
-3 ·.~c2 
\, 
-3 ~.2 
-3 -2 
-~; -2 
-3. -2 
-----
-
-3 -2 
..._,·-
-3· -2 
~1 0 
-L .0 
-1 0 
-1 0 
-1 0 
-1 0 
-1 0 
-1 0 
-1 0 
-1 0 
-1 0 
-1 O,"' 
-1 0 
-1 0 
\I 
'· 
' 
+1 
+1 
+1 
+1 
+1 
+1 
+l 
+1 
+l 
+l 
+l 
,+l 
+l 
+l 
-1 ,~.;.. 0 '/; .;+-1 
_,,~..:: L . D~- .... -+:.l . 
~1 ·o +l 
-1 0 
__,.':,_ +1 
-1 0 \ +1 
~L 0 +l 
--.,_; 
.. 
+2 
~ +2 
+2 
+2 
+2 
. 
+2 
+2 
+2 
+2 
+2 
+2 
'+2 
+2 
+2 
; . +2 
+2 
+2 
+2 
,._: 
+2 
+2 
1 .. 
+3 
+3 
+3 
+3 
+3 
i ~ .... 
'.' 
WHAT IS 
YOUR 
RATING? 
' ;)L ! ·- .::~: _, ---
. , . . -~ 
-1 0 +l .. ·.-+:2 +3. 
~.._ ... • L - , i .- __, ... _.~ ~ J ,_ 
-1 0 +l 
r r 
SATISFACTION · 
9. Overall, how satisfied were you with your stay at Itasca State Park? 
10. 
' 
~· 
Very satisfied 
Satisfied 
Unsatisfied 
Very unsatisfied 
. -1 
I 
-./ 
._, ~ 
Please indicate: how important each of the'following was to your overall s~tisfaction as indicated in question 9. 
~ :-; ' - l 't.. < 
"' '-~~-·r· G (\ 
- -
.: : ' ~. ·.'\:-, E--o 
,'"".:-
I~ 
Hiking trails J... .~' 
Cross-country ski trails 
sn·o-wmobile trails 
Campgrounds 
Mushrooms 
Berries _ _:' 
Wildfloiv~ci 
Mississippi Headwaters 
Old growth (large pine trees) 
Camping 
-· 
·,'-• 
Overnight accommodati~ns (non~camping) 
Douglas Lodge restaurant 
Wilderness drive 
Gift shops 
Water based recreation 
Wildlife 
Birds 
Interpretive programs 
U of MN Forestry and Biological Station 
Paved bicycle trails 
Historic buildings 
Archeological sites_ 
Cultural and historical sites -
Semi-modem campground in natural 
setting .. ·-· .. · 
Modem group camp 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
>r 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
~2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
.. 
E--o 
z 
-< 
E--o 
CZ: 
0 
Q. 
~· 
z 
;:::> 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
11_·1~ ' 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1· 
--1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-J _ z 
< E--o 
CZ: 
0 
Q. 
~ 
~ 
CZ: 
w 
::i: 
E--o 
-~ 
':1 v~ 
'"'''"' 
E--<'-
z 
< E--o 
CZ: 
0 Q,..-
~ 
CZ: 
0 
z 
0 
0 
·o 
0 
0 
0 
'o'· 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 . 
o:· -
0 
0 
0 ~ 1•i - _'!-~:::) Jf:~ -
.. ~--o~-
o 
~-
-· 
E--o 
z ti Ir"> ___ + < !;; ·< ··~ ~ E--o-
z 0 < 
< Q. E--o ::; .. E--o .' o' ~· ""'! ~ .z -~-- '+~) T:'' -;..• 
.l:ll 
Q. CZ: ~ ~ w j;> 
--------- ---·-~ - -
+1 +2- +8• 
+1 +2 +8 o.• 
+'l +2· +8 
+l +2 +8 
+l +2 rT8 
. :1 
+l 
.-f,.--'\ 
+i ;)fi 
+2 
' \+2;~::: 
+8 
>.~g ,}"-} 
' -· +l +2 +8· ~ .; . 
+l +2 +8 
_1~1· W:: ;.z ... ~ +2 +8 
. 
,• I 
+2 +8 
·-+2- +8 
-"- +2 -- - - +8 
.-, 
- +2 ··- 0 +8 
.i: +2- +8 
+ 1 i : , ,:+2-- - +8 
+f·- ' · "mV4-2-- · +8 
"+f:. ' 'J";\.2 +8 
+l '·· ": - . '. !+-2 - ·- +8 
+1 _,._'. ' .· +2 . +8 
.,. · ~:, r: h' ,..~ --
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.,· +1' +2 
+l +2 
+8 
+8. 
' 
I 
1f 
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Question 10 (continued) 
~ .. Ji~-.~~~ r_ ':! ' ~:; i :, _ :t I 
Wilderness like setting for camping 
Interpretive center 
Canoe rentals 
Bike rentals \""<, 
Wilderness like, setting for hiking· 
Fishing in lakes ., 
Other (Please S?ecify): ~ 
'' 
"• -· 
·l.; 
~ ; 
r • ,.,.. 
~" - = c : • 'i ~ ~- . ' 
. .1'RIP PRO_fILE .~; ... •, . 
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11. Pleas~ jndicate whic~ ~f tJ:i.~ foil owing yourpsed to plan your trip that incl~ded your visit to Itasca State Park (C~eck all that 
apply). 't 1• ~\ .JI: .. J' . 
'.:.{ . 
.o-~-= ... --"F' ..:- -.z -
. : l ~) ·~ -
_. _Personal ex~rience · 
~ . ' ' . . . ' ~Fnends,.relat.Ives or others --~-~--
Auto club 
Chamber of commerce 1 • 
Roadside tourist information center 
_-,-,- ,.i. •• 
_'_i _. State/region tpurism office:. 
__ Travel agen~ 9r tour company 
_·_ ... _Books~-~ . 
_,_; _. ._Magazines 
. , · ;i ~ ; ,Newspaper~ .~ 
Hotel or resort 
__ $tate parks b~ochures 
· 'Airline/commercial carrier , 
__ . __ - Television.~r radio _ ~-~"_.· 
__ County/city offices 
_. __ Other state parks 
_·: __ ·State highway maps . 
_.: __ ··'calling the DNR information center in St. Paul 
.. 
..,. l - .. . ~-
4 • •. - _ _,,.,. __ ./ - '• 
' -· _." ~ ! ' • 
, _. __ Other (Please Specify:--:-:----------~,....-----------' 
12. As part of your visit to the p~k. did you stop in a nearby community or c?mmunitie,s? 
YES (Name of community or commm:iities: __ ---:----:--,,,--'---..:.,-----,:.-,----:-'--..;..,-...,.----'-'-) 
• ,.- ......... ,\ 1 ,-''{, ·-" _J / .. ; j "'' 
... 
NO (Skip to question 14) -- _, · .. _) 
. :: :,!~ -, ',) 
'. ~ ---' 
13. 
- -, -;·Jr i _ ~.:.._·~.J 
Please check each of the following types of businesses in the community or, communities you indicated in question 12 where 
~ - . ' l ' J ~- ';. 
you spent money on this trip (Check all that apply). ·. , . • . · . , .. . . · ,. . , ··~-- -
,J.~</ -'~~~ -1- . .:..,,;.1!.~ 
BUSINEsS 
' . 
• 
Restaurants/bars 
G~ stations · . 
Tour guides· 
Outfitters · 
RV supply 
Grocery stores 
Retail stores/gift shops 
Casino 
1::'} .:.'."' .. / 'i JjQ 
',. 
14. As part of your visit to Itasca State Park, did you stay ,qyernight at any locations. OUTSIDE the park or at priv~t~ cabins . 
within the park (i.e. Bert's cabins) (Check one).·-· . ' .... - . . , .. . . . - . . . . , . . .· .. "·-" : 
15. 
YES 
NO (Skip to question 16) 
- I l {I ~ 4 • "'? , ~~_:I• j 
:~:,.:; );:_J f_:,J, .I - !' ,, •• 
., .. 
Please indicate the number of nights you stayed in each of the following locations on this trip.· (Check all that aP.ply ). 
. ~ ~ ' 
OVERNIGHT ACCOMMODATIONS 
Camped on o1her public .lands 
(National Forests, State' Forests, 
National Parks, county, or city 
campgrounds, etc.) 
Camped at private campground 
Stayed in motel 
Stayed in hotel 
Stayed i_n resort 
Stayed in lodge 
Stayed in bed and breilliist ~-- _, · ,,..--~.-
Stayed with friends ancf refatives 
Stayed in cottage 
Other (Please specify: 
' 
NIGHTS· 
. ' 
-. . ~ ... 
•,I 
f' " - I~ 
.... l "_j(.- : fH CTt: F. :~ -·~-.Cr f. -; - Jlli ;. 
), 
-----------~---- -- -· -
DEMOGRAPHICS 
16. Which of the fo_llowing describes·your present s'ituati6n? (Clleckone)'c · 
Single, no children 
_ Married, no children "'-·-~·::: r" • ;·.:·_-'_·_'"~Married with.children 
Single parent with children 
"I'.,_..., ; 
., ( .. -
f~ : 
J, 
Other (Please explain: ________________ _, 
17. 
18. \ ... _ 
Which of these best describes your race or ethnic group? (Check one) 
African An_lerican· 
,t\Sii!n 
Caucasian 
Hispanic 
Native American -
Pacific Islander 
: -~tl5:. 
(''"'T0· 
Other (Please explain:_-_-·_-______________ ) 
• ' • ..,.,, .. - '. '"1". --~· .• ~ r-7) •' ~ . ~ • ~ - • --- , .. r-. • • 
.. What is the highest level of education you have completed-? (Chee~ _one) 
Eighth grade or less 
Some high school 
High school graduate or GED 
Some ·college 
. ,__ College graduate 
• .-- 'i"'f- -,~ .., I • 
1 
• • I . 
. -'' ·-~ ( ,'' 
- . r , ' ' 
· ,. - Some graduate school 
___ Graduate degree-
-;1:·· .• ,.._ __ · .. 
'• T 
. ,_-~'.~_ -~ 
.r:>- . 
19. 
. At the time you took your trip to Itasca State Park, did anyone in your group have a disability?·_'' l: · _ _ .. 
~ . l. ! __ ••. 
--·-
YES '. 
' 
)" 
NO (Skip to question 22) 
20. Did this di~~~ility interfere with their ability to enjoy the park? 
• . 
. -~·-·.l. 
' r 
YES 
__ . _ - NO (Skip fo question 22) 
21. Please describe the' disability below: 
22. Did more than one person in·your party assist in completing this questionnaire? 
,_ 
·-
"t. 
YES. 
·NO 
- .... ·~ 
~r 
' " --~~ 
• I 
• 
., 
.i 
.• I 
., 
Thank you for your time and cooperation! Please return this survey in the enclosed ~stage-paid envelope to:.) 
Dr. Dorothy Anderson 
Department of Forest Resources 
.. , · University of Minnesota 
115 Green Hall 
1530 North Cleveland Avenue 
St. Paul~.~)5R108-1027 
t. 
This research. project is being conducted by the University of Minnesota, Department of Forest Resources and funded by the 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, Division of Parks and Recreation and the United States Department of 
Agriculture, Forest Service, Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment Sb;ttion. Questions and comments concerning this 
survey can be directed to either the University of Minnesota, Department of Forest Resources or the Minnesota Department of 
Natural Resources, Division of Parks and Recreation, 500 Lafayette Rd., St. Paul, MN 55155 • 
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MINNESOTA STATE PARKS", 
BENEFITS BASED MANAGEMENT·.!'• 
. 
. . . . . 
. STUDY ... ', il.\..i I L_ ... .,. ' , ~, 
l 
I ~J I (. ~ .. :) '~; . ,;_j ~ 
" 
-'" ,. - . ~I - • 
. "' '.i,., • . - • .. (! 
.. ~ f. "! ~; 
• • . :, ~\ ~ ~ -;., .1; f 
Interviewer 
Training Manual _, . · 
(Itasca State Park) 
.·, 
( 
.· 
~- ,' r,; . 
.. r 
This study is a joint effort between the University of Minnesota, College of Natural 
Resources, the Minnesota Departmerifof Nafural Resources and.the U.S:~Forest Service. 
It is being conducted and· carried outby the following people: -~ · - · 
jC · - ;,·i 1 • ' • 
Dr. Dorothy H. Anderson 
College of Natural Resources 
University of Minnesota 
Mr. Ron Nickerson 
MNDNR 
Mr. William Johnson 
College of Natural Resources 
500 Lafayette Rd:· 
St. Paul, MN 55155. 
·,;. University of Minnesota 
1530 Cleveland Ave. N. -·· .: ;1 · ·. 1530 Cleveland Ave. N. 
St. Paul, MN 55108 
-+·{ 
I' 
St. Paul, MN 55108 
Any questions regarding th'e conduct of.this survey or materials in this manual should be 
directed to the people listed·above. 
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PURPOSE OF THE BENEFITS BASED.MANAGEMENr SURVEY· .. 
... ,.'(.... 1 <" • '-:~~- 1( i'\ . .. . 
The Minnesota State Parks Benefits Based-Management Sur\fey (BBM) is a cooperative · · ' 
effort between the University of Minnesota, the:Minnesota Department of Natural. ... ·1.. ·:i . 
Resources Division of Parks and Recreation, ·and the U.S. 'Forest Service. This project is . -
designed to document visitor experiences and the short- and long.::term visitor benefits ~ _:', "· 
obtained from recreational activities within Minnesota's state parks. This effort is one of 
three pilot tests being conducted·by the U.S:Eores1'Service nationwide .. ~ix of · ·: ,:':', '.'-:~: 
Minnesota's state parks have been selected for participatioi;i in the,visitor survey phase of-· - ·'.····~ ·: 
the research effort: Forestville/ Mystery Cave, St. Croix, ItaSca, Interstate, Tettegouche, · 
and George Crosby Manitou. Visitors to these parks will be surveyed f!om spring 1993 ;B 
through winter 1994. , . , :r, / .. .. .~ .' , . , : · ·_·:: :·; • _ ;· .- - . 
- ··"-' ·~- ~..)., ~"' ,., . .~~_11:) - J .... 
The questions used in the survey have been developed by the research partners based on · 
over two decades ofresearch.asse~sing_visitor·motives for partiCipation in outdoor . 
recreation activities: The·parks'involved in the projectwill directly benefit because the 
survey results will be used to influence management objectives and decisions in-!!Jese. · · 
parks. The survey data will also have relevance for statewide planning, policy, 
management, and research decisions. In addition, the data collected in.Mifil!esota will be 
compiled with results from the other pilot tests to begin formation ofa national database. ' 
This larger database will be used in outdoor recreation marketing, planning, management, · . 
and research on a national scale. 
--~" . :--. 
-INTRODUCTION TO THE ·SURVEY PROCESS ..... , ' 
General Procedures 
With a little practice you should become familiar with the interview process. We begin 
this manual with a genercil !ook at.the procedures associated-with-being an-inter:viey.7et -
Basically, there·are five phases:·. :, " . ,: .. ':.. ·:.;? .. ·:i· • ~ ,-: :, -i • 
. . . ~ . -
-
_-.:· _r 
_) '. 
1 . procedures upon first arriving at the interview site; ] ·. ' ~ ' . •. 
2. procedures for the beginning of every survey day; 
3. procedures during the interview; ) ' - :. i - .· . ··f. 
4. procedures for, the end of the day; and 
-
' 
' 
5. procedures for the end of each week. 
• ~ ~ J " • 
Phase 1: Arrival at Scheduled Interview Site -- , . 
1. 
2. 
3. 
... "·,' 
~ • j • ; :; -- ' 
.:1 ,, " 
Arrive at the·p~k on the appropriate .day. Once~. you have arrived; meet with your.;~, , v . , . ) 
contact person (usually this will be the park manager). Ask your contact person to · · 
provide you with maps,"survey·supplies, and show you,whereJo set up survey · - -~ · 
locations. ~1.Jn'. : 
Discuss the park, survey schedule; and the training manual with your contact · .~ _,_ ... ; w, · · , · ~ 
person. You should arrange a tour of the park before you start stirvyying; 
~L '[ ~:('~ • ~ 'J.."': · T. '.~-··,· ',~-\· •'~- -: ·- \ ~·I-, "\l u- •. 
Make sure you have directions to the next day's interview,site~·andthatyou. have a,~ .. ·~ . 
phone number to call should something go "wrong., · · · · - · '-• · -
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Phase 2: Beginnihg of Every Survey· Day.~ 
-' ~--,. - -
1. Every Day. -- You and your survey partner will be given a series of onsite surveys 
and a series of interview numo'e.rs to use during the sampling season. Simply start 
with the first number and progress_ through the sequence during the interviewing , _., 
season. It is important to make sure·t.µat both the onsite and mailback surveys are ,:n 
numbered and that the ID numb~rs correspond. 
1 - ·-.. ,, 
, ( r 
. . 
Take with'you each.day a sufficient number of onsite and mailback surveys and. 
envelopes.to rileeryour daily·.survey quota. 
• .."" 
·.-.' 
'·-:-:_:_.: •. :-' - ~,.!t, ' .~';-·_ '"'. :~~; 
• Fill oul the top of page.one in advance on each of the onsite surveys; ID ' · 
numbers~ the day's· date, and site location. The survey time must not be 
completed until the onsite is actually given. 
i_ .. -.):_:_~_ }:-.. -.:~~- -:~:'r·;•• -~"-~ T ~-, 
• Sign the letter on the inside cover of the mailback s~r;v.ey.::-:You·should'sign. 
· 
1 enough of these each morning so that you- do .notJi~Y.e to fumple: with t_his task, · 
while .you.are interviewing visitors. · ,1_iI , ,,,: ~· ·,.r · . 
-·-' 
' J\,I) 
' '" 
' ' :~ ~ ~.:_,,·.-1 ~.,,,-· 1 '- ~ - l ') 
2. Put the onsiie surveys, mail backs, envelopes,. and~other .supplies• in: your plastic file .. 
box. .Assemble your traffic cones, signs, and.orange,safotywests. ·,You are prep~ed .:·, 
tohead'outfortheday. __ ,,__ .'•·.,JJ· ,r._, ~. -~_;~:;. 
Phase 3: Conducting the Interview 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Using the sampling schedule given to you when:yori arrivedf.afthe park, go to the 
site to be surveyed. It is absolutely essential that you arrive at the site on time. 
. . ··~: ,l:~"L; - - . Jl 
Select people to be interview, using the procedures outlined later in this training 
manual. 
J -~~-~·:-:· ___ ';::··-.,, " ...... Il~.: (' -- ~-~././~," .1-. /! ~;!,~ Jl j 
~ 
"·;.·~-:. 
Occasionally, people you approach wilt not be recreationists, but may just be going· .. '.','-'· ·r, ., 
to work, just trying to get somewhere, and so forth. Complete interviews only with:~ ·''~ ·:.:_,,, 
recreationists. If you approach a nonrecreationist, thank him/her for their time, and 
tell them you can only interview recreationists. · r. · -~.- " ::tic:' 
_'N ),.. :i .. '',_, ~ j·)'}r :~. ~ .. ), ~ '•· j( ~· 
Once you have selected a recreationist, determine if she/he is leaving_ the parkthe . , .. . . , 
same day you are conducting the interview. If the respondent: is. leaving. the park the~ L )r • 
day of the interview, interview them. 1 • c .. . <~ • ·· . · : • .... "" 
Complete the onsite survey form, following the detailed instructions.in this training. . r 
manual. When you are interviewing remember to ask each question in the same way 
every time·.1 ... 17ze questions should be ·aske..d exactly as printed·in-your questionnaire;-,. 
- - . ~ 
.._ --- .. ~ .~ ..•. -· \ ·: • .... r , ~·I -
Hand out m:ailbacks in· accordance with procedures outlj.nedlater in.this training · 
manual. · 
Repeat steps l thtough·6until the sampling period for that day·has·ended;·or until .. ~ :.;,.~ 
you reach your quot~;..which ever occurs.first.' _You ar:e_to collect.the humlier-ofi , )' ' 4 ''." 
interviews a day specified on the survey schedule. A regular working day should be 
about 4 hours long, with hours flexible: enough to get your interview quota .. In most-'.!k 
cases you should average 12 to 13 interviews.per qay. .::. : . . 
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Phase· 4: End of the Day 
..... '. 
1. _ Whil.e you are intervi~~i-ng; can}r yo1:1r f~~,and file folders~ip~·the fiie ~x, 
0
, 1,: ; 
provided. . ·, · ·· .. -: .·. ,.~ - : . · · •; ,: , ;. ~~,,_., ... 
_J __ 'lf"O; "I 
2. At the end of the day, take your forms out, check each form to ensure the data is 
legibly written, and leave completed surveys in the park office for mailing to :the <l . _j ~ ~ '' 
University of Minnesota~ 
·:_ IT· 
... - --- --.,1... - J, - -> ' - ~ ..'.... ---~ ' f 
'· 
. ~. '"'~ , l"',) .. :~:-~'' 
3~ · 1; Update· your survey diW)'. Ehter any observ.atfons=aboutthe day, ·the weather the--· ·/ :,"'' 
4. 
· people interviewed; .pfoble:mS encountered, ciiffi:cqlty visitol'S had understanding c., • ; -;--. ' '· . 
. questions, etc. . .. ·, · _ \:- __ . . · 1 ; -, : - r' 
Before leaving the park, check with your contact person(to sign out for: the daY-; store.· _ · · ··: · 1 _'. 
your supplies, and relay any problems or difficulties you may have encountered 
- during thed'!Y· · -- ' _ ;j ~-b.l Jzr,d er£~ 
• t - ~' 1 lP • ~ - ~ ,1 :J 
Phase 5: Erid~ of the '.Week .. 
.. ' 
~. . 
,_:<-1 i1-.- - .... , ..• •~ .,.1 ~:rr ~-""::.. 
'', : '-·:-~~;,~\-~ ;~i::· :·)-·:,_ .... 
1. 
2. 
3. 
' .. ·---. > ' - 1, 
At_the endtoftheweek, _look oyer. ~forms~ m~e. su~e the infomiationiis c;leai:ly;;·:;-;> ;I'•. · .. : . i 
wntten, and prepare them-for mailingto the Umvers1ty.-,. ::; ,. __ :"·'...;, ·<;d ::..' , '.; P . . :J -~1;.~· .. ;! 
.(2,'-1!, '. 'J"~,· .. J:;~ ;·-:,..,.· ,~·1 r 0" , '_, \. '<l ( __ -.,I'._-) ," -.. _.,,!\ {a :-::~:: :~ :;~-. ~I J-lo 
Review your.survey .diary and-insert a nofe"fo the package inruled fo the University if 
majordifficultiesorproblemsoccurred,e.g., unabletoreach_qu_ot~;~~.tc~;:;,'_,J .,;t:I . j :•,;<_;_,;_ ,., 
'""~! -~ ~ 
' Every Friday morning (or at the end of the last survey day of the we,ek), package·:. 'f '/..,,./ .l 
crompleted onsite interview forms and the weekly activity.tally sheet (a blank, forqi_1,. • · , __ }~~ 
and a sample are included at the end of this manual)jn the large enye,lopes_ w~ &~nt-: c; _ - .- - : ; • 
you and give them to your contact person .. Your contact pers_on,wi.11 majl thefpr.itis~ ,.: c.. , --: _r)•-, 
to us. Make sure that you package m<iterials in such: aJvay that.ttheJorms Ytilt not ~ __ . · : . - .. " . 
crumpled in the mail. :_i' ,. ~·. c' ''.;;• ;.:- iI: f '. ~ .. ~. ~.. . _ ::.__·,. :~'~ 
- !~I ~ • '- ',~,r, ,~'It.'.!~·~[,: • 't 
Onsite interviews should be sent prioritY maiJ'tO:; ... 1 • _ .. ~ 
, - I - -
-, t •• ,,. .... 
- ; ~ .; -
f. -- ; 
-'- ' . - ',~ ' ,_ 
Dr. Dorothy Anderson · .. · ·c • •; ··,. . .. ~·. ?·r-f;c-;'~::;' J .1. ·.; ·:1·, 
., Department of Forest Resources >.:.J.... ~i '\J .. ~~· 1.c10:} -~i~t ;_,,!i:'.r , ·:; ;' 
,University of Minnesota · ;! ___ ~ .' . ~".i!' _· ~ _' ~;,- '1· ' . , - .i,"' J ~: 
115 Green Hall · - - · -- ,_., :...:., · ·-:· · .. _,::·· . . :.c;; .1f/:. {1 
. .1530Cleveland ;\v.enµ~:N. ·. ~ : -:_~ i>.:; _- :. -· __ . __ ..:,: ) ·rL,;L;:.~f'· 
St. Paul, MN -5510.8..:.::·~ -:.. · .. ,! e. ,_ • ,')·-:1~:..'- . · _ - · _ .::,1 · ;,"r"'.[1 ,-,; Q;j::1.h· 
., - .J. ,,. -
. ,. . :' ; , p~;,tf~3rf tt-'~;y~;:-;~~~- ·• . > ,, .":~;~r~:r~~::~. : '. 
".' ;i - ~' l c ... :-• • 
-::.· ~1·;'-" • _,:• ·1 :,, .' flli L •} '·; i 1 
~~J-;_ ' i~:di1.1~ .. 1i : .. ) 
' __ .-if ~g ::;~1~•!:J r:~·;!.-_. <; ,~~i ~:~.~y~:tl.L~'_ :~/··,J f~·r~l; _1' .~~2 ,"'~ _r....;'. • •• ~'·,,.)°!-.~) ·1..~~,~ .: .: ' 
;.. .J-:GLf''.:JF1'J, _;,~" _ .. ,. t, .<;· · · ;iJ · 1 w1:.;~:;c ·{1l":.:L1H> ::.v"DJl '(· :1 .u: , 
Sampling Procedures 
In the section that follows, procedures for selecting respondents will be presented. In 
scientific surveying, it is not acceptable for.an interviewerto select.anyone that she/he may 
walk up to. Instead, it is necessary tb have a formal selection process to insure that 
everyone leaving the park has an equal chance of being selected. · · 
Guidelines for Choosing; ·Sites:-- · • J 
. ' 
Representation of User Groups1 ~The site sampling plan we give you will tell you when 
and where you should interview each day. Good representation of user groups should1 ~· ,; ~ "J 
result when interviewers· follow their site sampling plans. These plans will- be given Jo, . :} r_.;r ,. 
you with your other survey materials. ., ;r;. ,, ·':·.·'~ : 
. .. 
Alternative (B.ad~.Weather) Sites ·": · -.· . .)), 
Despite th~ ~~t laid interviewing plans, something may g~ wronf. _That something could .c:·~ _ : 
often be the weatheL Interviewing in the rain is not an enjoyable activity for either party, 
and may be dangerous. Therefore, an alternative, or bad weather, site mustbe.·selected~ , ::~ :.i: ·._.ti 
An indoor site with fairly heavy visitor traffic flow is best: Examples include: visitor · 
centers, museums, and interpretive sites. The park manager's. knowledge· bf the local ·~.li , 
facilities will be the best guide to interviewer'.placement.1 Itjs~importa'n.Ho note that the: , . .·1' .': 
alternative site is not to be usecJ. ~.a primary intervi~wing site. . _ 
--- ;-._~ ··:~_ . ., .. _ ~« ... ,;'"~.i.~-~~-·~"--~\ ',,:.._:i._,r·'.J';1~fi!~Jr!~ ·r~· 
Guidelines for Choosing~:Groupsi -.:·; ')MJ<' t .• ; · , .:i · JT.. -·' er ' 
; - -
,. 
'· 
This survey will be administered as an·exit. interview by·teains of two interviewers. As · , .) •.. 
such, you will only tie iiiterviewing people \vho are leaving the park for the day. One '~~ ,· i: ·~ 
team membeC:'will be responsible for traffi6C:6ntrol and stopping vehicles.for intervie}.\'s;:·: c :. J. 
whUe the s~cohd-team member will be .. conducting the interviews. Team members; shoqlO i 
rotate responsibilities pedodically. St0pping traffic for interviewing and conducting a safe . ·ri 
and orde_rly interview requires cooperation and communication between team members: 
Each team will be provided with a paddle sign that reads "stop" on one side and "slow" on 
the opposite side. . :-11 .. '; - .. . r' ., '-" . 0 c. -: ·:i .. ~ 
The team member with responsibility for tr~fic control will be located in the center of the 
road holding the "stop/slow" paddle sign so that drivers can easily see:both the sign and 
the tefilll member. This team member; will stop each car-that:is' foaving·th~· par~ by . 
displaying.the stop sign as cars pass imless the interviewer is conductingjm interview. 
Occupants of the car will be asked if they have been recreating in the park ·and.if they are 
willing to participate in a visitor survey. Ifth~ visitor has:reen.'recreating 'and says "yes" 
to an inte&iew ~ ask them to pull over t<? the--designated interview area. The team mem'Qer 
conducting interviews then administers the onsite.interview·asindicated below. If the 
visitor has not been recreating or says "no" to an interview, thank them for their time and 
let th~mproceed. " ,L' ,. . :· ·c , _ ' 
If the interviewer is conducting an interview, the team member with traffic control 
responsibility will display the "slow" sign to encourage drivers tQ pass through the survey 
area slowly._and safely. When the interviewer has completed an interview, they_ will signal 
to the traffic control team µiember so that subsequ_ent cars can be stopped; --• · 
The only exception to this selection procedure_ will be during those times when it appears 
you may have difficulty reaching the assigned interview quota for the day. In those cases, 
"71 
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a second car may be pulled ovet and asked to wait while the iriterview~r is;conducting·an. -··"' . ·· · 
interview. This procedure should not be used if there is insufficient spaceto.'have~two .. ,c •.. • ·t:. -,: .. ) 
cars stopped safely_in the interview.are~- If:this·a'lternate procedure is.used, (tmust be __ <-~· ; 
notedinyouriddily.~urvey~iary:~ \~ - -· ... ·. \ 11 ~ · J_ ~L-..J:, :t~~;_, 
•:.I . ,••, ;'.•-·· ~ r -, I ' 4 ... ·~·\, .~ r~ -Q. ··~· ~ ~~ ,\' "" 
, Guidelines for Choosing.Respondents:: .. Respondent· Selection Table. Y.o ... ~·r ·~...::':). 
The following table is' used fo choose a respondent from a group of recreationists. To 
choose a respondent from within a recreating group, determine how many are. in the group 
at the tinie of the interview, including· all that are 12 years old or older. Using the · · 
respondent selection table that follows, look down the cohilnns called "Size of Group" to 
the row that corresponds to which interview of the day you are at (first interview of the 
day, second interview of the day, etc.); you will have a number with which to randomly 
select a respondent. ' · · ' 
For instance, if a group has two people and it's your first interview of tl_le day, the first 
person from the left (or right) should be interviewed. '"' · '· 
Respondent Selection Table 
U1i~~iP!~t¥i~\.¥~$tll~&l1\fi\if'nfNAt~lt7fl;111 1 1 1 2 5 4 5 5 ~ 
r~~&nP:1m~1&i~~,1iHDiw£~iZiv1i\fa1liS1 2 3 2 s 3 1 1 1 s 
iri,l,lliit<li.m~Wi~~iIE~r%1i'.\4~;£!:011tl±\i\£'1i;1: 1 3 3 1 4 5. 3 7 5 ~ 
U1g~?illt~~i~\Y:.f!Iw~Jii!iiI\titWltilll\1&\?ifil] 2 3 3 1 5 7 2 4 9 
~lti!tliim:t:eoo~~s11~\iiiJiksR\i:}lt'iXl!i:~ 1 2 . 1 4 s s s s s 
'.'S~@¥mJ~fi.Yi~\:Yli¥ftulil'f;&t1111%;;1s~1$:1 1 3. 1 2· 4 1 6 9 4 
;ss.~x~.P:llifmt~oo~w~:11t@;;£t'.f±~sfil2h 2 3 2 1 3 1 6 1 9 
[,f3i,gijUJ'.imJ~IfV.i¢1ViT£1i~i:11!2f!\llf5]!£Th%?~ti 2 2 4 1 5 2 4 5 9 
ii1'SJQ;tij1mt~IWi,~\Vi1ltiTi1¥'.i1'i1\ii?);{,,\illt'~}IEis 1 2 1 2 2' 2 6 8 1 
2rn~m:~n1;umiI:Vi~wt~£rt¥:11:rrtwfti~~;;1;;~1;~0¥1 2 1 3 4 6 4 2 3 2 
~or the eleventh interview, go back to the "first interview" in the tabfo and stiut over.) 
NOTE: This survey is designed to obtain information from users who visit state parks for 
recreation in particular zones of the parks. The first set of questions in the interview 
screens out respondents who are visiting other zones in the park on a given day. In 
addition, you will not interview persons who: (1) are under 12 years old, (2) cannot 
speak English or cannot be interpreted; and (3) are state park employees or volunteers. 
In summary, there are four procedures used in selecting respondents. The first is to 
follow closely the site sampling plan. The second procedure asks your to make a selection 
of groups. The third procedure addresses respondent selection and requires you to use the 
random selection table above. The fourth involves selecting visitors from a particular zone 
in the park. 
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If the respondent selected using the selection tables refuses to be interviewed, but someone 
else in the group volunteers, yoii may.intendew the volii.nteer"'However, if the 
respondent selected using the selectiOn table seems 1'hesit(;znt only, you should gently 
encourage them to participate. No-person should feel pressured to complete the interview. 
Whenever you interview, always be sure that the answers you record are _th.ose of the 
individual you are interviewing, not their spouse,or friend!. "j ·· ';T .: ·, : , ·-1 
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Interviewing Materials 
- _. J •. 17:.:n~--. -"""" ··1 ~ _ ~-l -,·~I ,-~, ·•. ~r ... ~ .t -
Equipment Provided:for::Customer Int.erviewers . 
'I ,-., ~-- ·::·--4 .. ::.-..,~-1 ~~- ~- l : 12--._ 
Clipboards. -- Serve as a hard surface against which to write complete surveys . 
.-; - ~ 1-• 1• : ·~ - • -- ~ • .-- I 1.,.. J• -... •. •- .• '' • ll' 
. . - l - - - ' - - . - ..... ,_. =- - - - - '; ~ " ~ --
Plastic file boxes. --To carry your survey forms in . 
.. - ~' It ., ·.I ;"'. ~ 'l-"· -;.--~ ' : .. :~ .. y-jl~ r ... <~.i ~-~r·J· .-.. !T; 
State park survey map. -- This map will help the respondent answer some of the questions 
· on the _(>.Qsite questionnaire, and win help s~d up the interviewing,prQ.Cess. -T~he 
interviewer will retain possession of the map throughout thejnterviewing season. 
• < ,,..~---' -- ... '>"'r-f ,,.,. -.~ .. ".-..----
Address' labels. ·2..: Use on postage paid large ~~velopes-t6 mail surveys weekly'.t~;th~;.(, ·; .. ~ · ·; 
- University:. . _j ' .. c. : r : , - ·) 
.. \ ' --- - -... ...-- - - l - -~ ... - .· 
Postage paid envelopes. -- Used for respondents to mail back the questionnaire. 
'~ , ,, - (: ·r. ~ • , -~ ~ : ~~-.- •:1' - -~· ~~{ ~-~:~~--:... :~~ •• ., -
Interview diary. -- Used to record daily events, problems, weather, traffic patterns, visitor 
comments, etc. 
Pencils. -- Use these to fill out the surveys. 
-- ., 
Erasers. --To·erase. 
Training ~~~l. ~'"-Keep-~ a h~dy ~~fu;enc~:tlJ~~~h~~~ s~~~n~:<~_:"·:" ::~;:·r,:1 : _, ~~; ' .· 1·::'' , 
1\ ,. , ·~ ' ' ·----:~ ... ~ 
Onsite survey and mailbacks. -- In most cases you will complete about 1,000 surveys. If 
you need more mailbacks to finish the season, please r~p9rt thi~ to .tbe par.\(manager.-:1,~n! 
as soon as possible. _·.. ; ~-J. ,. ·. _ ~-" , . -.. :, · ."" . , i .~ : • ..::: 1, _, • · 
... - : -- • :-,, ... l .•'-_ . .,.,_.._.!.:= .... _ ... ~ . .. ,.~~~-)~ .. ~· - ... .' 'f.,r'--" ~ :~1_,~~' ~:'· 
6 to 8 orange traffic cones. -- Used to section-off an interview area, "Stop!Slow"pa4dle · ·; · _ 
sign. - Used to contro_l traffic flowin the interview areas. · ·. _ . · - . ' 
- - - ·;~ .. ,. __ 'r _____ ... ~ .... ~-~- .l .. _,J _,, .. -_ /,,'~~:-_ ,~.,,-1·-qr 
"Traffic Survey Ahead" sign. --To be placed about 100 to 200 feet (rom the:surv~y ar~~Jo, ·_;-._., 
warn traffic.· · 
Orange safety vests. --To be worn by both team members during interview~ tim~s. 
Suggested Personal Equipment 
Rain gear·· 
Flashlight' ~, .· 
Wristwat~h 
Suntan lotim:i 
' r, •. ~ 
Sunglasses 
. ·Jnsect-re~llept · .,~(,; ... L. .. __ ··.: • ~1 ·1[ ,'.'"'!' :1 · .,,d.h".; · 
_ ," _ ,Appi:opii~te _i;lo~g ~or .. ~e~tJ:i~r vari~tjori~ : :1-·: · .r:; ,·':) 
lH -~ ,~~ f _zr~..:-~~t, : .. -· _ _ :_ .. i ~ 3·;:~:- __ .. u rr~-,,..~ 
~ ··_, 
._, 
I . 
Emergencies and Problems 
Although we hope no one has any emergencies or problems, we must be prepared for 
circumstances that require immediate acti6n. Please be prepared with local emergency 
numbers: police, fire, medical clinics, and the state park office number. 
. ' .. ..;sF - . . ... . - . ., ·, . , " 
If you ever need help, there are people to call, and we will do everything we can to assist. 
The following chart identifies who to contact for what sort of problem: 
. :;}!;,, .. ·_...:·"() 
Whom to Contact 
,,.~ - -
' , .... '--. 
'( .J (;:.-~ .. ._., J • 
Uncertainties about the survey and 
surveying procedures . Park manager, Mike Kovacoyich 
or, U of M Dorothy Anderson 
or St. Paul Parks, Ron Nickerson 
(218)266~2100 
(612)624-2721. 
(612)296-6'lt69 
~ -~!.i.... ~-·:\:: .:.~ . ' 
'· 
Equipment and supplies procedures Park man,ager, Mike.Kova~ovich (218)266-2100 
.~_, -'T . i ~ -~ · - l __ ~-' r·, i , ' : 
Terms of Dismissal 
') 1\11 ,..,.- .,c 
• ~ • )I :. 
Six situations will cause dismissal of an interviewer: 
1. 
2. 
. ? c • '~ 
Failure to arrive at the scheduled site at the assigned times, unless previously cleared 
with his/her site contact. If problems arise, the interviewer should:call the site 
contact person at the earliest possible date. 
· • · ' ,:1 ;Z.F;"' J.···r _ : · .·-~~ ·' 
Inappropriate dress or behavior (i:e.:, rudeness, drinklrig ·alcoholic beverages, etc.) ... ; . -
You are an employee of the Minnesota State Park System and as such you represent·' ·. ' . _ ~ ·~~ 
that system to all visitors you encounter. Interviewers are required to comply with 
--the state park uniform policy .. · ·· '" ' r,.', - .t 0 .;. • :J: :'Jc 
• .. _ v • , :-:; ~ -;~~ ;--;~ ~ : ... ~7.A ~ i .;l .)~ _ 
3. · Falsification of survey forms. Legal recourse available will be explored in the event 
that data is proven to be intentionally fra'udulent. ·' · . .-:..· ... -· .. ~· ·;· . - i · ' 
: I . • • . 'J 
4. Failure to follow the sur\rey guidelines as given in training or the manual. 
~,; ' _·•I •! 1 ,. ' ( - ( 
5.· Failure to follow instructions concerning the proper care and distribution of survey 
forms. · · - ~:')~.: .:; . ·?.-:·;-. · · -~-~ 
6. Failure to complete survey forms legibly or correctly: 
.... .--~·-t:.r1-: ~.-· ~· ! 
7. Failure to comply with state park rules goverrling state· park visitors while in the_ park . 
or, if housing-is provided, inappropriate behavi'Or thaririterferes with the quality Of: ,··.1 
experiences sought by other visitors. . , ·- ~ ·~ ,·f'- ~-
- - . .'.' -·--·~ ..... ~--- . - ,_.....__ ·-- -· ...... 
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Helpful Hints 
There are several Wngs we have learned from the past interviewing seaS.ons. Here are 
some helpful suggestions from our experiences: 
. . . 
1. When you mail your forms each week, it's a good idea to p~t a slip of paper withthe 
University address on it inside each package, just in case the return address label ) 
gets tom off. _ ,._ ...... ·~---: __ -. __ . ::y., ,_ · .- , 
2 . Some interviewers have"encou~ter~~~ s~bstantial number of illiterate or semi- .. - "f··<.·:_. 
illiterate recreationists. Please continue to work with these persons to complete the 
questionnaire, even-if it takes.a· long time. It is very difficult to get survey data from ·' .:, •,, .. 
these persons other than using interviewers: -·: J. _ ~- ___ · 
- .- - . 
3. Take some time to familiarize yourself with the park and the surrounding 
communities. 'Visitorsar'.eJikely;to_~kyou about activities and_d,ire~tions to other··, .x-.:C 
amenities within the area .. _ - " . _ . . . _ . _. - !J; • _, 
4. 
5. 
....... , 
; - .._ "' I ~ 
Be courteous, 'but do not spend a lot of time engaging in small talk with visitors, 
particularly if you have.jl_busy_day: _:i '::· ~- .. , 
- '-".. r- _.. .. 
If you have any suggestions for improvement iri the questionnaire or procedures, 
please Jet. l)S know. We are al ways 1001,dng for ways to improve. . ' 1 '. 
_-)--·~·.r·1~ ) .. :~J~) y'·~-:-~:~ _·-~;-,· 
How To Get Along With People 
, - · '.,___ . - ·r\;- ::-.1·.·. l~-"· __ . _: ·~·~Il.~~~ , 
Never let an opportunity pass to say a.kind and encoutaging word to or a'l;>out so_meboqy,._, ~ :.~: ) 
Praise good work, regardless of who did it. If criticism is needed, criticize helpfuUy_,. · ':', · '· ~ · · 
never spitefully . 
.. ~.; _~:f;.~_-._. __ ~i aL·(,~., ~'"·-:L1~J _·:_~; _.'.,,. .).~ '· '• ~-:-~it' v ., 1'l~-·-~':.; ~- ~ 
Be interested in others, their pursuits; .ili:eiF work; their homes, and families. Make_ merry . 
with those who rejoice; with those that weep, moum. J:..et.e .. veryone you meet, ho)l{ever_ .. ·-:. , 
humble, feel that you regard him/her as a person of imp<)rtance. · .. d . __ . _ "-'" • · 
Be cheerful. D~n'tblirde~:or d~~f.~;:·fu~se-~o~~d you by·~~ell!ng 9~ iWµor ~ches and:~,:-;· " 
pains and small' disappointments; Reinember;everyone is G~ing»~9me kind Qfi~Q~d;, ,, .., .. 
-~; : • • ·.-. ~- ii 
-Keep an open mind. Discuss, but don't argue; it is a mark of a superior mind to be able to 
disagree without;being dis.agreeable. _ ·-· ... , ._ .. '.~:i1 '. >· ~·'\'\· ·· . .:. --~ ,J',.., ; .. ; _·.~ ,~ i~ 
c· '\- - ~. _,_ ·- ·: .. ""·1~: .. ·· :1j;~~'.~·._,, ~- ,";)·.:i_~-,-~·~-_.':'l~;~'~\-'IJr )~ '.;,"_;,·r .. ~r'. 
Be careful of another's feelings. Wi~,and humor•, ·at tbe otp¢r person~s,expe~se,_~e i::a,rely-.'~. , 
worth it and may hurt when least expected. -.· · 
} ,'.- .. ~ ': ·- ~ 
Pay no attention to ill-natured remarks ~bout y9ur~elf;.;l~,ertJ~mber that !he person,wQ.q:~r :: ··, 
carried the message may not be the most reliable reporter in the world. Simply live so that 
nobody will believe~hii:n:'iT ., ·,·:r; ; .. uy e.;.~r·: · ;"' . .~,, .- -~;; , , h .. 
- - ~ .i ~. . ~- • ,' 
,' J ~I ·~ • ,~ - -' ·t 
. ~ '' : ·' • - ·-~~ J 
. ,: ... , 
·' 
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THE ,SURVEYS 
Int:rQductforr·to the Surveys.; 
''.\_'. ' • .,.. : • . ~ .. _.j ·: ·:: ,- . •''' 
The complete BBM survey is made up of three parts. Here's a complete list and short 
descriptionofthethreeBBMsfarvey1.patts.·' · .. " ~ -·~· .;·_ .. -~- <. _·: ... 
-~: _, :' · ,.. 1J . ~, . ~ -.,., • :--_~-.~ J, . . no{...~ ; -~-·-
Onsite Survey. -- This survey is applied at every site by the inter\riewer. Th~ onsite'.~,.;: 
survey provides information about the visitors, trip, and group demographic 
information. /~ · · · · . 1 :;,; . , • j. 
·~~ -~< 1,no:; ,_ · -:....::'" _.-•. ~ ·_ "), _,. T~ 
Mailback Survey. -- A booklet survey that is handed out after the ·onsite survey.is · 
completed. Specific instructions on correctly handing out the mailback is~covered :, .. 
later in this manual. · 
•- I • • - -;' ~ 1~. 'l_ ~..,.: -r 
Experience arili:Benefits Mailback Survey. -- A booklet survey containingquestions'about ·· >::· 
recreation trip experiences and benefits. This survey will be mailed out about three 
months after the onsite interview. 
.. , _. ,..-, ... ~---~Ji~' :::1n~, ·::-~· ·.~l ::~ .:.~_,i·~-~-:~ ~~ .. .1~ ~;'· ...... ,.· ,, •••. 1tL:J:)~):., 
Instructions for completing the onsite survey are includea in this traini'ng~manual,. a.S afe. · .. ~ · ; !.':' q 
th~ instructions for implementation. . 
, - • _(.,_.::·::: ... -~..J _,,IL, _ - !'._/j(_, 1r-~1 1 ~~.)1 t;;,"".'!.J._.·_· -:~:: •, .r- '~./·.~·I ~\l~,\, 
' . .1~_'11 "·~ -·.·~,, ~·:< .t;;.~ J~~' \•:l t ,iJ-')'"' ... ~ ~.·-~> : •• /.,. ,·~· ... -. ., .. .·., .... ; : -·- ~ .... '"'"--
The Onsite Questionnaire ·_ 
: - :·.~ ~ ~ . 7. • ' .; -· :t) ~~ ::~ -- ~· ~·' -~~-. ' . 
Part 1: Identification • The top of page one records information to uniquely identify 
each interview,. Some of this informationmay.befilled·out·before the interview.takes.;r, · J.;~ ,· ."·:··~ 
place to save time during the interview. - . . . -- . · -. -1 • . ~- .. :..:~ '.'~.:<:,,, ~ .. :· : ~i.;;/ 
... ''• .;,,., .. ". . ..... ~~} 
ID Number. -- Each onsite survey will have its own unique number. This number is 
·written in the upper left-hand coiner of the onsite·survey'.i Each interviewer will be · ·"" ;: 
given a batch of onsite surveys and.a.series of.interview numbers to use when they . ·;2''.1·; <_;-., 
surv'ey. Simply start with the firstnuiilber and· progress through tlie,sequence. . :..;<~r ' " 
during the interviewing season. If you run out of onsite surveys or have any 
problems with this system, cafl!Dorothy .Anderson at (612) 624-2721 or Ron ·1 .... · ·• 
Nickerson-at'.(612) 296..:6669 for;assistartce:.-;,-,:.do:not ... make-up your own interview-:·'·. :_ .:·., 
numbers! 
. '....-' :~ -- .... .- ·1 - -~ -"··· 
-- ,, .. ~ ~ . .. 
NOTE: It is the interviewer's responsibility to make sure that eac_honsite survey number·~ "· 
is correctly recorded on the mailback questionnaire when the mailback is given to the 
respondent. This will be discussed'laterin'the'mailback'procedure section of the 
training manual. -~ :p·· · .. · · . , .1 • 
Date . .:_ Interview date should be recordecr(month,,day, year). 
-"' ... - -·, -... : ... ,:1.i. -_:;·-"/:I ~~ ~ .· 
' -. 
'i .. , ... , .. -
- - \. . - . . . ;. _, ..._~~ .. ' 
Location. -- Write in the location of the park where you are interviewing. The•I<:X:ation:r-J H· 
will be provided to you before you begin i!lterviewing. 
Time. Enter the time the survey is administered with am or pm indicated (i.e., 4:25 pm). 
Initials. Enter your initials. 
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ITASCA 
. . .. ~: :n~'. •1;\\_ '{°i\"J\ d d ;.Y .. , \ ..-;;:\ '''(. · 
Hello. Itasca state· park is conducting··a:.:sur-v.ey .. which will allow us to 
better plan foryour recreation rieeds.. The··information we are· collecting 
will be used to improve state parks in Minnesota. Could you please look 
at this map of Itasca state park as··yoti. answer the following question? 
. ' .\:·, -·~ ··~-: J .. -. j. ~ :.<.:.'.""; },~~-~"- :'"-~~:.~,~-~-4~·~"---···- : " ,. ' ~ .. , .. 
1 . Itasca state park has been dividedinto several-zones for purposes of thi{~rvey as 
indicated on the attached.map. :Please fooK;.at the' map;and·estimate how milch tirn,e. 
(in hours) you spent in.each zone·'d~ring'this·visit:to,the park. Show total hours~ 
including botli.d_ay::and night'.(i.e:-.:accou~tfor-24ihours ir:i each calendar day):· ,, 
.-, .< ·_ t. ~ ~ · _: /\.!.= ·-, ~11/·:_-,.\.,., '°J'J1~.· ~ l\:.r --~.-ri_t~}..., '"·'.:' · -_ ~-· · ··~ · 
If the largesttam6uncof time was:spenpn·the•ione.that matches the target zone for~r 
the da~ as indicated.on the suJvey:scpedule~ ·go· to_ question 2: " · 
.. -~ ,-~~&""··,· 'J~:~·,'.· -~ -- (_._.; _: 
If the largest aniount of time was. spent in a.zone other than the target zone for the .. 
day, disconti':lue' the interv.it;.w.:.~ndlsay:s:.-,~· ;i 1:: -.. J:• ;; -: ~Y> .. 
~.~1~ ~L .. :_ ~:~•<;:i?·~·~'.,;~::~·- ... ,/~'\· ·-:;1 ~·--~j"~; ''1-- ··,~ '{"'' 
Thank you for your time, but. we are interested in speaking to people 
who spent most of their time in zone today. We appreciate . 
your cooperation. :.:'. ·,~:,. ~ :..'L. · '. .· _ .• ~, .· ·· .• · ... -f. ;;:;_ ~ __ 
·' 
Unable to complete interview because of language barrier - discontinue the interview 
and say: 
Thank you for your time. We appreciate your cooperation. 
J' 
2. Record the arrival location, month, date, and time. Refer to the military time code ~ 
references in this manual for assistance, if needed. Remember to ask for am or pm. ·~"~ 
3. Enter "yes" or "no" response. If "no," record the follow-up response for the 
number of times the visitor has visited Itasca·state park. 
4. Enter "yes" or "no" response. Note that if the respondent stayed overnight, record 
the number of nights. 
5. Enter "yes" or "no" response. If "no," record the primary reason for the visit. 
6. Record how many people are in the group on this trip. 
7. Record the number of people in the vehicle. 
8. Record the type of group that best describes the respondent's group. 
9: Enter the respondent's age. 
10. Circle the appropriate gender for the respondent. 
11. Record the point where the respondent is leaving the park. 
12. Indicate the type of watercraft (motor boat, fishing boat, canoe, kayak, etc.) that may 
be visible to the interviewer. 
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13. Check the appropriate response. , ., . ·1 
14. When you show the visitor the mailback, briefly flip through the pages and indicate 
that it will not take a lpn:g amount of time;to: complete and show them the, self':: . !""'\ 
addressed.,:sta~ped envelope to return the -Survey. Enter "yes'.' or .'.'no" respo~se: .. f. . 
.... • ! ·'~ ... ' ,... :-~..:. 
110 
. If "yes;!' identify the-location {)f the.:respondent's home town; st~te,-ZIP code, and 
country. Be sure you write in this information accurately, completely, and clearly. 
'if s.omeone asks why you want theirname and-address, say that it is so we_ ca~ send · ..:-
-them the follow-up questionnaire .. · Then; hand the respondent a mailback_survey1 and,.: ., 
self-'addressed stamped envelope andJask.them to complete the mailback agd·drop it ··,:1:.1 
in the mail at their earliest convenience. :Be sure you have entered the,samei ID ,: ,_,: ~.. .. . ! 
. number on the mailback survey that appears on the onsite survey. Be sure to stress 
. how important it is for them to return the mailback questionnaires to us .. Remind;'' ':..c·~. -
. them that we will be sending them ·a shorter follow-up survey in about 3:months. , .: . 'J :1 
Thank the respondent for their time. 
-. ; ~ • '~., - - ,·-.1~ ·::~-:::~~- -~ ~~ . \._} ~ ~ _-i/-
If "no," ge~tly attempt to ;~nvince the respondent to participate in· .the~!~) .... 
mailback. If, however, they do not wish. to participate, discontinue 
the interview anttcrsciy: ~- · .. '. ·: · · :~ , 7 1; .?11 ~ 
T.hank you for~ your time. We appreciate your cooperation. 
; '1 
·~'"'"'."..' --'.' ..... /' .. 
.;I..,'_ - , .. ,.., 
..i·'' 
·,·_ 'i' ,, 
,.J 
•: .. -· 
. I .' 
\~;. 
.. ~ 
• .... .... • ., :-," ~ r' 
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Standard Time Militaxy Time 
8:00 am ....................................... : .................................. 0800 
- - 9:00 am.:-.'; ...... -.... -.,.";.:-' .. --":": . .-.; . .' .. :·: ;7: • • ~ •••• • ":-; .-••.••• ; .-•• · •••• -:- • •• .-;~.; ••• 0900 
., 10:00 am ............. : ...... ). ...... J •••••• ~ •••••• ! •••••.. ' •••••.••. :: •••••.••••••.• 1000 
:1 ll:OOam .............. :· ....... · ........ : ...... ~ ...... : ............................... 1100 
12:00 pm ..... ·; ... ·.: .. j:· .-•• : • .-> .... : ... :-:-:~.: .·. :-: . :}~:- .. : .:_l:'. :-: •• -: .".\ ••••••••••••• 1200 
,1 : ,_ J:OOp:rp.'; .... : ·· ;: .... , .. • .. ··: ... l ........... _ ... ) ...... :: ... :~·~· J.. ~., .. , ., .............. 1300 
:, .. 2;,00 PIIli · ..... ~- ....... , ....... ~ ...... ,. ...... , ...... : ........... : .................. 1400 
' 3 00 I~.- ' --~~·-- ~-~-- ' _, ·-, -- - "" -~ ... - - - 1500 
,, : pm; ...... .- ...... -r·············:······:······:;······························· . 
---~ ~~~-~%1~ ~: ~: ~:~: :~: ~-:f·~ :~:-::::: :-: : : : : : : ::-: ! :-:: :-: : ~--~:: :·: :·:·:~~:: ~: t~:<: ~ ~:~::: :·: ~~gg 
., 6:00pmL ..... 1 ...... ..: ........ · .............. : ...... : ~ ..... :. . ........•..••......••.. 1800 
,I i/ ' ' ' 11 ,; 
_. ~ ·: .. ~]:Q() pm· __ " .. ~·~ .... J .. ~~·~ ·-~-'-.!-." ••• : ••• ~· •••• _ ••• _. ',-..:·.· '.,.· __ ·': :.· ·:.'..· __ .1 .. _.__. ...... :; .. 1900, 
8:00 pm .......................................... : ....... '1 •••••••• ·'i· ............. 2000 
\ ·' ( 
9:00 pm: ............. :, ............................ : .......... _ ...... i".: ..... · ...... 21~ 
10:00.pm ......... ., ... -.................................... ! ., ..•.•..• ' .••..•.• _ ...•..•.•.•••••• :-._. 2200 
1
121:0000 pmm ..... '. .... ·. '. ;~ ...... ·'.· .................... '. ...... ·: ....... ·.:· ... ·:.~.~. ·: ·:1· 22430000 
. p_ .....• · ......•..•.......••••.•...••••.•.....••..•.. · ...••.•. .-: ..........•••. 
~-·-·---· --~~-., :. ... ~t-· -' ,, .,_ ··-' ·ir - - ' -~-1 
! , l -li~. · 1 _ -~If _ 
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Survey Zone · · , : 
c ' 
Zon~ IA (South 
· :intrance) .. 
. Zone 1a (Eas.t.Park 
entrance) 
.,Zone IC (North 
'p'a;:!(' ~~trail~)· . 
Zone 2A (South 
park entrance) 
Zone 2B (East park 
entrance) 
Zone 2C (North 
Park entrance) 
,Zone 3A (Douglas 
Lodge parking lot) 
Zone 3B (Douglas 
Lodge lobby) 
Zone 4 (Headwaters 
parking lot) 
'ITASCA ~CTJVIIT TALLY SHEET 
..,. ' ····t:..:. 
... ---;-
'(,• 
.1:, 
• ' ~ ·-..~ _, 1 
- :~ . . _- ,'\ -
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·21 21 21 21 21' 21 21 . 21. 
-.-,----.-. - .. ------------------- Cf f• ', \ 
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